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FIG. 1. Distribution of Lucania parva, where native in the east and introduced 
in the west, and of L. intevioris (in one interior basin in Mexico). Record stations for L. 
pama along the Atlantic Coast and in Pecos River are plotted only for the collections uti- 
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lizcd i r ~  the  siutly. T l ~ c  inserts, of the Cuatro CiPnegas Basin and of Sa11 Francisco Bay, 
show all known occurrences of L ~ ~ c n n i a  n thrse areas. 
10 IIUBLIS AN11 MILLER 
and referred to pnrua deep-bodied specimens of the otherwise trenchantly 
different races ol southern Massachusetts and Key West (they, following 
Jordan, 1884, based their description of puma on material from Key West). 
Body depth (Table 22) varies too much and too irregularly to justify even 
subspecific separation. Differences in number of dorsal and anal rays were 
inconsistently indicated by Jordan and Evermann and are definitely not 
of specific or subspecific value (Tables 2 antl 4, Fig. 2) .  Some recent 
authors, on the now abandoned decision of the senior author, have 
recognized a Gulf subspecies, as L. p.  v c n ~ ~ s l n ;  one such usage was that of 
Knapp (1953:88), who wrongly restricted its range to coastal waters and 
illustratecl it with a copy of Jordan and Evermann's figure (1900:3256, pl. 
109, fig. 292) of ;r specimen from New Jersey, representing the northern type 
which would be typical of I>. p.  par-on, if subspecies were to be separated. 
Lzlcnnia nffinis Girard (1859b: 118-19) , from Matamoras, Tamaulipas, 
MCxico, near the mouth o l  liio Grande, has long antl properly been treated 
as a synonym ol  L .  ven~ l s ta ,  and hence also of I,. parun. 
An examin;~tion of the literature clisclosed the probability that another 
nominal species, Limin  poecilioides Girard (1 8590: 70-7 1, pl. 1 14 of volume 
= 38 oS separate, ligs. 8-14) pertains in part to L ~ i c c ~ n i n  parvn. The two 
type specimens, a male and a Sernale, were collected in 1851 by John E-I. 
Clark, on the party of' Col. J. D. Graham, tluring the United States and 
Mexican Boundary Survey, at Indianola, on the coast ol Texas [on 
Matagorda Bay, in Calhoun Corinty]. They were so recorded in the 
Boundary Survey report and were so entered in the Smithsonian catalog 
on March 29, 1858, but no trace can be fonnd of either specimen, in either 
the type or non-type series in the United States National Museum. The  
figures of the male (8-11) show that it was clearly a specimen of Poecilin 
lat ipinnu (Lesueur), but the figures (12-14) oS the female, we believe, 
were based on a specimen of Id.  pnrvn. The cllaracters pertinent to this 
conclusion are: the very short dorsal fin (with count given as 8 instead of 13 
lor the male) ; the anal larger than the dorsal (with count given as 12 instead 
of the low 6 count given for the modified anal Sin or gonopodium of the 
male) ; the almost uniform color, as also described, with cross hatching 
on the scale pockecs rather than being prominently marked with a black spot 
on each scale; the more compressed body; the rather rhombic general form, 
with relatively slender caudal peduncle; and the rountled rather than trun- 
cate muzzle in dorsal view, with narrower mouth. A copy of the Boundary 
Survey report in the National Musenm having the lithographed plates 
colored shows colors much like L. parvn: olive above antl blue-gray on the 
lower sides, becoming yellow-gray on the ventral surlace; the Sins slightly 
yellow; considerable gilt on the opercle, and stronger gilt on the posterior 
part oS the cheek. It seems virtually certain that Limin  poecilioides as 
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described and figured was a complex. As first revisers we synonymize Limici 
poecilioides Girartl with Poecilia latipilzntl. 
T h e  lour names applied to Lzicanin parun, as just noted, were all 
pro11osed in the 1850's and were relerred to three genera (Cyprinodon, 
Limin, and L~icania) .  Three o l  the nominal species were described by 
Girard, who participated in the identification of the fourth. Strch taxonomic 
variance was almost a habit of this author. 
As noted in the description of the new species, Lrrctlnia intcrioris is refer- 
able without question to I,zrcanicr. 
The  species that was originally described as Z2~1cani(l browni by Jordan 
:ultl Richartlson (1907), on the basis o l  specimens from a hot spring in the 
Laguna S;llacla lZasin o l  Uaja California (the site of Pluvial Lake Pattie o l  
Hubbs antl Miller, 1948:112-13), has lor years been known, lollowing a 
re-examination o l  the type (Hubbs, 1926:6), 21s a synonym of Cyprinodon 
mcrc~rlnriz~s Baird ant1 Girarcl. 
Another species that has been relerred to Liicanicr, lor example by Jordan 
and Evermann (189(i:G63) , namely L,eptol~icanicl o~nmatc~ (Jordan) , differs 
in lundamental characters sharply lroin the species we admil in I<ucania 
(Table I ) ,  and, we reel, represents a separate phyletic line entirely worthy 
of recognition at the generic level. 
The  species originally tlescribetl by ,Jortlan as I<zrctr7xicr goodei, although 
lor a time alloc;~ted to I;~indzll~i.r and for some decades generally referred 
to ;I monotypic genus Chriopeops, now appears to be more satisfactorily 
rcclassifietl as a s~tbgcnus uncler Lzrca~zia. Chrio@eo@.r has been tlistinguishetl 
lxinlarily on the basis 01 dentition; the teeth or the jaws are definitely 
biseri21l in goodei, with those of the inner row weak, ancl are reputedly 
~iniserial in parun, but the single row in ;baru(~ is orten more or less irregular, 
ant1 in some specimens a Sew teeth, though strong like those o l  the main row, 
are interpretable as forming a second row. This supl~osecl generic distinction 
is therelore weakened. I n  many other characters, including those that 
tlistinguish Leplol~icania, the species goodei and pcrrua are much alike 
(Table 1) . Certainly there appears to be little if any merit in the suggestion 
by Jortlan antl Evernlann (1898:2831) that goodei should be relerred to 
I;zrndul~rs, while parun is retained in I.~rcania. Furthermore, L. goodei and 
L. pmua occasionally hybridize in nature (I-Iubbs, Walker, and Johnson, 
1943:8-15, pls. 4 3 ,  whereas neither has been found to hybridize in nature 
wit11 any other species (Hubbs, 1955: 12) . This occasional hybridization may 
IIC taken as ;In indication or consanguinity. 
T h e  genus L~ic.ani/l, 21s we now conceive it, therelore comprises three 
species, L. parva, L. intcrioris, and L .  goodei, and ranges along the Atlantic 
coast 01 eastern North Americn lrom \ o ~ ~ t h e r n  Ncw Kngl'ind to northeastern 
Mexico. There are no illditations ol its occrlrrence in the Kahamas, 
Bermuda, or tlle Antilles, though Firnd~ilzrs czrDe7zsis Eigennlann was relerrecl 
to Chriopeops by Myers (1925:370). That  Cuban species is currently placed 
in a monotypic genus, Cubanichthys Hubbs (1926:4). CubaniclllPlys 
c ~ ~ b e n s i s  and the Jamaican Chriopeoides pengelleyi Fowler (1939:4-5, ligs. 
3-4) may be closely related to Lucania. 
The  geographic limits of Lz~cnnia are therefore continental, and are 
essentially those of L. parun. I < .  interioris occupies :t single interior basin in 
northeastern MPxico, outside of the range of L. puroa, antl Lucnnia goodei 
is 1;trgely confined to the fresh waters ol the Florida Peninsula (Kilby antl 
Caldwell, 1955:204; Briggs, 1958:265), but penetrates into brackish water 
(FIubbs, Walker, and Johnson, 1943:8; Kilby, 1955:203; Tabb and Manning, 
1961:614). From the south side of Cape Cod through Georgia L~,rcania pnrua 
occurs chielly in protected salt water and in brackish coastal waters, but in 
Florida it ranges lrom marine localities on keys and in bays through 
Sreshwaler habitats, some considerably removed l'ronl the coast; in 211 leas1 
some coastal marshes it lives chielly in waters of low salinity (Kilby, 1955: 
202; Tabb antl Manning, 1961:615) . West of Floricla it is again chielly 
coastal, but at diflerent localities it predominates in waters of low, medium, 
or even high salinity (Simpson and Gunter, 1956: 122; Kenfro, 1!160:87) . It  
penetrates lor a considerable distance up the Rio Grande (Robinson, 1959) 
and is represented by an abundant population in the rather highly 
mineralized lower portion of the Pecos River (Clark Hubbs, 1957:99). 
Near the coast it presumably extends lrom the Rio Grande to known 
occurrences in the lower reaches ol the Rio Pinuco system near Tampico, 
Tamaulipas, MPxico (Darnell, 1962: 329, and personal observation) . 
VARIATION IN 12UCANIA P A R V A  IN  ITS NATIVE RANGE 
In  view oS its very wide range in latitude and in habitat, it is not 
surprising to find that L~rcania pama is a highly variable species (Figs. 2, 
4-7, Pls. 1-11, ancl Tables 2-26) . Though large diflerences distinguish many 
populations, we lind the variations too complicated to warrant, at least at the 
present time, any division ol the taxon into subspecies. In  some characters 
there is a tendency toward a north-south cline, but differentiation seems to 
be accentuated in Florida (see discussions below), and the most interior 
population, that of Pecos River, as is also indicated below, somewhat 
approaches the southern New England populations in certain characters 
(suggesting tlle slight possibility that the Pecos lorm may be a relict, 
clating Srom a Pleistocene glacial time of southward dispersal) . 
Because many of the diflerences between populations involve body 
form and other characters known to be directly affected by environmental 
lactors, and because even the meristic differences may have at leart partly 
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an environmental basis, it seems obvious that the significance of the local 
variations cannot be interpreted with full coni'itlence until they have been 
subjected to extensive experimental tests, either under controlled laboratory 
conditions or through transference experiments in nature. T o  a degree, 
inferences of probable significance in this connection can be, and to some 
extent have been, m;ltle through the critical analysis of changed characters 
in new environments into which the species has by chance been introduced, 
almost surely from regions where the characters have been determined; and 
through the analysis o l  the characters of natural poprilations subject to a 
variety ol known environmental conditions. The  complex situation in 
Florida (11. 38) seems particularly inviting for such experiments. We 
commend the problem to anyone in a position to attack it. 
The  apparently retluCed number of tlorsal ant1 anal rays in the localities 
where the species has been introduced in the western United States, as 
discussed later (p. 53), appears to indicate a direct phenotypic response. 
The  apparent trend toward fewer rays in warmer water calls to mint1 the 
evidence that s~ich a correlation appears to hold for the dors;il fin o l  
certain ~>oeciliitls, whether on a phenotypic or genotypic basis; experiments 
by Schmidt (19190, b) showecl a phenotypic response in this tlirection for 
the tlorsal rays of Lcbistcs, although rearing experiments by Hubbs ant1 
I-Iubbs (unpublislled) showetl that the often-observed positive correlatio~l 
in nature between environmental temperature and tlors:~l-ray number in 
other poeciliids is genetically determined, for the varying numbers of rays 
in tlilferent races are retained with high fitlelity when all are reared under 
essentially identical aquarium conditions. 
The  marked geographical variation in number of sensory pores on the 
11e;ltl (Tables 16-19, Fig. 7) involves structures that are completely formed 
antl lixetl relatively late in the development o l  the fish, ant1 hence may 
be subject to modification not only by genetic factors but also by such 
environmental lactors 21s rnodily rates of growth antl differentiation. I n  
aquarium- and pontl-reared cyprinodonts of other genera we have observed 
tlelayetl or incomplete formation o l  these pores. 
Before proceetli~lg to ;I more general geographic consider;ition o l  dif- 
ferentiation within I.zrrtrnin pnrvn, we discuss the variational data for in- 
divitltlal characters. 
NUMBER or DORSAL KAYS (Tables 2 and 3, Fig. 2) .-The dorsal rays were 
enrimerated on the principle of treating as the last ray the two terminal 
elements that are distinct through their hidden bases. For m u ~ h  of the 
sribatli~lt and adtllt material  he anterior ~~nbranchet l  antl the br;lnchetl 
rays were also separately enumerated (Table 3) , as recommentletl by Hubbs 
and Lagler (1958:21) . 
The  number o l  dorsal rays exhibits wide variation, from 9 to 14. Through- 
out the range of the species by far the most frequent number is 11, though in a 
lew areas, as the bays and keys of western Florida (but not about the 
Florida Keys nor in Pensacola Bay), counts of 10 are about as frequent as 
those of 11. In collections lrom more interior localities in Florida the 
average number is increased, and 12-rayed fins are nearly or  quite as 
common as 11-rayed fins, or, locally, as in Juniper Springs Creek, even 
commoner. There seems to be a cline in Florida, with the number lowest on 
the west coast bays and keys antl highest in the interior. There is a slight 
negative skewness in the number of dorsal rays, largely because extreme 
variants appear to be on the high side. 
I n  this species the number of ~~nbranchet l  dorsal rays in the subadults 
and adults (selectetl for size to avoid most of the uncertainty owing to late 
branching in development) is so pretlominantly 2 throughout the range 
that we present only the grantl totals (Table 3) lor unbranched antl 
branchetl rays. T h e  highest average number is lor the mouth of the Rio 
Grande, where tlle Srequencies of the 26 counts are 2 in 13 specimens, 3 in 12, 
and 1 in one. The  number o l  branchetl rays reflects little more than the 
lluctuation in total-ray count; the motl;~l number is usu;illy 9, but drops 
to 8 near the mouth of the Rio Grande and rises to 10 in Juniper Springs 
Creek, Florida; intermediate conditions also rellect fluctuations in the 
total count. 
NUMIIER OF ANAI. RAYS (Tables 4 antl 5, Fig. 2) .-The anal rays were 
enumerated in the same way as the dorsal rays, and again the unbranched 
and branched rays were separately counted in much of the material. 
The  number o l  anal rays shows the same range of variation (6) as the 
dorsal rays; the extreme counts are 8 and 13 rather than 9 and 14, and the 
modal number is usually one or two fewer (usually the dorsal-ray number 
on the average exceeds the anal-ray number by ;ibout 1.5). T h e  grantl 
mean is 9.49 rather than 10.96. The  modal number is consistently either 9 
or 10, with these numbers about equal at some localities. Deviations lroirl 
the p n d  mean rather closely lollow those tor the tlorsal rays. Counts ol 
9 tend to predominate in the north and in the Florida Keys ant1 on the keys 
and in the bays oL west Floritla; along the Gulf coast west of Florida 
10 is the predominant number, but this tlrops to 9 in two of the three 
collections from the lower Rio Grande and in the seleral series l r o ~ n  the 
Pecos. Hence, the latitlldinal cline is slight antl very irregular. As lor the 
dorsal rays, the average number of anal rays in Florida exhibits a cline, 
increasing from marine to t res l~w~~ter  habitats. Negative skewness is even 
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more mi~rkctl than for the dorsal lin, becausc in occasional specimens 
the number is exceptionally high. 
Regional Clt~ctuations also c11ar;icterize the number of unbranched 
and branched anal rays (Table 5 ) .  Without any apparent pattern the un- 
branched rays are predominantly either 1 (as in Chcsape;lke Bay ancl in Lake 
Pontchitrtrain), or 2 (as on the Texas coast) , or about eqt~ally 1 or 2 (as in 
the Long Islantl ancl in most Florida samples). The  number of branched 
rays may vary less with locality in some general regions, as in Florida, or 
more, as in the tabulated sequence from Lake Pontchartrain to the Pecos 
River. For the anal fin the correspondence between fluctuations in 
branched-ray and total-ray counts is less marked than lor the dorsal lin. 
CORRELATION RETWEEN UMBER OF DORSAL AND ANAL RAYS (Table 6, 
Fig. 3) .-Since the average numbers of rays in each fin fluctuate geograph- 
ically and since there is a rather uniform difference between the numbers 
of rays in the two fins, these numbers are positively correlated when the 
entire species is considered. This is shown by graphing the associated 
averages (Fig. 3 ) .  In  agreement with the general law that counts in 
dorsoventrally or bilaterally opposed series are positively correlated (Hubbs 
a11d Hubbs, 1954:192) the numbers ol rays in the more or less opposed 
tlorsal and anal lins, in both species, show positive correlation in any 
one region, as intlicated in Table G lor three single collections and for 
two integral groups of collections; the other, smaller series also showed 
such correlation. Two sets, lor Timpie Springs ancl the San Francisco 13ay 
region, may each well comprise progeny from a single introduction, or at 
least lrom the same local population, and hence are probably very uniform 
genetically. That  these two show approximately the same degree of correla- 
lion between dorsal and anal rays as do collections from throughout the 
range o l  the species suggests that the correlation involves more than the 
mere mixing of stocks that are low or high in ray number in both fins. 
In  other words, the correlation is presumably individual as well as racial. 
N~JMBER OP CAUDAL RAYS (Table 7, Fig. 4) .-The number of caudal 
rays, as we have been counting them in cyprinodont fishes, is the number ol 
branched rays plus 2. This is the standard method for typically lorked 
caudal lins, in wllich the rays ordinarily countetl are the principal rays, 
including one strong marginal ray above and one below. In  Lucania, as 
in other cyprinodonts, the only test used is whether the ray is branched- 
a determination that may require rather high magnification under strong 
light. Although the complete branching pattern is usually established in 
subadults, and the caudal rays were not counted in young specimens, some 
reserve is called for in interpreting differences in caudal-ray numbers; 
occasionally an additional ray or two apparently branches at its tip in a large 
adult. 
The  local differences in average and modal numbers of caudal rays are 
almost surely locality-dependent, and are probably race-dependent as well. 
The  range is high (12 to 18), as it olten is in cyprinodonts (Hubbs, 1936: 
212-25; Miller, 1948:98) and other lishes with a rounded caudal, as con- 
trasted with the usual almost invariable number, within whole families, lor 
lishes with a lorketl caudal fin. The  mode varies with locality, with no 
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MEAN NUMBER OF ANAL RAYS PER SAMPLE 
1'1~;. 3. Correlation between nu~nbers  of dorsal ant1 anal rays in both species of 
I.~rr(rlric~, througl~out thcir respective rangcs. 
Tire regression lines were fitted by eye. The  two lines for L. interioris (both very 
sleep) rcprcsent what may be two su1)popnlations (p. 6.5). 
clear-cut cline, from 14 to 1G, and the means vary correspondingly. In the 
diverse series from Florida there is a suggestion ol a po5itive cline from the 
Floritla Keys to the freshwater stocks. 
NUMBER OF PECIORAI RAYS (Table 8, Fig. 4) .-In counting the number 
of pectoral rays, separately for each fin, the uppermost short ray was in- 
cluded, and care was taken, with magnification, light, and manipulation, to 
include even the most minute lowermost ray. Separation of unbranched 
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and branched rays was neither practicable nor significant; almost inv:tri:ibly 
the second ray is upper-marginal and unbranched, and the third ant1 fol- 
lowing are branched, whereas in the lower part of the fin the branching 
gr:idually fades out, so that the distinction becomes not only dil'ficult 
b i ~ t  also tenuous in the almost microscopic rays, which end in diffuse 
tissue, including ceratotrichia. 
T h e  number of pectoral rays varies from 12 to 15, with one count of 10 
and one of 1 I ,  each in an apparently uninjured fin. I n  this species the modal 
number is consistently either IS or 14, or IS and 14 occur in about equal 
frequency. The  mode is most frequently 13, but is indicated by the coilnts 
to be 14 in southern Massachusetts, in Juniper Springs Creek, Florida, ;untl 
along the l e x a s  coast. The  only suggestion of a cline is toward a slightly 
11igher average number from the 1;loritla bays ant1 keys to the freshwater, in- 
terior habitats. 
ANALYSIS OF BII.ATEKAI. I\SYI\IME.TRY I N  TIIE NIJMBER OF PECTORAI. RAYS 
(Table 9) .-As is usual in fishes (Hubbs and Hubbs, 1945:264-75), there 
is some asymmetry between the numbers of pectoral rays in the left ant1 right 
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[ins of Lucn~zia ,  superimposed on the expected positive correlation. I n  
approximately one-lourth of the specimens the number is different on the 
two sides. There may be a slight tendency for the higher number on the 
right side, though the departure from equality yielcls a low chi-square value 
(1.76 for L. p a r ~ ~ a ,  0 . G 9  lor L. interioris, and 2.37 Tor the two sl~ecies 
combined). Since there is no  indication ol geographic variation in the 
extent or direction o l  asymmetry, the data, which stem from a11 parts o l  the 
known range ol tlie species, are not detailed by locality in Table 9. 
NUMBER OF PEI.VIC RAYS (Table 10) .-No complications arose in count- 
ing the pelvic rays, except that, very rarely, adjacent rays are so ine~~ha t  
lused. I n  one sl~ecimen Srom the San Francisco Bay region the left pelvic 
fin is paired, with 5 rays in each o l  the similar, slightly retluced fins, which 
lie in contact; its single right pelvic is normal in s i ~ e  and in having 6 rays. 
Occasional specinlens of L. parucr have 5 or 7 rays in one pelvic, which is 
usually but not invariably matched by a [in on tlie opposite side with 6 rays. 
One specimen o l  L. pnr-r~c~ has 1 rays in one pelvic [in, but none, among the 
many examinecl, lacks a pelvic Sin, though two of Id.  i ~ ~ l e r i o r i s  lack the I'in 
011 one side, with no indication o l  injury. Since within either species there 
appear to be no  signilicant clines nor local variations, only the sllmnlary data 
are presented in Table 10. 
NIJMBEK 01: LATEKAI. Sc~r.13: ROWS (Table 1 I )  .-The oblique (downward 
and backward) scale rows were counted as follows: starting with the first 
oblique row entirely behind upper end of gill opening, exclutling scales 
essentially on the pectoral girdle; continuing backward essentially along 
axis of body; ending with the scale the exposed surface ol which is largely 
in  lront o l  tlie base of the median caudal rays (see Miller, 1918:9, fig. 1) . 
The  enumeration is somewhat tricky, but we were able, using the criteria 
just stated, to repeat the same count. 
The  number of rows v;~ries through 7 numbers, lrom 23 to 29. The  
modal nrimber is usually 27. The  greatest deviation is exhibitetl by the 
race o l  the Floritla Keys, where, in correlation with the reduced number of 
vertebrae, the scale rows are correspondingly Few. 111 this character, as in 
others, there appears to be a cline in Florida, toward a higher number in the 
more interior, lreshwater habitats; the modal extremes are striking, from 25 
to 28. 
NUMI~EK 01; SCALES BETWICEN ORIGINS OF DORSAL AND ANAI. FINS (Table 
12) .-This count was made as follows: the count starts at the extreme front 
o l  the anal fin, where there usually is ;L scale in line with others, usually but 
not always ol much retluced s ix,  along the extreme base 01 the fin (this 
Sirst scale o l  the count is  sometime^ as large as the scales above it, but 
occasionally is smaller than those along the fin base). The tount continues 
upward and lorwartl, stepping back one oblique row, to lront ol clorsal 
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lin. An extra row is included il small stales are inserted between the 
dorsalmost row ol scales, il ol normal size, and the Sront part of fin, even 
though one o l  these interpolated little scales does not precisely intervene at 
the origin o l  the [in; but this extra row is clisreg-;~rcIecl if it does not extend 
approximately to the front of the fin. Some difliculty was experienced in 
duplicating counts until these criteria were establishecl; recounts were made 
when seemingly needed. 
The  variation is limited to four counts (8 to 11, but with only one count 
of 11). There seems to be a trend toward a reduced number in the south, 
which trend is not closely correlated with the variations in number of 
vertebrae (see below). The  most lrequent number in the far north is 10; 
the lowest average is in the slender-bodied fish of the Pecos River, among 
which coullts of 8 seem to slightly outnumber those of 9, which is the 
modal number through most of the range. In  the Florida Keys, where 
the vertebrac and lateral scale rows are few, the dorsal-to-anal count is high- 
but this is in correlation with the very deep body, which is establishetl early 
in life. 111 the extreme race of Juniper Springs Creek, Florida, the number 
is also high (despite the slender body), as is also the number of lateral 
scale rows and vertebrae. 
NUMBER OF SC~ALES AROUND ROIIY (Table 13, Fig. 5) .-This count was 
made :IS follows: starting with the axial row below origin of dorsal, 
enumerating rows upward around front of dorsal, including as 2 a pair oL 
scales (usually evident) just in front of the dorsal, if definitely in advance 
of the extreme lront of base ol Sirst ray, even though each such scale is 
isolated and is not part of a row (such scales, as counted, vary from 0 to 2) ; 
continuing the count of rows on a zig-zag line, moving slightly forward to 
round lront ol pelvics (exclucling very minute scales occasionally developed 
at lront of each pelvic) ; then continuing upward and slightly backward 
to the row just below the axial row, near point o l  origin of count. These 
cri1eri;i lacilitated duplicate connls. 
This scale count proved to be particularly signilicant in characterizing 
local stocks. The  extreme range is from 18 to 25 (with only one count each 
of 18 and 25), and the modes vary from 20 to 23. In general the counts are 
high in southern New England, Long Island, and the Chesapeake Bay 
region. In  Florida there seems to be a positive cline from the more marine to 
the more interior and freshwater habitats, excepting that the race of the 
Floricla Keys, despite its few vertebrae and few lateral scale rows, has a high 
circumSerenti:~l count (again in correlation with the early-attained deep 
body) . Along the Gulf ol Mexico coast the averages and modes are low, as 
they also are in the Pecos liiver system. 
NUMBER OF SCALES AROUND CAUIIAI~ PEDUNCLE (Table 14) .-This count 
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course around the slenderest part o l  the ped~~ncle .  Occasionally, however, 
the count carries some uncertainty. This is particularly true of more or 
less emaciated specimens, such as are frequent in the Pecos River. 
Over the whole range of 11 to 16 (with only one count of 1 I) , the 
maximum number o l  pecluncular sc;~les, oddly, is the most l'requent. There 
is, therelore, a very notable positive skewness. There is also a tendency for 
even numbers to predominate. Reduction to 12 is common along the 
Gulf of Mexico coast, but not in the Florida Keys, nor ;lmong the interior, 
freshwater Florida types, despite their slenderness. At some Gulf localities 
12 seems to be the modal number, even though there is a secondary rnotle 
at 16, so that the lrequcncy tlistribution is bimodal (a rare ~~henonlcnon) . 
These circumstances all militate against applying ortlinary statistical 
calculations. 
NUMBER 01: VI<R~.EBRAE (Table 15, Fig 6) .-The vertebrae were counted 
on X-ray negatives. Since some difficulty was encounteretl in tlistinguishing 
the precautlal lrom the caudal vertebrae, only the total count is used. The  
hypmal complex is includetl as a single unit. 
The  vertebral numbers vary widely, from 25 to 30, with only five cou~lts 
ol' 25 and one ol 30. The  mode throughollt most of the species range is 28. 
The  only observed deviations from this are as follows: In Juniper Springs 
Creek, Florida, the mode is definitely 29; this count slightly exceeds that oI 
28 in the series from the Texas coast. The  only signilicant cline seems to 
be the amazing one in Florida, where the stock of the Florida Keys has thc 
nlotle at 26, the somewhat less extreme type of thc bays and keys along 
the west coast has the mode at 27, and an extreme stock of the interior, 
lreshwater type (from Juniper Springs Creek) has the mode at 29! The  
clilferences here are very sharp: the counts lor the Florida Keys antl the west 
coast exhibit ;I separability at the 85- and 95-per cent level, respectively; 
between the Florida Keys and the Juniper Springs Creek series, the 
separability is at the 100-per cent level for each lot. I n  view ol' the essential 
constancy elsewhere, even into Mkxico, it seems highly probable that the 
vertebral variance in Florida is ;it least in part ol genetic basis. 
NIJMUI<R OF GILL KAICEKS (Table 20, Fig. 5) .-The gill rakers are weakly 
and variably developed in I,zl,cania, ;IS in many other cyprinotlonts. Con- 
sistent counts are obtainable only on the criterion ol inclutling all 
r~~tliments, which cannot be accurately detected without using adequate 
lnag~lilication ancl illumination; a fine air jet is a further tlesitleratum. 
Since the angle ol the arch is gentle and the upper arch is rudimentary, 
ant1 since the tlevelopmenl of a raker at or just above the angle (or in both 
positions) is very inconsistent, the total count only has been recorded. 
0cc;rsional irregularities in raker structure called lor criteria in counting; 
a two-pronged or cven multifid raker, though split nearly to the base, was 
usually counted as one, but two rakers separated through their bases, 
though juxtaposed, were counted as two. 
As is olten true, the number of rakers, despite their degeneracy, provides 
one ol the most distinctive and trustworthy characters. The  observed range 
is very witle, I'rom 4 to 12 (very rarely either 4 or 12) , and the modal number 
varies lrom 6 to 9. Allnost the entire range is shown by single lots, though 
most ol the counts are clustered about the mode. There appears to be a 
rough cline, lrom the range of 7 to 12 in southern New England, with 
subeqllal modes at 9 ancl 10 and with 70 per cent at those two numbers, 
to a range ol 4 to 11 in the Rio Grande near its mouth, with the mode at 
(i ancl with 74 per cent at 6 and 7. Assuming a break between counts of 
8 antl 9, the data show the "percentage identifiable" as 81 and 94 for these 
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basis lor the recognition ol subspecies were it not for the intermediate 
series. I n  Florida the gill-raker count seems to be reduced also in the 
interior races, as represented by the series from J~lniper  Springs Creek. The  
Pecos race shows the same mode, 7, as the species as a whole, and yields the 
range lrom 5 to 9. 
The  number of pores in the several elements of the sensory-canal system 
of the head, which follows the pattern of the cyprinodonts outlined by 
Gosline (1949), provides some of the most useful characters for the distinc- 
tion of local forms in L~icclnitr (Tables 16-19, Fig. 7) . T h e  pores in the 
cyprinodonts comprise four separated groups: preopercular, supraorbital, 
lachrymal, and m;~nclibular. I n  counting the pores necessity arises for 
establishing criteria, some ol which are a bit arbitrary. All pores are 
counted that clel'initely penetrate, through however small an aperture, 
into the adjacent canal. Deviations from the basic pattern of 7 preoperc~lar,  
7 supraorbital, 4 l;~chrym;rl, and 4 mandibular pores are of two types, 
leading respectively to :I reduction and to a proliferation in the number 
of pores, and since they combine the two types, the deviant populations 
are excessively variable (as will be seen by an inspection of the tables). 
Reduction eventuates from a partial to complete lailure of the canals and 
pores to form. Prolileration results both from the interpolation of pores 
between the standard ones and from the translormation of a single pore 
into two pores by ;I disruption of the canal at the position of a pore. This 
process leatls to some uncertainty and arbitrariness in the count, ancl 
probably to some inconsistency. I t  is easy to distinguish a simple rountl 
pore not reaching either wall of the canal from two completely separated 
elements opening in opposite clirections into the canal, both edges of which 
are left free; but there is a continuum of intermediate conditions. We have 
usually drawn the line at the point where the outer wall of the canal is 
completely or almost completely disrupted at each edge, but have also given 
attention to the development of a definite intervening cross ridge. Al tho~~gl l  
decisions are at times difficult, there is a sharp distinction between stocks 
displaying the standard arrangement and the more extreme forms with 
marked reductions ancl proliferations. One limitation ol the simple 
Irequency tabulations we have adopted is that it does not distinguish 
proliferation clue to interpolation from proliferation due to disruption; nor 
does it distinguish between a normal series ancl one with an open groove 
between two adjacent pores. A more sophisticated but more elaborate 
approach, perhaps to be undertaken when the problem is investigatetl in 
more detail, would involve distinctions between the clilerent bases for in- 
creases or decreases in pore counts. 
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In  counting the pores with precision it is essential to use appropriate 
magnilication, strong illumination, and a fine air jet. When conditions 
difficult to resolve arise it is often necessary to darnpen and then dry the 
specimen repeatedly. 
Another major difficulty stenls from the circumstance t l~a t  he completion 
o l  canal and pore formation may be delayed until adulthood. T h e  sequence 
of lormation and completion of the several series is that adopted in the 
lollowing text, namely, prcopcrct~lar, supraorbital, lachrymal, and mandibu- 
lar. By disregarding youilg specimens this difficulty is not very serious for 
the preopercular ancl supraorbital counts, but it tloes introduce uncertainty 
into the lachrymal count and even more so into the mandibular count. I n  
1x~1-t this difficulty has been avoitlecl by utiliring rather comparable series 
ranging Srom subatlults to large and old adults. But even for the 1achrym;il 
ancl mandibular counts the more extreme variants are readily distinguish- 
able. I n  a more detailed and sophisticated analysis account should be taken 
of the stage o l  the lish's development, and rearing experiments will be 
needed to determine the phenotypic or genotypic basis for variations in 
number of pores. 
I n  general, in the lar north, the preopercular and supraorbital pores are 
extremely variable, clue to reduction and proliferation, and the 1achrym;tl 
and mandibular pores are least often developed. 
NUMBER OF PREOPERCULAR POKES (Table 16, Fig. 7 )  .-The preopercnlar 
can;tl starts at the pore near the upper end oS the preopercle ancl extends 
in a rounded right angle to entl in a pore behintl the mandible, so that 
there is always a break between the preopercular and m;tntlibular series. 
Typic;~lly, there are 5 intermediate pores, in delinite positions. The  
standard total number, as Gosline (1919:6) intlic;ited, is, therefore, 7. 
Increased counts may result from the t l isr~~ption o l  the canal, stretching 
one pore into two, but is more commonly the result of the interpolation of a 
pore, usually near the angle (the upper antl anterior ends o l  the canal are 
relatively lree from variation) . 
There is a sharp increase toward the far north in variance in the counts 
ol preoperc:ular pores, owing both to reduction antl proliferation. Even the 
Inore normal counts may involve tlisruptions. Thus, a count o l 7  may repre- 
sent, instead of the normal complement and arrangement of pores, two sets o l  
crowdetl pores, say 4+3, separated by a wide interspace occupied by an 
open canal; or any of various other irregularities (a more sophisticatetl 
approach would take such variations into account) . T o  illustrate the 
extreme individual vari;lbility in the pattern of preopercular pores in the 
north we list, in sequence of frequency, the formulas of specimens from 
W;~quoit Bay (UMMZ 89238) and East Falmouth Beach (CU 16797), 
R/l:~ssach~~setts (the pores are tallied lrom above; a plus sign indicates a break 
in the series; frecl~tencies arc intlicated in parentheses) : 5 (21), 4+4 (1  I ) ,  
8 (9),  4+3 (8), 0 (5),  4+2+3 (4), 3+2+0 (4), 0+2+2 (4),  4+2+2 (3), 
4+5 (Z), 4+2+2 (2),  4+0 (2), 9 ( I ) ,  2+3+3 ( I ) ,  2+2+3 ( I ) ,  3+4 ( I ) ,  
11+2 ( I ) ,  3+2 ( I ) ,  3+O ( I ) .  Either the number of pores or the lormula 
olten dill'ers on the two sitles (the sitles arc indepentlently tallied) . The  
number of variant types exceeds the number of dilferent formulas: for ex- 
ample, the formula O+2+0 represents three counts of pores 2 and 3 and one 
count of pores 5 and 6. The  mean number ol' preopercular pores in the New 
Ellglantl s;rmple (6.85) <lep;trts very little lrom the standard number of 7, 
which, however, is representetl by only 38 per cent of the sample; increased 
numbers al)proxim;~tely balance clecrei~sed numbers. Variance is the key 
char;~cteristic. 
I n  southern New Englarltl more than one-lorrrth o l  the ~~reol)ercul ;~r  
c o ~ ~ n t s  are o l  0 to (i pores, wllercas more than 6 were ;~lmost always lound 
in specimens of like size lroln other localities. 'The specimens examinetl 
Croln Long Island were also extremely variable, though none has fewer 
than 2 on either sitle. Tlle C1lesape;tke U;ty s:rmples studietl are definitely 
less extreme; 85 per cent of thc counts are o l  standard number (7),  as 
contrastetl with 27.5 and 30 per cent for the Long lslantl and New England 
samples, rcspectivcly. Within the native range ol the species, deviations 
lrom 7 to 8 were ~rsually rarely encountered; ant1 t1evi;ttions to G even more 
rarely, exccpt for the Pecos River samples, for which the ascertained range 
is (i to 9, with only 611 per cent at 7. I n  the 1;lorida Keys and in Birtl 
(Indian) Key the pores arc rmus~rally large, completely formed very early, 
ant1 the 90 counts were invariably 7 (27 specimens in the several series l r o ~ n  
the Texas coast also cxllihitetl no deviation on either sitle). Some limited 
1r;triation is shown by the other Floritln stocks examined. 
N U M I ~ I K  OF SUI>RAOIII~I.~AI. POKES ('I'able 17, Fig. 7) .-The supraorbital 
pores are basically 7, 21s in cyprinodonts generally (Gosline, 1!)49), in the 
following pattern: No. 1, near anterior nostril; No. 2, near posterior nostril; 
No. 3, about opposite middle of eye; No. 4, at posterior end of nearly 
straight superior portion of the canal; No. 5, lateral ant1 ~rsually somewhat 
anterior to 4 ;  No. 6, bellincl the eye, on the downward segment o l  the 
canal; ant1 No. 7, at the lower-posterior terminus of the canal (which has 
no infraorbital brancll in cyprinodonts) . R pore may be interpolatetl 
at any point, or, more commonly, an increase results from a failure of the 
canal to roof over completely in the region o l  a basic pore, which thereby 
bccomes doubletl. Retluctions stem from an even greater failure of roof 
lormation; very rarely lroni the failure o l  ;I pore to penetrate the roof of 
the lorlnecl can;tl. 
An allnost inl'inite number o l  pore lormulas exists, because (I)  any o l  
the pores, exccpt Nos. 1 ant1 7, nxty be doubletl through the incomplete for- 
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P O R E S  
MANDIBULAR 
PORES 
ITrc:. 7. (~c:ogr;tpltical variation of 1.1lr.nnicr /)(I,-vcr it~id I.. i~iterioj-i.s in nurn11cl.s of 
c.cph;tlic scnsory porcs, i l l  all fou l .  scrics. 
nl;rtio~~ ol the canal; (2) an accessory pore nlay open between any atljacenc 
pztir of pores; (3) the canal may bc broker1 bctwccn any adjacent pair o f  
pores, or I~ccween cwo or more pairs; (4) orie pore, or more, may be missing 
at ;lily suclr break or breaks. The  tletailctl pore pattern was noted for 750 
sl~cci~rlens colnprising several series thro~rgll the intligenous and irltroduc-etl 
ranges of' the spccies. l'liis was done to allow ;I t1et;riletl ;~nalysis of' tlie 
v:rri;tbility. T o  illrrstrate thc variety of form~~l;rs, :tntl to intlicatc thc strong 
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tendency for bilateral uniformity even when the kormulas are highly 
involved, we enter below, in random sequence, the formulas noted lor 4 
samples from Corte Madera Creek, California. Similar tallies (not included 
here) lor southern New England (UMMZ 89238 and CU 16797) and for 
near Chesapeake Beach, Maryland (UMMZ 66884), show the same sort 
of variation, with still other formulas represented, and lurther illustrate the 
tendency for bilateral unilormity. This tendency shows that the great 
variation in pattern is by no medns completely random. 
In the lollowing list a dash indicates a continuous series wit11 uninter- 
rupted connecting canal; a plus sign indicates a break in the serie5; ant1 the 
att;~ched letters (a and b) designate a divicletl (double) pore. The  pores 
are numbered ar indicated above. 
Pore I~ormulas lor Collections (CAS 26359 and 26384) lrom 
Corte Matlera Creek, California 
[,eft Side Right Sidc 
'1-2a + 7-8 = 4  ............................................... 1-2a 4- 7-8 = 4  
1  - 7 = 7; 1  - 7  = 7  (canal paired) . 1  - 2a + 21) - 3a + 3h - 4a + 41)- Ga + Gb -7 = 11 
' k 1 - 2 a + 2 b - 3 i - 5 a - 5 b + 6 - 7 = 8  . 1-2a - t2b -3+5a -511+G-7=8  
1  -2a+ 21)-3a+ 311-4a+lb-Ga+ Gb-7 = 11 (Not coutltal)le) 
1 - 3 a - t 3 1 ) - 4 a + 4 b - 5 + 6 - 7 = 9  . 1 - 3 a + 4 - G a + G b - 7 = 8  
f l - 2 a + 2 b - 3 a + 3 b - G a i - G b - 7 = 1 0  1 - 2 a + 2 b - 3 a + 3 h - 4 a + 4 b - G a + ( i l ~ - 7 = 1 1  
................ 1 '1-2a+21,-31-4-5+6-7=8 1 2 a + 2 b - 5 ; 1 + 4 - 5 + 6 - 7 = 8  
* 1 - 2 a f 2 1 ) - 3 + 4 - 5 a + 6 - 7 = 8  1 - 2 a + 2 b - 3 + 4 - 5 a + G - 7 = 8  
1 - 3 a + 3 1 ~ - 4 a + 4 b - 5 + 6 - 7 = 9  . .  1 3 t 6 - 7 = 5  
1  - 4a -t 4b - Fa + Gb - 7  = 9  . .  1 - 7  = 6  (No. 5  missing) 
. / . 1 - 3 a + I b - f a + G b - 7 = 9  . .  1 - 2 a t 2 1 ) - 3 +  4b-Ga-t61)-7= 10 
:X1-2a+2b-3a+4-6a+Gb-7=9  1 - 2 a - t 2 b - 3 a + 4 - G a + F I ) - 7 = 9  
........ -1-1 - 3a + 31) - 4a + 4b - Ga + Gb - 7 = 10 1  - l a  + 41) - iia -t 61, - 7  = 9  
~~-1 -2a+21 , -4a+4b -Ga+Gb-7=111  . 1-2a+21)-4a+4b-Ga-I -Gb-7=10 
"1 -2a+2b-3+4-Ga+611-7=9  . .  1 - 2 a i - 2 l 1 - 3 + 4 - G a + ( i b - 7 = 9  
........................... - 1 1 - 3 a + 4 G a - t G b - 7 = 8  1-3+41)-Ga+GI)-7=8 
1  - 3  + 4  - 7  = 7  ............................................... 1  - 7  = 7 
........ 1-2a+2b-Sa i -311 -4a+4b-7=10  1 - 2 a + 2 1 ~ - 4 a + 4 b - G ; i + G h - 7 = 1 0  
. f l - 2 a - t 2 b - 3 + 4 - 5 + 6 - 7 = 8  . 1-2a+21)-3+4-Ga-tGb-7=!)  
............................ 1 - 3 + 4 - G a + G b - 7 = 8  1 -2a+21) -3+3I1 -4a+4b-Ga+( i l ) - 7= l l  
............. f1 -2a -k2h-3+4-Ga+Gb-7=9  1 -3+4-Ga+61 , -7=8  
............................ *1-4a+4b-Ga- tGb-7=9 1 - 4 a + 4 h - G a + G b - 7 = 9  
*1 - 7  = 7  .......................................................... 1  - 7 = 7  
1  - 7  = 7  .................................................... 1  - 7  = 7  
I - F a + ( i l ) - 7 = 8  ................................. 1 - 3 + 4 7 = 7  
*1 - 7  = 7  ......................................................... I - 7  = 7  
'X1-3a+31)-4a+4b-Ga+Gb-7=10 ........ 1 - 3 a + 3 b - 4 a + 4 b - 6 a + G b - 7 = 1 0  
........................................... I1 - Ga + GI) - 7  = 8  1 - 4a 4- 411 - Ga + Gh - 7  = 9  
" Two sitles wit11 identical formulas. 
f  T w o  sitles with almost identical pattern. 
Two ~ ~ ~ s e s i n t e r p o l a t e d  b tween 2b and 4a. 
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An analysis of all such data, in which the pore pattern is itemized in 
reference to the individual pores involving 763 counts (the two sides are 
;tlmost always listed), yields some generalizations regarding the patterns. 
These generalizations supplement the more complete data on pore counts 
1xesentetl by localities in Table 17 and Figure 7. T h e  detailed analysis 
sllo~is little regarding regional variation that is not indicated in the analysis 
of total-count frequencies. 
lloublcd Sz~praorbitrrl Ports.-Of the 5421 pores included in this analysis, 
351, or 6 per cent, are listed as doubled (though the decision as to doubling 
is often r;ither ;trbitr;try; see p. 21). The  two next-to-terminal pores are 
do~tbled most often ancl in about equal frequency: No. 2 was so listed 112 
times; No. 6, 117 times. I'ore 5 is most resistant to tloubling (only four 
counts). Pores 3 (with 50 doublings) and 4 (with 68) are each doubled 
;tbout half as often as pore 2 or pore 6. 
Interpolated Pore.-One pore is interpolated in 26, or 3 per cent, of the 
750 counts of canals with pores. Of the 26, twenty were in the interorbital 
region (between pores 2 and 3 or between No. 3 and 1 ) ,  whereas only three 
were in the narial region (between Nos. 1 and 2 or immediately following 
No. 2) and only three in the postorbit;~l region (between 5 ;ind 6 or between 
(i and 7 ) .  The  variation in this respect, therelore, is greatest medially. 
Point where S~~praorbi tal  Canal is Broken, Without Loss of a Pore.- 
Srtch break (excluding doubled pores) occurs 104 times (14 per cent of 
the 750 counts of specimens with pores). The  break is most frequent be- 
tween pores 3 ancl 4 (in 74 counts) ; next most often between pores 5 and G 
(in 23 counts) ; seldom (5 counts) between pores 4 antl 5; and very seldom 
(only one count each) between pores 2 and 3 or between 6 and 7. Again, the 
v;tri;~tion is greatest in the interorbital region. The  rarity of such breaks 
between pores 4. antl 5 and between 2 antl 3 and between 6 and 7 is remark- 
able. No break was observed between the two narial pores (1 and 2 ) .  The  
fact that these pores are delinitely related in position to the nostrils and 
that pore 5 is in a unique location in the alignment of the pores may have a 
bearing on the limited variation. 
TVhen the break involves the 105s ol one or more pores the pore or pores 
th,tt are missing occur in the following lrequency in the series counted: 
Pore(s) . . .  4-5 3-5 4 3 5 2 3-4 6 
Frequency .................................. 23 7 6 3 3 1  I 1  
Again the aberrances are mostly near the middle of the series. 
I~rdi-oidz~al S~~prtrorbittll 1'0res Missing.-The frequency of pores that are 
missing (when one or more occur) varies widely: 
PoreNumber 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
T i m e s M i s s i n g  . .  28 12 21 48 39 7 9 
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Obviously the two terminal (postorbital) pores (6 antl 7) are least subject 
to tlevelopment;~l faillire; the second narial (pore 2) is :~lmost as conservative; 
and pores 1, 5, and 4, increasingly in that sequence, are most subject to loss. 
Totnl Nzin7,ber of S~lprtrorbilnl Pores i\fissing.-In the 763 tletailetl 
enumerations the number ol st;~ndard pores that are missing (disregarding 
int1ivitlli;il pore identilication) varies as lollows: 
Number of pores missing 0 1 2  3 4  5 6  7 
Frequency . 675 15) 19 16 4 17 0 13 
The  variz~tion in supraorbit;~l pores follows rather closely that reportetl 
for the preoperculars. There is the same increase in variation in the far 
north, with a complete absence o l  pores in about one-tenth of the specimens 
examined f ro~n  southern New England; still wide, though less, variation on 
Long Isl;ind, with 17 per cent of the co~ints at 4 (G is the lowest number 
observetl lor any collection from farther south within the natural range of 
the species, except for one count or 5 from the F1orid;i Keys) ; ant1 much 
variation also, for this pore series, in Chesapeake Ray. Again, the Pecos 
River stock is variable, rather more so than lor the preoperculars. None 
oC the Floritla Key specimens counted (with the exception of the one connc 
just mentionetl) , and none examined from Juniper Springs Creek, Florida, 
deviates lrom the count 01 7; nor ditl any from Lake Pontchartr:~in or the 
Texas coast; but some variation (to 6 antl 8) was notetl in the sl>ecirnens 
from the lower sections of the Rio Grande and the Rio Pinuco. 
NUMBER 017 LACHRYMAL PORES (Table 18, Fig. 7) .-The pores on the 
lachrymal (lacrimal, "preorbital") bone open from a separate segment or 
the canal system, typically at the dorsal and ventral encls of the subvertical 
canal and at two intermediate points, each usually at the end o l  a shorr, 
forwartl-directed side branch. T h e  stantlard number, therefore, as Gosline 
(19496) notetl, is 4. I n  a corlsiderable number of specimens having 4 pores 
the canal is broken between pores 2 and 3. Rarely the number of pores is 
retlricetl through the failure o l  the canal to form ;it one or both encls, antl 
the number is increased in a few specimens by the interpolation o l  ,I pore, 
or by a break in the canal at pore 2 (counting from above) that in effect 
stretches this pore into two. The  dorsal end of the series is definitely more 
tonservative than the ventral entl. The  canal lorms rather late or, in vary- 
ing proportions at dillerent localities, never forms. I n  popl~lations with the 
most tlelayecl development, lachrymal pores tend to tlevelop only in very 
large individuals. These conclusions are veritietl in the list oi iormulas - 
entered below. The  tendency Lor the counts to concentrate at 0 mcl 4, 
and also at 2 (tor almost invariably any clevelopetl segment of canal opens 
in a pore at either entl) , militates against any simple statistical treatment. 
Thirteen lx~tterns of lachrymal pores were encountered, in varying 
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lrcq~~encies, among the specimens lrorn various localities in which the 
p;~ttern was annot;ttetl. The  formulas are based on the identification of the 
dorsal~nost pore as No. 1 ancl the lowermost as No. 4. Again, a dash indicates 
that the given pores are connected by a canal; a plus sign represents a break 
in the canal. The  f'orn~ulas, in sequence ol Srec-juencies (indicated in 
p;~rentheses), are as follows: 
1-4 (215) ; 0 (162) ; 1-2 (74) ; 1-2a + 2b-4, with pore 2 dividecl (45) ; 
1-2 + 3-4 (37) ; 2-4 (10) ; 1-3 (8) ; 1-4, with a Sift11 pore interpolated near 
mitltlle o l  series (6) ; 2-3 (6) ; 3-4 (4) ; 1-2a + 2b-3 (2) ; 2-4, with a lourth 
pore interpolated (1) ; 3-1, with a third pore interpolatetl (1) ; pore 2 alone 
(1)  ; pore 1 alone (1) . 
Tallies ol the lormulas by localities seem to show very little that is not 
intlicatetl by the local dil'lerences in total pore number, as shown in Table 
18. 
From the pore formulas and their Irequencies tlet;tiletl variabilities can be 
ca l c~~ la~ed ,  ;IS is indicatetl below (following the presentation for the 
supr;torbitals) : 
l lo~rbled Lachryn~nl Pores.-Ol the 1502 checketl, 47, or 3 per cent, are 
listetl its tloubled, and pore 2 (lrom above) is the only one involved. 
I7l,~crpolnted Lnclirymnl Pore.-One pore was interpolated, near the 
nlitltlle o l  the series, in only three of the counts. 
PoinL where I.ucliryn7ctl Cnnal is Broken.-Except for breaks at a 
tloubletl pore, the canal is broken, never with the loss of ;I pore, and always 
between pores 2 ant1 3, 37 times. 
1?7di7~idz~(~l Lachryrntll Pores 114issing.-The freqliency of pores that are 
missing (when one or more occur) varies as lollows: 
Pore number . .  . . .  1 2 3 4 
. . 
Times mlssing . . 23 6 76 92 
l'he p;tttern is qttite tlillerent lrorn that exhibited by the supraorbitals. 
7'ot(il N ~ l m b e r  of Lnchry~nal Pores illissing.-The number of standard 
11orestchat are missing (without rcgartl to which pore is involved) varies as 
lollows: 
. . 
Numberof poresmlssing - . . 0 1 2 3 4 
Frequency . .  . 303 21 85 2 162 
The  lachrymal canal and pores usually lail to clevelop at the extreme north 
entl of the range, ant1 Sail to lorm in about hall o l  the pore series in the 
populations o l  Long 1sl;lntl and Chesapeake Bay. About the same propor- 
tion characterizes the Pecos River race, in which, alone, the extreme coullt 
of 5 is common. A similar proportion obtains about Pensacola Bay, Florida, 
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to disrupt the usual condition in that state; for the Florida Keys and other 
Florida key and bay series 84 to 100 per cent of the counts are 4, and for 
the sample from Juniper Springs Creek all counts are 4 or, occasionally, 5. 
NUMBER OF MANDIBULAR PORES (Table 19, Fig. 7) .-As in cyprinodonts 
in general (Gosline, 1949), the sensory canal lorms a discrete segment on the 
mandible, when it develops there (Gosline indicated that L7rrn?zia is char- 
acterized by the absence of mant1ibul;tr pores, but they commonly clo form, 
in number ranging from 1 to 6, very rarely either 1 or 6 ) .  As lor the 
l~~chrymal, counts higher than 4 may result either from tlisruption or 
interpolation. 
There is a tlelinite pattern of canal ancl pores, extending from pore W 
near the articulation of the mandible forward to pores X and Y and then 
inesad to the anterior and inner terminus at Z (using Gosline's notation). 
Formulas tallied for mandibular pores, utilizing the expressions adoptetl 
for the other series, are as follows, with observed lrequencies in parentheses: 
0 (378) ; W-Xa + Xb-Z (66, all but 3 in Florida) ; X-Y (65) ; X-Z (45) ; 
b\r-Z (23) ; Y-Z (1 1) ; X-Y;L + Yb-Z (9) ; MI-Y (4) ; 141-Xa + Xb-Ya + Yb-Z 
(3, in Florida Keys only) ; X (3) ; W-X (2) ; W-Ya + Yb-Z (1) ; W + Y-Z 
(1) ; W-Z, with W doublet1 (1) ; W (1) ; Z (I) . 
The  number of times individual pores were doubled, in the 236 counts 
with one or more pores, is: W ( I ) ,  X (71) , Y (13), Z (0) . No interpola- 
tions occurred. The  canal was broken in only one count, between pores 
W ancl Y (with X missing). The  individual pores that are missing are as 
rollows: 
Pore . .  W X Y Z 
. . 
Times mlsslng. . 134 14 7 75 
The  series, therefore, is best tlevelopetl medially, least well at the posterior 
end. T h e  total number o l  pores that are missing varies as tollows: 
. . 
Number of pores mlsslng . .  . . .  0 1 2 3 4 
Frequency . .----.-----------._..------------------. . 91 59 78 9 378 
The  mandibular pores are typically absent in samples from the northern 
and central sections of the Atlantic coast ol the United States. The  extreme 
contlition obtains in southern New England, from which area only one 
count, of 2, other than 0, was obtainetl. Failure to form mandibular pores 
is indicated by our counts to be usual also at most other localities. I n  the 
seemingly weakly developed race of interior Florida, as represented by the 
series irom Juniper Springs Creek, the modal number is 5, with a range lrorn 
3 to 5. I n  two other Florida series, irom near the coast of Wakulla County 
and lrom Kirtl (Indian) Key, all specimens examined have at least 2 
mandibular pores, ancl 5 pores occur more olten than, or almost as often as, 1. 
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Regional differences are exhibited by morphometric as well as by 
meristic features. Again, the diflerences are probably in part phenotypic, 
in part genetic. I n  respect to sexual dimorphism, in the expanse o l  the fins 
and in other features, the environment, as is indicated below, plays a 
tlominitnt role. 
LI':NG.III OF PELVIC FIN (Table 21) .-The length of the longer pelvic Sin, 
me;tsured irom the extreme structural base to the very tip, is expressed as 
the number o l  times and estimated tenths that it is stepped, with dividers 
untler m;~gnification over the body surface, into the predorsal distance ( from 
the extreme anterior end of the dorsal-lin base to the front of the upper 
lip) . On these criteria the ratio can be tluplicated by tlilferent persons. 
This character, although of prime value in distinguishing L>uca~zin 
i?llcrioris, is also significant within L. parun. The  pelvic (like the other 
Sins) averages longer in adult males than in adult lemales, but the degree 
o l  sexual dimorphism varies greatly with the stock. I n  some collections, as 
those from the far north (southern New England and Long Island), Florida 
Keys, Pensacola Bay, and Lake Pontcllartrain, there is little overlap in the 
ratios, whereas in other series, as those from Texas (including the coast, the 
li io Grilncle mouth, and the Pecos River), there is only a slight average 
dillerence; in other series, including the one from Chesapeake Bay, an in- 
termet1i;lte coildition prevails, to break the regularity 01 the cline. 
There ;Ire strong reasons, however, lor believing that, within the limits of 
genetic expressivity, the degree oS sexual dimorphism is directly dependent 
on the environment. Under depauperating conditions, as in small indoor 
:tclu:tri:t, many cyprinodonts and other Sishes fail to develop the full flower 
of secontlary sexual characters. Great diflerences in sexllal dimorphism are 
exhibitetl by two populations of Lzrctr~zia pnrua that are seemingly, as is 
argued below, of the same stock. The  Pecos River race is characterized, 
along with other Texas popul;~tions examined, by a remarkably slight, only 
itvcrage, dilference between the sexes in the length of' the pelvic (and other) 
I'ins. The  supposedly derived stock ol Tirnpie Springs, Utah, in contrast, 
shows almost no overlap in this character. I n  ihis population the pelvic Sins 
are more strikingly enlarged than in any series studied from within the 
nat~lr;tl range o l  the species, with the probable exception of the sample from 
lSirtl (Indian) Key in Florida. Other seco~ldary sexual characters are also 
exaggerated, in striking contrast with the conditions holding in the Pecos 
River (Pl. 11). Some uniavorable aspect of the native environment seems 
to tlel~ress the male characters, w11ere;ts something in the adopted home 
leads to their extreme exuberance. 
DBI'TH 01: BODY (Table 22) .-The d e p ~ h  of the body is expressed as the 
number of times the greatest depth (below origin of dorsal fin) is stepped 
with dividers over the body surface from the Sront of the upper lip to the 
structural base of the caudal fin. High males and ripe females are both 
deep-bodied, and, prior to senility, the depth increases somewhat wit11 age. 
In some collections males average deeper than females; in other series, 
slenderer. Initial separate tabulation seemed to serve no better than the 
combined figures, which are therefore presented. 
The  range of this ratio is indeed great, from 2.7 to 4.5; the modes range 
between 3.0 and 4.0. The  body averages only sIightIy deeper along the 
Atlantic Coast of the United States than along the Gulf Coast west of 
Florida, and no general cline seems to exist. Within Florida, however, an - 
extensive cline is exhibited, grading from extreme depth (and subrhoinbic 
body outlines) in the Florida Keys to extreme slenderness (and more 
rounded contours) in the interior, freshwater populations (Table 22, PI. 
1) . In  view of this vast difference and its association with various meristic 
differences, pointed out above, it is considered highly probable that the 
differences are at least in large part genetic. However, as a1re;itly noted, 
the problem is one that calls loudly for experimental attack. 
PROPORTIONAL MEASURE MEN.^ OF PRI.:DORSAL LENGTH (Table 23) .-'l'llis 
measurement was made from the extreme front of the base of the c1ors;rl Sin, 
as determined by inserting the sharp point of tlividers, to the front of the 
upper lip. The  sexes are separately tallied. 
The  data are combined in Table 23 for ;ill localities of the species, as the 
region211 variation is very minor, with broad overlaps between a11 series. 
Since the abdomen averages proportionately a little longer 21ntl the dorsal 
fin a bit shorter in females, the ratio averages slightly lower th;in in males. 
PROPORTIONAL MEASUREMENT OF DISTANCE BETWEEK ANAL ORIGIN A N D  
CAUDAL BASE (Table 24) .-This measurement was made from the extreme 
structural base of the caudal fin on the midline of the body to the extreme 
front of the base of the anal fin, as determined by inserting the sharp point 
of dividers (inside the genital pouch for females), and pressing gently 
against the fin. The  sexes are tallied separately. 
This measurement, as in many other fishes, averages shorter in i'em;~les 
than in males, because their abdomen is longer and their urosome corre- 
spondingly shorter (compare data in Table 24, in boldface type for males 
and in italics for females). The  proportion, expressed in huntlredths of 
standard length, varies widely in L. pnwcr, from 37 to 45 for males and from 
34 to 44 for females. The  values differ consitlerably with Iocality. The  tlata 
indicate a cline from the lowest v:tlues in the far north to the highest values 
along the Gulf of Mexico, with a decrease again, on the average, in the rath- 
er distinctive Pecos River race. 
OTHER PROPORTIONAL MEASUREMENTS ( able 25) .- Fourteen body ant1 
head proportions were measured in small to medium series of males ;md 
females from seven localities within the native range of I,licnnia parun (and 
lrom two Western localities where the spccies has recently become 
establishecl; also I'roin the five series of L. interioris) . T h e  measurements 
were made as indicated by Hubbs and Lagler (1958), or as stated above. 
l h e  "interorbital witlth" is the least fleshy distance, at the front of the top 
oC the orbit. The  dorsal- and anal-[in lengths are from the extreme front 
base to the farthermost tip. 
Average sexual differences are indicated for the following characters 
(with the direction of the dimorphism in males indicated by a plus or minus 
sign in parentheses) : predorsal length (-) ; anal origin to caudal base (+) ; 
cautlal-peduncle depth (+) ; head depth (+) ; head width and interorbital 
wiclth (usually slightly less) ; orbit length (+, probably because 
males average smaller than females) ; all fin lengths (+) . 
Geographic trends for some of these proportional measurements l ~ v e  
been treated on preceding pages, and are in general here confirmed. Other 
trends antl clistinc~ions are brorigllt out in the following tlisclrssion of popula- 
tions. 
Having now consideretl variations tlisplayed by I.1rro7z~ci par-i/a in each ol 
the characters utilifed, we :ire prepared to discr~ss the local v'lriants. 71'hese 
;me relatively numerous nnd diverse, with notable differences between the 
loci11 lorrns :IS well 21s wide intlividual variation within each form. 7'his 
high degree of variation is concordant with the vast latitutlinal range ol the 
species, from southern Massachusetts to the Rio Prinuco in northeastern 
Mexico, antl with the wide spectrum of habitats (as shown by the studies 
of Beck ant1 Massmann, 1951; Kilby, 1955; Kilby ant1 Caltlwcll, 1955; 
Simpson antl Gunter, 1956; Clark Hubbs, 1957; lienfro, 1960; Springer 
antl Woodburn, 1'360: 25; antl others). l 'he  high geographical variation is 
consonant also with the relatively localized habits of the species (though 
;~ccortling to Beck and Massman11, 1951, it does undertake mass movcments in 
estuaries) ; there is no evidence that it has coloni7etl the Bahama Islands or 
ally of the Antilles. 
This discussion of the local forms is essential to the later tliscussiorl o l  the 
probable source of the stocks that have suddenly become established at five 
places in the western United States, and is significant also in the discrirnina- 
tion of Luca~zia intcrioris, the isolatetl endemic in the Cuatro CiCnegas Rasin 
ol' Coahuila, MCxico. 
SOUTHERN EW EN GLAND.-^^^ of the most trenchantly distinct of the 
local forms inhabits southern New England (represented by several 
collections from southern Massachusetts). This is not surprising, in ~riew oC 
its peripheral location at the northern limit of the species antl near the north- 
ern extreme for the family, where severe climatic conditions are encountered. 
Were it not lor the broad area oC intergradation with more southern types 
and the irregularity in the clines, this New England rnce woultl warrant 
separation as the nominate sub5pecies (I>~icnnia parucr pnrun) . Thi5 
speciational situation strikingly parallels that in Cyprz?7odon u a r ~ c ~ g a t ~ ~ s  
LacCpkde, which also range\ lrom southern New England to eastern MPxico 
and is represented along a limited coastline in the northernmost section ot 
its range by a local differentiate, C. u. ouinzls (Mitchill) , whit11 is separated 
from southern pol~ulations by a broad band 01 irregular irltergratlation 
(Hubbs, 1936:223-21). Among other estuarine fishes that exhibit a more 
or less similar pattern of differentiation we note: 
Aiirllotr r~litclrilli (Valencic~~nes) .-Hubbs and I'erlmuttcr, 1942:583, fig. 1; Hubbs 
and I-Iubbs, 1953:50-51, figs. 1-2; Hildebrancl, 1943:87-94; 1964:178. 
l ; ~ ~ i l d r i l ~ ~ s  lieteroclil~ls (Linnacus) .-Jordan and Evermann, 189G:G40-41. A case in 
need of fnrthcr study (Hubbs, 1926:s) . Not including I.'. gt-anrlis, which is specifically 
tlistinct (Miller, 1955:7-8) . 
Metzidin Oeryllii~o (Cope) ant1 M .  ?rzeizidicl (Linnacus) .-Kendall, 1902; Jortlan and 
Hubbs, 1919:50-54; Goslinc, 1048. 
Tt-ii1ecles 71zaculat1ls (Bloch a ~ ~ d  Schneitler) .-Jordan and Evermann, 1898:2701; 
Hubbs, 1932n; Carl I,. Hnbbs and John A. Bollinger, R4S. 
All of these speciational clines, however, call lor more critical statistical 
analysis, antl particularly for experimental attack; rearing experiments, 
indeed, may show that the c1l;iracters involvetl are largely or even wholly 
phenotypic. 
I n  the analysis of the southern New England form ol L. pnrvtl, full data 
were taken on one collection (CU l6797), from East Falinouth Beach, 
Mass;rchusetts, and suppleinentary data were derived from various other lo- 
calities in southern Massachusetts, for the numbers of dorsal and anal rays 
and of gill rakers, and for the body-depth, predorsal, and anal-to-caudal mea- 
surements. T h e  general proportional measurements (Table 25) were taken 
on a series (UMMZ 89238) from Waquoit Bay, Massachusetts. 
h prime distinguishing feature of the northernmost form of L,z~ca17icc 
pnrucr is the increased number of gill rakers, as detailed in the text on page 
22, in Table 20, and in Figure 5. Most (84 per cent) of the specimens have 
9 to 12 rakers, rather than 4 to 8 as in the southern po~>ulations. 
About equally striking is the frequent reduction antl increased vari- 
ability in the pores of the sensory system of the head, owing to incomplete 
development and occasional lack of canals antl pores and to irregular inter- 
polation of pores. This is the only race, within the native range of the 
species, in which the preopercular and supraorbital pores were lound to be 
reclucetl in inore than occasional variants below the standard number of '7, 
ant1 the only one in which these pores were f o ~ m d  to be totally lacking in 
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some specimens (Tables 16 ancl 17, Fig. 7 ) .  I n  this race the lachrymal pores 
are more frequently reduced in number or absent than in any other 
ex;~mined (Table 18, Fig. 7) , ancl it is the only one in which the 
mandibular pores (and canal) are absent in almost a11 specimens exaininetl 
(Table 19, Fig. 7) . 
Other characteristics help to clistinguish the southern New England 
race. One such is the shortening o l  the urosome; the distance from the 
origin of the i~nal  lin to the base ol' the caudal (Table 24) in :1tlu1t 
lem;~les is ~lsually less than 0.38 of the standard length. Correlatetl with 
this is the average reduction of the number of anal rays (Table 4, Fig. 2 ) ,  as 
compi~recl with most southern populi~tions. On similar co~nparison the body 
is relatively deep (Table 22), in correlation with which the counts of sc:~les 
between dorsal and anal fins, around the circumlerence of the body (Fig. 5 ) ,  
and ilrollnd the caut1;ll peduncle are relatively high (Tables 12-14) . 
LONG ISLANI).-T~C Long Island stock of I,~rctcnin ptrnm, as represented 
by ;I sample from Mill Creek, below bridge at Wi~termill, on Nlacalf Bay, 
Srrl'folk County, New York (CU 26819), is essentially like the southern New 
Engl;~nd race in the high number of gill rakers (Table 20, Fig. 5 ) ,  the cleel) 
body (Table 22), and the high number o l  scales in transverse counts 
(Tables 12-14), but approaches the more soutllern stocks in the develop- 
ment o l  c:ephalic sensory pores (Tables 16-19, Fig. 7) ant1 in the length 
of the urosome (Table 24), and resembles most sor~tllern storks in having 
the anit1 rays (Table 4, Fig. 2) more frequently 10 than 9. 7 ~ h c  sample from 
Long 1sl;lnd ~>rob;~bly corresponds most closely with the typical race ol 
I,lrccrnicl parvtr, lor the type locality of Cyp~i77odon p(1rurr.r is cited by Jortlan 
;~nt l  vermann (1896:666) and others ;IS Greenport, Long Island (on the 
b. ,isis .. ol  Bairtl's statement, 1855:345, that "I observed it, sparingly, in many 
localities in Long Island, especially at Greenport") . 
CHESAPEAKI.: BAY Racro~.-The next stock sampled, progressing south- 
ward, is that o l  the Chesapeake Hay region. Most of the dala were taken 
lrom ;I large series (UMMZ 66881), seined from a creek near Chesapeake 
Beach, Maryland; supplementary determinations (dorsal- and anal-ray 
ant1 gill-raker counts ancl body-tlepth, predorsal, and anal-to-caudal mea- 
srrrernents) were derived lrom specimens from various other localities in the 
region. 
I n  several respects the Chesapeake Bay type is intermetliate between the 
more northern stocks and those around the Gulf of R/lexico (exclutling 
Florida) . This is particularly notewortlly lor the gill-raker number (Table 
20, Fig. 5) and for the anal-to-caudal distance (Table 21). The  anal rays 
average fewer than in southern New England and about the same as in 
coastal Floricla, but lower than arorlnd most of the Gulf of Mexico. 
7'11~ elritlcnce from the cephalic sensory-pore characters (Tables 16-19, 
Fig. 7) is various: the preopercular pores are less variable here than farther 
north, but are not quite so consistent as they are in the south; the 
supraorbitals are variable, as they are larther north, but in none of the speci- 
mens exanlined are they absent, as they are in some from southern New 
Englantl; progressing southwartl, the only form with like variability is that 
o l  the Pecos River. The  lachrymal- ant1 mantlibular-pore pattern is less 
distinctive. 
The  body averages slightly slenderer here than farther north, about the 
same 21s in most o l  the stocks ;lrouncl the Gulf oC Mexico (Table 22) .  The  
counts of lateral scale rows ant1 of scales Srom dorsal to anal (Tables 11-12) 
are ;werage; the body-circumlerential ;1nd caudal-pec1uncul;~r scale counts 
(Tables 13-14) are high, about as to the northw;~rtl. 
On the basis of available evidence the overlap in all characters with 
stocks to the north and to the south is so extensive as to discourage thoughts 
O F  snbspecilic separation, even on the assumption that the tliflerenti;~l 
characlers 11;lve a genetic basis. 
NORTH C A R O L I N A . - T ~ ~  one small sample from North Carolina was in- 
vesligated only lor tlorsal and anal rays (total counts) and lor the predorsal 
and anal-to-cautlal measurements. None of these proved of marked 
signili<:ance, except that the anal-to-caudal measurements (Table 24) con- 
tinues the southwartl positive cline. Despite the extreme paucity of varia- 
tional tlata lor the long stretch of coastline interveniilg between Chesapeake 
Bay and Floritla, we feel rather confident, albeit on the rather subjective 
basis of examining numerous collections from the intervening area, that 
I,. @crr r~c r  is relatively constant there in characters and in habitat. 
I i ~ ~ o ~ ~ ~ ~ . - U n t l e r  the discl~ssions o l  the various characters frequent 
rel'erence wits made to the phenomenal diversity exhibiled within Florida, 
exceeding tlli~t in the entire remainder of the wide range of the species. This 
is somewl~at of 2111 enigma, but is in line with the well-authenticated high 
incidence o l  endemisnl in the Florida peninsula. The  wide regional varia- 
tion in some characters in Florida, for instance in the number o l  vertebrae 
(see below), appears, in view of relative constancy elsewhere under a wide 
variety ol temperature and ollier conditions, to be a1 least partly genotypic. 
111 view of the clear evidence that much of Floritla was submerged during 
part5 o l  the Pleistocene period it is possible that the differentiation was 
rapitl. Alternate flooding and crnergence may have played a role in the 
speciational drama. 
None of the Florida races has received a species-group name, though 
Jortlan (1884: 109) and Jordan and Evermann (1896:666) took the extreme 
variant ol the Florida Keys, erroneously, to represent L~icania  pama,  as dis- 
tingtrished lrom I>. venrista. None of the Florida forms exhibits any distinc- 
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tive approach toward the interior lorins of other regions, namely the Pecos 
River race of L. fiarua ancl the Mexican species L. interiori~.  
MTe have taken data from a considerable number of collections. These 
we group into apparently natural and more or less homogeneous classes, 
which arc listed below in the usual sequence shown by the clines in their 
characters. The  series studied are as follows: 
1. Tllc Florida Kcys (extending sonthwestward from the tip of Florida; in Monroe 
C o ~ ~ n t y )  : UMMZ 65265, Key \Vest (collected by David Starr Jordan) ; UMMZ 861-46, 
bay 011 Crawl Key; UMMZ BG148, Rig Pine Key; UMMZ B61-64, Shell Key, in mangrove 
cl~annel;  USNM 197410, ocean side of Matacumbe Key (Pl. I ) .  
2. Birtl (Indian) Key: USNM 184225, in Boca Ciega Bay a t  St. Petcrsburg. 
3. Bays and other keys on the west coast: UMM% 65236 ancl 86301, Rig Gasparilla Key; 
UMMZ 65934, Pine Key; UMMZ 109981, Anna Maria Key; UMMZ 113260, Leinon Bay. 
Only a few characters studied 
4. Pcnsacola Bay: chiefly UMMZ 136550, Pensacola; plus a few counts of dorsal and 
anal lays ant1 a few nleasurcmcnts of body depth and of the prcdorsal and anal-to-caudal 
tlist;~ntca on UMMZ 61.147 and 65286, Pensacola, ancl 111836, Santa Rosa Island (Pl. I) . 
5. Coast, Wahnlla County, on the Florida panhandle: collections in UMMZ from the 
St. M'r~ks Migratory Bird Refuge, detailed by Hubbs, Walker, and Johnson (1943:8-9). 
Only .L fcw ~ h a ~ a c t e r s  stutlicd (data la~gcly  abstracted flom the 1943 papel) .  
6. Mill Creck, vicinity of Ilradcnton: UMMZ 109953 and 111788. Only a few 
characters studied. 
7. Slougli of St. Jolins Rivcs, west of Indian Rivcr City, Ih-cvartl County: IJMMZ 1132.33. 
I:rcshwatcr vegetation rccortlcd. Only a few characters studied. 
8. Salt Springs Creck, 30 miles northeast of Ocala: tJMM% 110609. Water recortled 
as "slightly s;~lty," with p H  8. 
9. Juniper Springs Crcek, at Swcctwater Springs, 3.5 miles east of Ocala: UMMZ 110672. 
Watel- recorded as "slightly salty," with p H  7.6. 
Although for inany of the characters the analysis is confined to the series 
horn the Florida Keys, Bird (Indian) Key, Pensacola Bay, and Juniper 
Springs Creek, the data taken in all regions, along with a cursory examina- 
tion of yet other series, lead us to believe that clines in many characters 
are nlarketl and general (PI. I) . 
The  most striking difference (noted only for the four main regions of 
stutly) is found, unexpectedly, to lie in the vertebral number (Table 15, 
Fig. 6) , which varies froni a mode of 26 in the Florida Keys to a mode of 29 
in Juniper Springs Creek, with nicely intermediate values at Bird (Indian) 
Key ant1 in Pensacola Bay (see further discussion, p. 22). 
About equally striking, and ol course much more obvious, are the great 
diiferences in body depth (Table 22, P1. I ) ,  grading in the conventional 
steppecl r'ltio from mode 01 2.9 or 3.0 in the very deep-bodied, subrhornbic 
 florid;^ Kcys race to 3.7 in the less rhombic Juniper Springs Creek collec- 
tiorl (which in 5everal respects is the most extreme 01 the freshwater interior 
races) ; however, the cline is ;I gradual one. 
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Along with the difference in body shape is a very striking difference in 
coloration, grading lrom almost wholly plain and light in the Florida Keys 
to rather strongly dark-blotched in the interior (Pl. I ) .  The  slenderer botly 
and the blotched pattern ol the interior stocks, along with a trend toward a 
larger eye ancl a wider and flatter interorbital, are juvenile characters, but 
other features are not. 
Correlated with the positive cline in vertebral number, we find that the 
rays in the several Sins increase in number in the sequence of localities 
lrom the Florida Keys to the interior (Tables 2-8, Figs. 2 ancl 4 ) .  The  
changes in mode are from 11 to 12 for the dorsal, Srom 9 to 10 for the anal, 
and from 13 to 14 lor the pectoral; there is probably 21 slight positive cline 
also lor the caudal. 
Thc  trends lor scale counts (Tables 11-14, Fig. 5) are various. The  
number ol lateral rows, following closely the cline in vertebral number, 
shills from 25 to 28. For the dorsal-to-anal, body-circumlerential, :rntl cirutlitl- 
pecluncular counts, however, the situation is quite different; the Floritla 
Keys and Juniper Springs Creek series are essentially alike, whereas the 
Pensacola Ray type, like populations lrom farther west in the Gull of 
Mexico, has recluced numbers. 
Similarly, the trends for the cephalic-pore counts (Tables 16-19, Fig. 7) 
are various. The  preopercular and supraorbital pores are large, regular, ancl 
consistent in number and are formecl early in the Florida Keys, Bird 
(Indian) Key, and Juniper Springs Crcek lots; they are slightly variable 
;tbout Pensacola Bay. The  lachrymal pores are morc Srequently lacking 
;tbout Pensacola Hay than on the Florida Keys and on Birtl (Intli;~n) 
Key, ancl are present in all specimens examined lor this character in the 
Juniper Springs Creek collection. The  mandibular pores are olterl lacking 
in the Florida Keys and Pensacola Bay series, but are more consistent, 
never lacking, and numerous (usually, and uniquely, 5) in the Juniper 
Springs Creek sample. In  the Bird (Indian) Key and Wakulla County 
coastal samples the range is Srom 2 to 5, with mocles at 3 ancl 5. 
The  gill rakers (Table 20, Fig. 5) exhibit lluctuations in average 
numbers ancl in range, with no obvious cline. 
The  Pensacola Hay samples stand somewhat apart lrom the clinc just 
discussed in several characters, in which, understandably, they appro;tch 
the samples from the Gulf Coast still farther west. 
GULF OF MEXICO COAST WEST OF FLORIDA AND NORTII OF THE Kio 
GKANDE.- The  numerous stocks examined lrom this wide area seem fairly 
consistent, strikingly so in comparison with the rampant variance in Florida. 
The  samples more completely analyzed (with supplementary data l r o ~ n  
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other localities lor dorsal and anal rays, body depth, and preclorsal and anal- 
to-caudal distances) are as follows: 
1 .  Lake Pontcliartrain, Louisiat~a, in roatlsidc ditch, Orleans Parish: UMMZ 155316. 
2. Coastal Texas, a t  Ninemile I'oint (UMML 179912, from U T  767) and Ninemile 
I'ontl (UMMZ 179913, from U T  787), 9 tnilcs north of Rockport, Texas. These collections 
came from ncar the typc locality of I , i ? r ~ i ( ~  uenzista (Indianola, Calhoun County) . 
The  "Texas coast" specimens (4 males) utilized lor full measurements 
in Table 25 comprise one from Brazos Island, Cameron County (UMMZ 
111038), antl three from Olmito, Cameron County (UMMZ 157339), near 
the mouth o l  the Rio Grancle. 
General consistency through thc area is illustrated by the determinations 
made on various series from the coastal regions of Al;tbama, Mississippi, 
Louisiana, antl Texas, namely for the number of dorsal and anal rays 
(Tables 2 antl 4 ) ,  which are modally 11 and 10, respectively, and for the 
predorsal and anal-to-caudal measurements (Tables 23 and 24) . The ;ln;ll- 
to-cautl;~l tlimension is high lor the species as a whole, but only on the 
average. 
The  other characters, determined in tletail only for Lake Pontchartr;~in, 
Louisiana, ant1 from near Rockport, Texas, are rather average lor the 
species and allow the following lurther characterization o l  the Gulf 
coastal form (vcnzi,sta) : caudal rays modally 16; pectoral rays modally 13 
(Lake Poutchartrain) or 14 (Texas) ; lateral scale rows modally 27; dorsal- 
to-anal scale count motl:~lly 9; body-circumlerential scale count modally only 
21 or 22; peduncu1;lr scale counts widely scatteretl lrom 12 to 16; vertebrae 
averaging 27.7 (Lake Pontchartrain) or 28.2 (Texas) ; preopercular pores 
almosl always 7; supraorbitill pores consistently 7; lachrymal pores modally 
4, but variable; mandibular pores usually absent, occ;ision;~lly 2 or 3, but not 
4 or 5; gill rakers with a wide spread of counts lrom 6 to 9; pelvic fin of 
average length lor the species; body depth (measured on Texas series only) 
:11so average. 
Rio GRANDE NEAR M o u ~ ~ . - T h e r e  are some indications o l  slight tlif- 
lerentiation in the Rio Grande at and near its mouth (the type locality of 
I,~ica,n,ia affi~zis Girard, 1859b: 118-19) . T h e  species is common near the 
mouth, antl ranges lor a considerable distance upstream (Robinson, 1959, 
antl Clark Hubbs, personal communication). The  following small collec- 
tions were utilized: 
1. Brownsvillc, <:anicrot~ Co l~ l~ ty ,  Texas; collected August 9, 1952: S10 62-2G4-27A. 
2. Tributary to l l io Grandc 7.7 miles east of Brownsville; April 9, 1952: UMMZ 167634. 
3. Arroyo Tigre C:rar~dc, a t  Highway 83, Zapata Cot~nty,  Texas; February 26, 1955: 
UMMZ 179916 (from LIT 4729). 
As already notetl, there seems to be some inconsistency in the anal-ray 
counts (Table 4, Fig. 2) for this grouping, since 5) predominates in two 
collections, as in the Pecos Kiver race, and 10 in a third series (as along the 
Gull' Coast generally) ; for the combined lot the anal-ray count is intermedi- 
ate between the counts for the Texas coast and lor the Pecos River. The  
dorsal-ray count (l'able 2, Fig. 2) is also intermediate, but the differences 
are less sharp. The  dorsal-to-anal scales (Table 12) seem to average a bit 
higher than in either of the other series and the gill rakers (Table 20, Fig. 
5) average slightly fewer. In  other respects agreement is close with the 
populations inhabiting the Gulf of Mexico coast west of Florida and north 
ol the Rio Grande. The  differences may prove untenable on further study, 
but there is some s~~ggestion that the population near the mouth ol the 
river either is aflectetl by fish o l  a different type dispersed down the river 
lrom above, possibly even lrom the Pecos River, or is somewhat dif- 
ferentiated, on either il genotypic or a phenotypic basis. 
Rio PA~uco NEAR MOUTH.-TWO collections, though totaling only 3 
specimens, show t11;lt this species, like a number of other North American 
types, ranges soutllward into northeastern Mexico. One lemale (UMMZ 
180041), 19.7 mnl in standard length, was collected on February 3, 1937, 
by J. Mortimer Sheppard in a small, swampy drainage ditch tributary to the 
Rio Tamesi (of the Rio Prinuco system), 5 miles above the mouth of the 
Tilmesi at Tampico. Two small males (TU 5631), 17.1 and 17.7 mm long, 
were taken by R. N l .  and J. H. Darnell ancl E. Liner in the lower Tamesi 
drainage, in Laguna de Chairel, at Tampico, on December 29, 1952 (Darnell, 
1962:329). Counts ant1 selected measurements were taken on all 3 specimens; 
lull proportional measurements on the lemale. 
All earlier inclusions of L. parua in the Mexican fauna (as by Meek, 
1904: 109; liegan, 1907:80-81; and de Buen, 1940:29; 1947:276) were ap- 
parently based solely on the type specimens of Id.  affinis from near the 
mouth of the Rio Grande. I t  seems probable, on n priori grounds and by 
analogy with the distribution of other species, Irowever, that L. parua 
ranges through the Laguna Madre and other coastal lagoons of north- 
eastern Mexico, which extend from near the Rio Grande to about 80 km 
south of Tampico, and, therefore, that the stock in the lower P5nuco system 
is at least very similar to that of the Gulf Coast of the United States. The  
very limited material from Mexico is barely indicative of the relationship 
that exists. In  most characters the agreement seems close. Average dif- 
lerences-the low caudal-ray count, the poor development ol lachrymal and 
mandibular pores, the slender body, the short snout, the large eye, and the 
small vertical fins-may be attributable to the small size and probable youth 
ol the specimens. However, the possibility remains that the southernmost 
population may be represented by a dwarf form with juvenile characteristics. 
The  species presumably does not range larther south than the lagoons 
south o l  Tampico. The  highlands that impinge on the coast between these 
1;tgoons and the Veracrttz plains appear from our studies to constitute :I 
barrier that rather efrectively separates the predominantly Nearctic and 
Mitldle American lagoonal and freshwater Saunas. 
P ~ c o s  RIVER, TEXAS AND NEW M ~ x ~ ~ o . - N u m e r o ~ ~ s  collections, mostly 
in The  University o l  Illichigan Nluseum of Zoology and The  University of 
Texas, dating lrom 1938 to the present, attest the abundance o l  
L~rctrnia ;Dnrvn in the middle and lower course o l  the Pecos River, in  
'Texas and New Mexico, from which areas it has been reported by Clark 
H~ tbbs  (1954:285) ant1 Koster (1957:83) . Along with Fzindz~lzis zebr in l~s  
Jort1;in ;und Gilbert, C y p r i l ~ o d o ~  sp., and other salt-tolerant lishes, it inhabits 
the highly mineralizetl portion of the Pecos, but not the upper headwaters. 
l ' h c  s;~linity of its h;~bit;tt in the Pecos has been indic;uted by Clark Hubbs 
(1957:99) . The  Pecos popltlation appears to be a disjunct unit, although 
(luring flootls inclividuals may well be carried downstream through the Kio 
Grantle, where the species seems to occur only in the lower part of the 
basin. The  possibility that such expatriates may be modifying the lower 
]~ol)ttlation is mentionetl on prccetling page. The  occurrence of this interior 
stock is o l  especial interest in connection with the tliscovery of Idzrcania 
ir7lcrioris in an interior drainage basin in Coahuila, Mkxico. 
I 'he c11;tracters of the Pecos poplllation indicate that it probably repre- 
scnts ;I distinct race of I ,~rca~zin pawa,  with no definite approach toward L. 
i71icrlori.s (as is specifietl in the account of that species) , nor towartl the in- 
terior races of Floritla. Otltlly, the Pccos race in some characters approaches 
the northernmost race (of southern New England), but not succinctly 
enough to lend much weight to the idea that the Pecos form may be a north- 
ern relict of Pleistocene origin. I n  some c11;iracters this l o r ~ n  contrasts rather 
sharply with those of thc far north. The  more significant characters and 
relations of the Pecos race are compared in Table 26 with those of other 
races of I<. pnrua (disregarding in this connection the diverse types of 
Floritl;~) . This comparison is introtluced in  connection with the presentation 
below oT evidence that the Pecos River stock was the source of the fortuitous 
introduction oT the species into three localities in the western United States. 
ESTABLISHMENT OF L U C A N I A  P A I i V A  IN  MIESTEKN 
UNlTED STATES 
Beginning in 1958, perhaps earlier, Llrcnnia parun has unexpectetlly and 
;ulrnost mysteriously appeared in live well-separated locations in the western 
United States, far outside its native range. The  places, in order of first col- 
lecting, are: the region about San Francisco Bay, California; waters about 
\';rquina Bay, on the Oregon coast; Timpie Springs, in the bed of Pluvial 
Lake Ronneville, Utah; Blue Lake, in the same lake bed and state; and 
Jrvinc Lake, a reservoir in southern California (Fig. 1) . MJe first record the 
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evidence for the establishment ol the species in each location and then at- 
tempt to explain how the introductions, all ~~nclocumented, probably 
occurretl. T h e  extensive establishment 01 LA. pnr-om in the West is consonant 
with its wide ecological tolerance. 
SAN FRANCISCO BAY, CALIEORNIA 
According to data lurnished by W.  I. Follett, E. Ti\T. Kirschbaum, William 
A. Newman, Hownrtl 0. TATrigh~, and others, captures of Lzrctlnzc~ pcrrun 
around San Francisco Bay (Fig. 1, insert) have been as follows, in  chronologi- 
cal order: 
"Not later than t l ~ c  spring of 1958" (date not recordetl) , Wright reports that the 
slxcies was taken at  Aquatic l'ark, Berkeley, near the shore of San Francisco Bay. I t  was 
associatctl there with a recently introducctl Asiatic shrimp, Pnlaeinoit n~cruodnrlylzrs 
(Ratlil~rrn) . 
May 18, 1958, Wright collcctcd spccimcns in Ricl~mond Tidal Slougll (north of 
I%crkclcy, on the east side of Sari Francisco Bay), at  37" 55' N. Lat., 122" 20' W. Long., in 
fresh watcr. One of the specimens, an  adult male 26 mm long, is in the Califol.nia 
Acatlcrny of Sciences (CAS 26355). 
Novcmbcr 28, 1958, I<irschbaurn, with David llcntz, dip-netted spccinrcns (5 
prcscrvcd, CAS 26357) in thc lower, brackish course of Corte Madera Crcek, Marin 
(:oriilty, on the west sidc of the northern area of Sat1 Francisco Bay. 
June 27, 1959, I<irschbaum, with Anthony Diver, seined I ~ ~ ~ t r d r e d s  of specimcns (14 
preserved, CAS 26359) irr thc same crcck, beginning 0.8 km below Kcntfieltl Britlgc and 
cor~tinuit~g downstream toward the bay. With the possible exception of the topstnclt, 
Atlierinofis (iffinis (iffillis (Ayrcs) , I.trronin was the dominant fish. T h e  spccific gravity 
of the creck was determined as 1.011, but transfers to fresh watcr (1.001) and to 11orma1 
sea water (1.025) intlucetl no ill cffects. The  stream had a mud bottom ant1 cont;rinctl 
thick masses of floating algae, leaf litter, ctc. Other associated fishes were sticklebacks, 
Gaslel-osteus crcr~lentus Iinnacus, ant1 gobics, E~rcyclogobil~s i~ezo0e1-1-yi (Girard) , Gillirlltliys 
~rrirahilis Cooper ant1 Clevela~ltlin ios (Jordan and Gilbert) ; also the introduced s111-imp 
Pnlaerrlo~z r~rncrodnctyl~is. 
October 10, 1959, Kirschbaum, with Rentz, seined 114 adtlitional specimens in the 
same crcck (CAS 26384) . 
December 6, 1959, Kirschbaum, Diver, and Rentz dip-netted many atltlitional 
specimens in Cortc Madera Creek ant1 it1 the lo~vcr reaches of Mill Valley, tributary 
to Ric11;rrclson Bay, also in Marin County (specimens in California Academy of Sciences). 
Summer of 19(il, M'riglrt found L ~ ~ r a ~ ~ i c i  in Lake Merritt, freshwater lake in Oakland, 
ill open connection with San Francisco Bay, again in association with Palae~~zoiz 
~~rc ir~-odnr l j~ l~ is .  
January, 1962, Ncwtnan (lip-nettcd about a dozen specimens of Llrcania  bout 
pilings in Palo Alto Yacht Harbor, South Sat1 Francisco Bay, once again in association 
with Pnltrrtt~on ~rrarr.odnclylzrs. 
I t  is obvious that L~rccrnia parun has become well established about San 
Francisco Bay and contiguous waters, with vast increase in  numbers and in 
range. 
All ol the San Francisco Kay specimens stutlicd by us t alne lrom Corte 
Madera Creek antl Mill Valley. 
According to Carl E. Uond ant1 associates o l  Oregon State University 
L~tcnn ia  pama appeared in waters contiguous to Yaquina Kay during about 
the same periocl as in San Francisco Ray: 
July 26, 1958, art adult male (OSU 321), ant1 August 2, 1958, two ;ttlults (OSU 322) , 
taken by Leonard 1Z. Coleman and Gcorgc Cllatlwick in a sloug-11 off the bay, in a 
small pool about 0.75 In deep m a r  tlic upper limit of tidal it~flucnce. In  this spring-fed 
pool tlrc salinity is known to vary with the lidc from 3.0 to 26.7 );,. Water tetnpcralurc 
on August 2 was 19.s0 C. T h e  bottom was foul-smelling black mud. Associatctl animals 
wcrc a shrimp, Crago iaigricnuda (Stimpson) , ant1 six fishes: Oncorl~yizch~is  kisutrll 
(Walhaum) , Clevelandia ios (Jordan and Gilbert) , L e i ~ l o c o l l ~ ~ s  n r n ~ a t ~ t s  a i - f ~ ~ n f ~ r s  Gi artl, 
Cot l~rs  ns$er Ricliartlson, Gasterosteus nru,lealus nc~tlenlirs Litrnaeus, and C;. a. 
1~7,icrocefihnlz~s Girard. Channels throngh the ~nuclflat near this pool had been visited 
13 linies, and many fishes collcctcd, between February ant1 July 26, 1958, without 
cncourttering Lucania. 
October 9, 1958, 3 spccirncns (OSU 388) collcctcd by Cllatlwick in Johnsons Slough, 
off the bay. 
November, 1960, 3 half-grown and 10 atlnlts collcctcd by Wilber 1'. nrcesc in Kings 
Slough, off the bay. 
March 28, 1963, 15 specimens collcctctl for us about Yaquina Bay by Breesc. 
I t  seems obvious that L ~ ~ c n n i a  p rulr has become well establishetl about 
I'aquina 13ay, as well as about San Francisco Bay. Since no specimens had 
been taken previol~sly about thc bay by the staff o l  Oregon State University, 
which maintains a fisheries laboratory there, or by Hubbs antl Schultz in 
1926. it is probable that the species was rather recently est:iblished, or hat1 
only recently m~~lt ipl ie t l  sulficiently to be taken. 
The  establishment of the species in ditches tributary to Yaqilina Bay was 
mentioned by Bo~ltl (1961:32) . 
TIMPIE SPRINGS, UTAH 
Apl-il 11, 19.59, 14 aclults (UMMZ 175953) taken by Guy (;. Musscr. 
August 10, 1960, large sscrics of you~tg to largc adlilts (UMMZ 178651) taken by 
Miller ant1 party. 
This large, cool spring, da~nmed to form a simble pontl, lies just above 
U. S. Highway 40 in Tooele County, only slightly higher than the marshes 
around the south shore of Great Salt Lake, and thereiore well within the 
bed o l  ancient Lake Bonneville. I t  issues at the temperature of 18" C lrom 
crevices in travertine and spreads over a meadow area in the mouth o l  Skull 
Valley, just east of the se~tlement of Timpic, nbout 23.3 km north of Iosepa, 
in the NL corner of T .  1 S, R. 8 \/\I. The  spring was known as Big Spring 
when Hubbs and party collected lishes there on June 7, 1942. I t  was nalnetl 
Salt Spring on the map ol Carpenter (1913:pl. ?), who labeled a spring 
somewhat farther east as Timpie Spring. 
I t  seems virtually certain that lduct~nia was introduced very recently into 
Timpie Springs. The  collection of June 7, 1942, comprised four liters of 
Gila atraria (Girard) but no introduced fishes were noted. Although the 
spring pond had been used since 1954 by Arden K. Gaufin of the University 
of Utah for field work in limnology prior to the first capture ol L~icanin on 
April 11, 1959, no specimens of this cyprinodont hat1 been collected or 
observed among the introduced fishes. The  collection of August 10, 1960, 
contained, in addition to the one native fish (Gila ntraria) and the in- 
troducecl Lz~can,ia, which was common in the deep water about the spring 
inlets, an abundance of mosquitofish, GnmF,~isia nffinis affinis (Baird and 
Girard), mostly around the marshy edge of the pond, largemouth bass, 
Micropter~ls s. st~l~noides Lack1,Pcle and bluegills, T,eponzis m. nzc~crochir~rs 
Rafinesque. 
Having 11e:trd that largemouth bass fingerlings from Texas had been 
stocked in Utah, inlormation regarding the source of the largemouth bass in 
Timpie Springs was sought lrom the Utah Department of Fish and Game 
and from the lederal fishery station at Springville, Utah. Donald C. Hales 
o l  the state department wrote on March 1, 1963, that bluegills (Leponzis 
rnacrochirzis) were stocketl in Timpic Springs in 1952 and 1953, with no 
record of the source. Further, " . . . Mr. Marion Madsen, our former Chiel 
of Fisheries, . . . stated that he stocketl some largemouth bass [in Timpie 
Sl~rings] in 1947 or 1948. These lish were reared at the Federal hatchery at 
Springville, Utah. In  so far as 1 can determine, the Federal Govern~nent 
has been our only source ol supply lor bluegill and largernouth bass since the 
1947 or 1948 plant. Mr. John Thompson, Superintentlent of the Springville 
Federal Hatchery, informs me thal the bass stocked in 1960 came from Santa 
Rosa, New Mexico." 
John A. Thompson, Manager of the Springville Station, wrote, on August 
28, 1962, as follows: "ln September 1944, Tooele Wildlice Federation re- 
ceived 5,000 Bluegills for Mill Pontl. I do not know if Mill Pond is near 
Big Springs [the alternative name for Timpie Springs]. The  bluegills were 
from Dexter, New Mexico. 
"On November, 1952 delivered to Tooele Wildlile Federation 100 L. M. 
Bass and 1,000 Bluegills at Grantsville, Utah for Big Springs. The  fish were 
reared at the Springville Station, also 200 L. M. Bass antl 2,000 bluegill sun- 
fisll were delivered at the same time for Clear Lake. 
"All the bass plantetl from this station are hand counted antl we have 
never seen any Rainwater Fish (Lucania parva) ." 
I t  is thus indicated, as Sigler and Miller (1963: 118) suggested, that the 
gamelish stocked in Timpie Springs came lrom the Pecos liiver in New 
Mexico, where Lzicnnia par-i/cr abounds, and the circumstantial evidence 
points to the conclusion that it brood stock of Lrrcanin parvn accompanied 
the garnelish. 
l31.u~: LAKE, UTAI-I 
Dccc111l)er 28, 1961, 10 half-grown to adult spccimcns (SIO G2-138-27A) taken 
by spot-poisoning and Aqualut~g by Phillip R. Sloan in this 16-meter-tlcep spring pool 
on thc bet1 of ancient l.ake Bonncville 26.2 km due south of UTcndover, near the Nevada 
bortlcr of Utah, about 120 km across very dry desert west-south.rvest o f  Timpic Springs. 
The  collector reported the bottom as clayey sand and the temperature, 
with inversion (indicating high mineral content), as about 26" C at the 
surface and 29" C at the bottom. The  water containetl green algae. The  
collector took a few young bluegills (Lepomis rtzacrochirz~s nzncrochirzis) , 
ancl saw adults of this sunfisll and of largemouth bass. 
Stocking records seem to indicate that the gamefish in Blue Lake, as in 
Timpie Springs, came originally only from the Pecos River in New Mexico, 
so that there is reason to think that Lzlcanici was ini~dvertently introduced 
with the gamelish, from the same source. Donaltl C. Hales of the Utah 
Department ol Fish ancl Game wrote on March 1, 1963, that bluegills o l  
unrecorded origin were stocked in Hlue Lake in 1953 and that he had learned 
lrom Marion Madsen that largemouth bass, rel~or~etlly stemming from 
Santa liosa, New Mexico, were stocked in Blue Lake, as well ;IS in Timpie 
Springs, in 1947 or 1948. 
Novcrnber 5, 1963, 1 sul)atlult (SIO 64-267-27A) scirlcd by James A. St. Amant 
o f  thc California 1)cpartmcnt of 1;ish arrtl Came, along with 2 other specime~ls that 
cscapctl. 
June 18, 1964, 6 young (SIO 64-322-27A) scinctl by Keith W. Kadford and party 
on the west shore about 0.8 km sout l~  of the dam (Santiago Dam),  among much 
fine algae, at  33" 46' 43" N. ],at., 117" 43' 34" W. Long. Tllcse specimcrls wcre t l ~ c  only 
ones obtairlctl in a f r~l l  clay of scitlitlg in all effort to obtaitr a good series. 
Irvine Lake is in the Santa Ana River system, in Orange County. I t  is a 
reservoir, fed primarily with Colorado Kiver water, which though high 
in salts lor a water supply is much fresher than most waters inhabited by 
L,rrcanin. The  fin rays ancl vertebrae seem to be weakly ossilied, a condition 
that may have resultetl from the relatively low mineral content o l  the water. 
Mosquitolish, Gambzisia affi~zis nffinis, and lingerling largemouth bass, 
n/licropterz~s snlm,oides snlnzoides, abound in this lake. Records of the 
California Department o l  Fish ant1 Game (furnishetl by James A. St. Amant) 
indicate that the lake was stocketl with largemouth bass, bluegills, black 
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~ r ~ ~ p p i e s ,  P o m o x z ~  ~~zgro~nnczrlat lrs  (Lesueur) , bullheads, I c t n l l ~ r ~ ~ ~  sp., and 
other gamefishes, all received from lishery stations on the Pecos lliver, 
New Mexico: five stockings krom Dexter, in 1942, 1943, 1946, and 1948 
(2), and one lronl Roswell, in 194'7. T h e  only pl;iusible assumption on the 
source of the rainwater fish in irvine Lake is that some were brought in from 
the Pecos lliver with one or more of the plantings of gamefi\h. 
Sounc1.1. or; Lzrcnnia POPULATIONS IN UTAI-I 
AND SOUTIIERN CALIFORNIA 
Very good reasons support the hypothesis that the establishment of 
Llrctinia par710 in Timpie Springs and Blue Lake, Utah, ancl in irvine Lake, 
southern Calilornia, discovered in turn in 1959, 1'361, and 1963, is 
attributable to inadvertent introductions Srorn the Pecos lliver in New 
Mexico. As indicated above, each oS these three isolated waters has been 
stocked with gamelish from lederal fishery stations on the Pecos in New 
Mexico. Lucnli,in pnrun abounds in the well mineralized waters o l  Pecos 
River (p. 43, Fig. I ) ,  and is a fish that woultl be expectetl to flourish in 
Sish ponds. 
We have no specific evidence of Llrcanin parva having been included in 
sllipments of gamelish, but on a number of occasions we have observed 
"sleepers" o l  other "minnows" in such shipments. Three pertinent examples 
o l  s l~ch observ;~tions may be citecl. On November 20, 1948, Willis A. Evans 
o l  the California Department oU Fish and Game, on checking a sample 
of several gamefishes lrom the Dexter station on the Pecos River being 
stocked in Vail Reservoir, Orange County, California, picked out and 
submitted to Hubbs specimens of two cyprinodonts, a species of Cypr inodon 
(CAS 20370) endemic in the Pecos River, and Gamh~rs in  of f inis  af f inis  
(GAS 20369). Another suc.11 observation was the inclusion o l  at least one 
L~rcnn in  goodei (SIO 64-2'72-27A) in the first shipment to California in 
1959 of Florida largemouth bass, Micro;bterzrs salmoidcs florid(in~rs 
(Lesueur), from the Pensacola Fish Hatchery o l  the Florida Game and 
Fresh Water Fish Commission. T h e  introduction of a cyprinodont, 
F~r?xd~rlzrs zebrilzzls, ancl a cyprinicl, Arotropis stmn7,ilxezrs (Cope) , into 
Arizona is specifically attributed to "an accidental planting when 
two shipments of largemouth bass from Dexter, New Mexico, were 
stocketl in 1935" (Miller ant1 Lowe, 1964: 142, 146) . 
We have considered, and now tend to regard as implausible, the alterna- 
tive hypothesis that Lzrcanin pnrua was incidentally stocked, in some or all of 
the Western waters in which it has been establishecl, along with mosquitofish 
(Gun7 bzrsia cijjinis af f inis)  , which have been very widely spread in mosquito- 
control operations. We have had no indications of such introduction, a1- 
though mosquitolish have long become thoronghly established in Utah 
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(Rees, 1934 antl 1945; Sigler antl Miller, 1963: 120-22) , Nevada (Miller and 
Alcorn, 1945: 184) , antl Californi;~ (Dill, 1944: 162-63, antl personal observa- 
tions) . Furthermore, health authorities in these states are maintaining and 
distribu~ing stocks o l  rnosqt~itolisll presumably free from contaminatio~l 
with other cyprinotlonts. 
i\qu;tri~u~n lish are now, tlisconceriingly, becoming established in inany 
waters in the West (see, Cor example, Deacon, Hubbs, and Zahuranec, 1964) , 
b ~ t t  Llrcc17licr is 2111 but unknown in the home-aquarium tratle. I t  is extremely 
unlikely thi~t  any oT the est;tblishments in tlle t\'est are explicable in terms 
of esc;~petl or tllrnpetl aclu;~riuin specimens. 
Altllougli we feel reaso11;ibly secure in attributing the introtl~lction o l  
I,rtc~cr~litr pnwcr into Utah antl southern Calilornia to the incl~rsion o l  this 
cyjxinotlont in shil,inents o l  gamefishcs from federal fishery station (s) on the 
Pecos River, New NIexico, we clo not find evidence that the populations about 
Sail Francisco Uay, C:~liforni:~, and Yaquina Bay, Oregon, arose in this way. 
Leo Sh;~povalov o l  the California Department of Fish and Game reported 
(letter o l  December 17, 1959) that he had "not been able to locate any 
tlefinite information on shil>ments o l  fish into California from the U. S. 
Fish ;tilt1 Wiltllife Service hatchery at Dexter, New Mexico, in relation to the 
:lpl)c;rr;rnce of I,~rcanin in the San Francisco Bay area." Carl E. Bond has 
S~rrnisllctl similar negative inclications lor the Yaquina Bay area, stating (by 
letter ol ,January 8, 1959) that "we have no knowledge of any recent legal in- 
trot1~rc:tions of any game fish or other fish into thc Yaquina River system." 
The  possibilities o l  its introduction into these waters through its inclusion 
with Gcrtnb~rsin in mosquito-control operations or through the escape o l  
home-zrcjl~ari~~rn specimens seem even more remote for thc bays than for the 
interior waters. 
\i\illat appears to 11s to be a plausible hypothesis on the introduction of' 
the rainw;~ter fish into San Francisco antl Yaquina bays is that it was trans- 
l ~ o r ~ e t l  ;IS eggs on oysters, Crnssoslretl ~ ~ i r g i n i c a  (Gmelin) , from the East 
C;oast ol' the United States. This idea, which was suggestetl to us by Jay  D. 
Antlrews of the Virginia Fisheries Laboratory (now the Virginia institute 
of Marine Science), sccms very plat~sible on two grounds: L.11cn7zia, according 
to Antlrcws (person;tl corn~n~~nicat ion) ,  is common antl spawns on oyster 
reefs, ;rntl castern oysters have been cultivatetl extensively in San Francisco 
;~ntl Yaquina bays. 
During the I;ISL quarter o l  the nineteenth century enormous quantities 
ol' seed oysters, as much as 262 carloacls per year, were transl~orted to San 
Fri~ncisco lSay annu;ully, from mitl-NIvlarch to mitl-i\/l;ty ant1 from rnitl-October 
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to mitl-November (Uarrett, 1963). I n  this connection we note that a long 
spawning season, lrom early April until near the entl of July, was attributetl 
to L. pawn in Chesapeake Bay by Hildebrantl and Schroetler (1928: 137). 
Barrett wrote: "Most oS these came from the bays and estuaries oS New York 
and northern New Jersey, principally Newark Hay ant1 the North River, but 
also the liaritan River, New Jersey, and Prince Bay, Staten lslantl. . . . 
Probably 1910 was the last year that eastern seed oysters were imported to Sail 
Francisco Bay. . . . Fully-grown eastern oysters continnecl to be imported 
however, and many o l  them were held in beds in San Francisco and To~rlales 
bays until sold." 
Production ol eastern oysters in (:alifornia continued throngh the 1!)50's, 
but by the end o l  the tlecade became a negligible proportion of the total pro- 
tll~ction, as the giant Pacilic oyster, Crnssostretr gigas (Thunberg) oS J;~p;ln, 
took over. 
Concerning the inlrotl~~ction o l  Cmsso.rtrctl virginicn in t o  Y;~quin;r Bay, 
li. E. Dimick reported (by letter o l  March 15, 1963) as follows: 
"T'here have been a number o l  east coast oysters plailtetl in the bay I'rorn 
about 1878 to somc time in the early 1940's. Information on the I'irst plant 
occurred in the Daily Oregonian lor August 12, 1896, as lollows: 
Captail1 J. J .  Winant, somc IS years ago while engagecl in planting caster11 
oyster plants in  San Y1-ancisco Bay, conclutlcd to try the experirncl~t at Yaqni~l ;~  Ilay. 
I-Te I,t-ought by sailirtg vcssrl two barrels of young Chesapeake bay oysters, tllci-e 
being about 5,000 in a barrel, ant1 pl:~cccl tlrcrn nrar the moutlr of Pools Slough xvl~ich 
cmptics illto Yaquina nay. T h e  pla~rts were 8 days crossing the con t i~~en t  to San 
Francisco ant1 after being placctl in the I~ay for 24 Ilorirs, thry wcre I,rought nortll 
I~cing 10 tlays on the way. I t  was 19 tlays from the time the plants left the eastern 
waters bcforc they wcre scattered over t l ~ c  betl of Pools Slough. \Vithin 18 months 
several bushels o f  oystcrs, consitlrrably more than half grown wruc secureel. 're11 
years after this, c;~stci-11 oysters wcrc taken from thr  11atura1 betls sllowir~g I)cyo~~cl 
dortbt that a few of t l ~ c  oystcrs Iratl spawned. 
"Dr. Nathan Fasten statetl in an article on the Yaquina oyster betls (1931, 
American natural is^, Vol. LXV:434-68) : 'There have also been nunlerolls 
plantings oS the Atlantic oyster, Ostrcci virgi~~ictr Gmelin, but with few ex- 
ceptions these have not acclimatetl themselves to their new location in the 
Yaqliina region.' 
"As Carl Bond toltl you, we received an experimental plant 01' seed oysters 
Srom lihode Island sometime in  either 1943 or 1944. . . . 1 suspect that most 
of the earlier shipments came from Chesapeake Bay. . . . 1 suspect that the 
last were shippetl when PaciSic oysters became available in the bay (about 
1940) ." 
According to the advice of Chester N. TVachsmuth ol the Oregon Oyster 
Co., dated April 22, 1963, and received through I<. E. Dimick, the last com- 
mercial shipment o l  seed oyslers into Yaquina Kay arrived about 1931; this 
20-barrel shipment (much smaller than some earlier shipments) was sent 
by the Warren Oyster C:o. 01' lihotle Islantl, which h:rd betls in Narragansett 
Ray. 
The  circumstance t1i;rt eastern oysters prob;rbly have not been trans- 
ported to San Francisco Ray or l'aquina Ray since the 1950's or 1940's, 
resljectively, tloes militate ag;~inst the hypothesis, but ichthyological studies 
along ant1 near the shores of these bxys have been lin~ited; furthermore, 
an introtlt~cetl ani~nill olten builtls 1111 its poptrlation slowly until it quickly 
explocles in numbers (witness the well-clocunlentetl history o l  the establish- 
ment oC the sea lamprey, Pe/ron7yzo,a n7crrinzrs, ant1 the smelt, 0.s717erirs 
mordnx ,  in the Great Lakes). 
The  hypothesis ol the introtluction ol L/iccri~ic~ along with oysters is 
rentleretl more plausible when we consitler the evitlence that other nl;rrine 
organisms rnay have been introtlr~cecl into western North Anlericarl waters 
incitlent:rlly by suc.11 :I pathway. Several s ~ ~ c h  introtlt~ctions have been 
hypothec;rtetl by Rorl~lot (1935) antl Hanna (1939), wrho listetl numerous 
,Jap;r~lese molll~scs antl one species of barnacle lountl in a shipment of seetl 
oysters in 19.30, before :I rigitl inspection was estal-~lishetl. Two of the best 
authei1tic;ttetl introtluctions on oysters are those ol two oyster pests, the 
Atlantic oyster tlrill, Uro.s(~l;hinx citlere(~ (Say) , which obviolrsly arrivecl with 
sp;rt ol' the Atl:lntic oyster, ant1 the Japanese oyster tlrill, U .  jcrpolzica 
(Dunker), which obviously arrived with sp ; t~  of the giant I'acilic oyster 
(12;rrrett, 1963: I!)) . The establishment of' the channeletl whelk, Ij,~rsyc.olypzrs 
ccl~crlicrrlnt~rs (Linnae~ls) , in San Fr;~ncisco Bay as early ;IS 1918 
(l~ossibly 1938) appeirrs to us, on the basis ol Stohler's statements 
(1962), to be lnost plar~sibly explainetl as owing to introcluction with 
Atlantic oysters. The  I'ortrritous tlistribution ol barnacles, inclutling the 
introtltlction ol i<rtlun/rs trmpltitrite Itcr-iurziie~rsi.~ Bi-och into C:;rlilorni;i, seems 
thus explic:tble (Utinomi, 1960) . 1t is thougllt that the J:rp;inese littleneck 
cliim, Tnpc.s .sen7idcc1rsstrtcr Reeve, may have arrived in that way (Fitch, 
1953:G'i) . It is being theorizetl (Carl L. E-Iubbs ant1 John FI. Presc.ott, MS) 
that :ti1 Asiatic goby, 7'ridentiger trigonocephnlzts (Gill) , in egg stages 
reachecl San Fr;incisco Ilay on the giant Pacific oyster, antl Los i\ngeles 
Harbor itmollg lottlilig organisnls on ;I ship. The  Oriental shrimp, 
Pnlnenzol~ 7t7ctcrodclclyl~rs, which has become established in waters about 
San Fr:uncisco Bay and occlrrs in i~ssoci:rtioil with L~~r.rrnicr prrrun, may have 
irrrivetl in the same way, though transportation in ship's sea-water system has 
been hypothecated as more p la~~s ib le  (Newman, 1963). An estuarine 
Japanese goby, Acnnthogobizrs l l n v i r n a n ~ ~ s  (Temminck and Schlegel) , may 
have arrived in the same way as the shrimp (Brittan, Albrecht, antl Hopkirk, 
196.3). The  flourishing establishment of the northern Japanese alga, 
Snrgnsslrrn 7rrzrlic'rrni (Yentlo) , ;ilong the Pacific coast lrom Oregon to British 
Columbia is tletinitely attributetl to transler on seetl oysfers ( S ~ ~ ~ g e l ,  1956; 
1957: 12.3) . Quayle (1934) prewntetl a detailed stl~tly of the introduction 
ant1 establishment in Britlsll Columbia waters 01 variol~s pelecypotl ,~nt l  . . 
gastropod molluscs, "largely as a result of oyster ct~ltural operations." The  
same subject hat1 been treated previously by Carl antl <;uig~let (1958). 
/\nother plausible hypothesis that may explain the recent introtluction 
ol' L ~ I T ( I ~ ~ ( L  into 'Yaquiila Bay (and presumably applicable also to San 
Francisco Bay) is that the lish have been introducetl in water ball:~st. 
T l l ro~~g l l  Mr. P. Breese o l  Oregon State University we lcarned in 1963 that 
Mr. \Made of the Yitqnina Dock ; ~ n d  Dredge Co. has nlatlc this suggestion, 
which the chiel engineer for the Calnlar Lines thinks is entirely possible, 
atltling that, lor example, a b o ~ ~ t  3 years previously, because of the steel 
short;~ge, ships came lrom thc East with ballast (from the C:hesape;~ke area) 
zurtl ~ x ~ m l ~ e t l  it out in Yaquina Hay; this co111tl also havc occl~rretl earlier 
when cargo l'or thc M'est was rinavai1;tble. This hypothesis fits better the 
intlications tllat I,rrc.crnin is a rec:cnt introtluction. 
While this papcr was in press, evidence has comc to our ;Ittention oT the 
establishment, probably temporary, o l  another Atlantic coast cyprinotlont, 
C y p r i ~ ~ o d o n  -imri(:g(lt~is Lackpktle, in an estuary near the mouth oL Dungeness 
River, on the Olympic Peninsula o l  Washington. Greenf'ielcl ant1 Grinols 
(1965) in reporting the capture of 28 specimens there in 1'349 tliscussetl 
historic;~l cvitlencc bearing on tlle possibility that  he species was introtlucecl 
wit11 oysters lrom the At1:rntic coast. They conclutletl that the introtlt~ction 
resl~ltetl "tlirectly from a disc;trtletl aquarium [which seems to us unlikely], 
or intlirectly from an unofficial transplantation of eastern lish or sllelllisll 
species." We we inlormed that there is an oyster farm in atlj;icent waters 
(Davit1 W. Greenfieltl, personal communication) . 
A comparison o l  the meristic antl morphometric tlata for the live in- 
trotlucetl populations of the western Unitetl States with the data lor the 
natur;~lly occurring popul;~tions lrom southern New England to north- 
eastern Mkxico Ilas a tlortble bearing: resemblances between a given in- 
t rod~~cet l  pol~r~lation a t1 the ancestral stock hypothecatetl on cirt:umstantial 
evitlence strengthen tlle hypothesis; tlilf'crences suggest pllenotypic motlifica- 
tions attributable to cllangetl environment. Such resemblances antl tlil'- 
lerences ;Ire consitleretl together in the following analysis. The  San 
Fransisco ant1 Yacluina bay populations are consideretl as one unit bccause 
o l  certain siinilarities in character as well as in habitat, antl because it is 
l~ypothecatetl that they both arrived on shipments of oysters or in water 
ballast frorn the North At1;rntic coast. The  interior po l~~ la t i ons ,  lroln 
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Tinlpie Springs antl Blue Lake in Utah and lroin lrvine Lake in (Ilalifornia, 
;Ire itlso treated together, largely because circumstances indicate that they 
iurrivetl with plantings o l  gamefish from the Pecos Kiver in New Mexico. 
The  tlorsal rays, antl more p;urticularly the anal rays (Tables 2, 4, 5; 
Figs. 2, 3 ) ,  average lower in the bay ant1 interior-western stocks than in all 
but ;I few native pop~llations. The  western stocks agree well with the samples 
from Chesapeake Bay, ant1 with the Pecos collections, antl with a few 
scatteretl samples Irorn Floritla to the Rio Grantle. An outstancling point, 
probably attributable to :I phenotypic eflect, is the low anal counts for the 
Y a q ~ ~ i n a  Uay ant1 Irvine Lake s:lmples, with ;I possible slight reduction also 
in the tlorsal counts lor Yacl~~ina Bay. The  reduction in the anal counts for 
the Irvine Lake sample involves both ~~nbranchet l  ant1 branchetl rays (Table 
5) . 
The principal c;~utlal rays (Table 7, Fig. 4) average unilormly high in 
count in the western series, agreeing best with the far-northern ant1 Pecos 
samples, antl with ;l few orhers. A particul;~rly surprising circl~n~stance is 
th;~t  the one Irvine Lake specimen that was countable, thot~gh still small 
(stant1;lrtl length 20 mm) , clearly has the extreme high count of 18 c;~utlal 
r,~ys, ns in only 8 sl~etimen\ 'lmong the other 370 en~umerated. An un- 
exl~l,tin,tble phenotyl~lc ellcc t m'ty be intlicatetl. 
The  pectoral ray counts (l'able 8, Fig 4) show llttle ol \ ~ g n ~ t ~ c ~ ~ n c e ,  but 
(lo not negate the hypotheses on the origin of the western pol~ulations. The  
~xob ;~b le  though hartlly tr~ustworthy intlication o l  ;I slight average retlcuction 
in Y;rcluina Uay recalls the reduction in anal-ray count there. 
The  ;rver;lge number o l  lateral scale rows antl vertebrae (Tables 11 and 
15, Fig. 6) is motleratcly high antl rather unilornl in the western popula- 
tions, but is hartlly tlistinctive (except in contrast with certain stocks in 
Floritla) . Neither the interior nor the bay samples exhibit the slightly re- 
tlucetl average number of scale rows characteristic of the Pec:os River s;lmples. 
I'henotypic motlification seems to be invol\ictl. 
Even more striking is the circumstance that the intcrior stocks in the 
\Vest tlo not agree with the l'ccos liiver fish in the low averages of trans- 
verse scale counts (7';tbles 12-14) -clorsal-to-anal, aroi~ntl the body (Fig. 5) , 
:111(1 especially aroi~ntl the cal~tl;ul jjetluncle. The  market1 tendency towartl 
em;lci;rtion in the Pecos, perhaps related to its high content of gypsum, may 
be involved, in view ol the general tendency for the number of scales (and 
ol' other meristic elements) to be governed by the absolute space available 
(luring the tlevelopment of the part involved (Hubbs, 1927: 82-84; 1941 0 :  
235-36) . Again a phenotypic ellect seems to be in\~olvetl. In  these three scale 
co~unts the bay lorms of the West seem to average higher than the interior 
lorms, wllith tircumstantc somewhat strengthens the itlea that the bay forms 
stemmed horn the Jnr north, where the averages ,Ire high, and thnt the 
interior lorins stemmed lrom the Pecos. 
I n  respect to the counts o l  preopercular 'tnd supr,iorbitnl pores (Tables 
16-17, Fig. 7) we lint1 perh'lps the strongest evidence that the stocks ol the 
western bay\ came lrom the Iar north, and that the interior \locks came lrom 
tlle Pecos. The  very high variability in thc numbers of these pore5 points 
towarcl either the I'tr north or the Pecos ior e,lch set oS pores, ancl the cle<g-ree 
ol vnrintion points toward the hypothecate<l origin o l  cdch category. The  
greater variation lor the Y,rquina Bay samples as c~mp~lrecl  with those lor 
San Francisco B'iy may rellect the circumstnnce th,tt in generdl it was 
necessary to u t~ l i /e  smaller specimens Srom the Yaquina Bay nrca (as noted 
above, pore forlnation lends to be completed latc In life). However, some 
dillereilce in origin of stock or  some phenotypic dilierential m ~ ~ y  be involved. 
'I he lacllrymal pores (Table 18, Fig. 7) tend to avcrage fcw, with com- 
plete 1,lck Frequent, in the western bays ac in thc lar north. T h e  more fre- 
quent retluction in Yaquina Bay agaln may I'irgely reflect the unavoidable 
reliance on smaller adults. Similarly, the tendency towarcl more complete 
development in Timpie Springs, a5 compared with the Pecos, may rellect 
the exuberance oE the spring stock ( m n y  large fish were available in each 
set) . 
In  respect to the m;lnclibul;lr pores (Table 19, Fig. 7) the San Francisco 
\cock agrees with that or the Tar north (or the Pecos) in the great preponder- 
;rnce ol mandibles without any pores. T h e  resemblance, however, is lar lrom 
exclusive. The  almost invariable absence of these pores in the Yaquina Bay 
specimens may well reflect their small size. Again, the development of the 
pores is Inore complete in Timpie Springs than in the Pecos. 
I n  the search lor evidence rep~rtling the origin of the western stocks ol 
12~lcnnicl pnr-ocn the number ol: gill rakers (Table 20, Fig. 5) appe:trs to 
be especially signilicant. T h e  numbers in the two bay stocks exceed those ol 
any of the native groups except lor Long lslantl ant1 southern New Engl'lncl, 
which are cvcn more extreme in this respect (the Chesapeake nay samples 
are tlistinctly less extreme) . T h e  lower average number in the interior stocks 
corresponds much better with the value lor the Pecos sample\, but is not 
cert;iinly clillerent lroin thc averages o l  a number ol samples lrom the Gulf 
of Mexico. 
T h c  data on tlle length of the pelvic lin (Table 21) scnrcely contribute 
to thc evidence on the origin 01 the western stocks, but, on the contr'iry, in- 
tlicnte the phenotypic basis ol the sexu'tl cllmorpllism, which lcacls to gre'ttly 
enlargeel pclvics in the rnnles 01 certain stocks. 'I'hnt this climorphism is 
extremc in the '1 inlpie Spr~ngs tollections, 'lntl only slightly evident in its 
presumeel nntestr,il stocl\, lrorrl Pecos Rlver, hns nlreatly been stresseel (11 33) 
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;IS evidence of the phenotypic exuberance o l  12zrcn~zin in the obviously very 
Savorable environment of these springs. 
The  hotly tleljth (Table 22) of the western stocks is about average for 
the species, and is ~ t b o l ~ t  unilorm. T h c  higher ratios (slenderer body) of the 
Slue Lake and Irvine Lake series is attributable to the small size o l  the 
:rv;lil;tble specimens. 
The  anal-to-car~tl;~l measurements (Table 24) olfer almost nothing of 
v;rlue, antl nothing new of importance is provitled by the detailed data 
(Table 25) on proportional measurements. 
1t is concl~~detl that the evidence or tlilferential characters bolsters the 
Ilylmthesis that the est;~blishment of L~icnnicl parvcl in Timpie Springs and 
Rlue Lake, Utah, and Irvinc Lake, California, is attributable to fortuitous 
introduction with gamelish l'rom letleral fish-culture station (s) on thc 
Pccos River, in New Mexico, antl that the occurrence of the species in waters 
: r bo~~ t  Sari Fr;rncisco ant1 Yaquina bays resulted from fortuitous introtluc- 
tions with oysters lrom the North Atlantic Coast of the Unitecl States, from 
some point between New York and Chesapeake Bay. 
Lucania i n t e r i o r i ~ , ~  new species 
(Figs. 1-8, Pl. 111) 
T h c  discovery o l  this isolatetl entlcmic species of an interior-drainage 
basin lar inland in northeastern MPxico is brielly recounted above (p. 5 ) .  
11s habitat and its tlistributional relations are cletailetl below. Its occurrence 
in an interior basin is consonant wit11 tllc a1rc;ttly mentioned broad 
etolog~cal tolerance ol its witle-spread close relntive Lritnnicl panla (p. 12). 
The  relationships o l  this species are clearly sllown by its morpl~ological 
ch;~racters antl are reflectetl in its habitat and behavior. i\/lany leatures 
21SSirm its pertinence to the hmily Cyprinotlontidae, tribe Funtlulini, and 
genus antl subgenus L1rc(117i(l. I t  is obviol~sly oviparo~~s, lor large eggs Sill 
its single, slightly bilobed ovary; the anal fin o l  thc nialc and its 
s~~spensori t~m are scarcely motlilied and the branching of the anal rays 
antl the neuromast pattern are typical o l  the family (Ht~bbs, 1050:7-8). 
Pertinence to the tribe Funtlulini, as t1i:tgnosetl by Myers (1931:249-50), is 
indic:ttetl by the Sully protractile prcmaxillarics, rclatively low pectorals, 
toothless vomcr, ant1 ztbscnce o l  pseudobr;unchiae. Its free orbital border 
c:ontrasts wit11 that ol ICiurillrs ant1 its re1;ttives thougll it agrees wit11 
tl~osc genera in having a rather narrow lachrynl;~l ("preorbital") , which 
is only 0.3 as wide ;IS the eye, as in Llrccznicr pnr-r~n ant1 some other Fluntlulini 
' T h c  n;mc i?zlrt.ioris, "tlwclling ill the illlcrior," sccms particularly appropriate. 
(Myers' statement that the preorbital in this tribe is half eye or  more is not 
always strictly true) . 
Id. interioris agrees in many respects with the two other species we accept 
as comprising the genus Luconin, in contrast with Lcptol~icnnia (Table 1 ) .  
The  only apparent approach to Lepto/zr,canin is the relatively slight back- 
ward shift in the position of' the dorsal fin. Several of the characters com- 
pared in Table 1 testify to a close relation with L. par710 rather than with 
Id. goodei. The  close genetic tie of L. interioris with L. p n r ~ ~ o  is particularly 
well shown by common and distinctive features of coloration, as can reatlily 
be appreciated by comparing the illustrations of L. pnr-on (Pls. 1-11) ant1 
Id. interioris (Fig. 8 )  in this treatise and those oL' L,. pnrvcl ancl Ld. goodei 
in the paper by Hrtbbs, Walker, and Johnson (1943:9-14, pls. 4-6). 
Especially striking ant1 signific;~nt is the agreement between interioris ant1 
~oru t r  in the sexual tlimorphism in pigmentation-the lower hall of the 
front edge of the dorsal fin in the mature males (ant1 to ;I lesser extent in 
tleveloping males) of each species is jet black, set off behind antl below by 
a light area. 
COMPARISON WlTH I,ll~Clni(l p(lRJfi 
The  char;~cters that tlifferentiare I,. i7zteriori.r on the specilic level from 
L .  parun are tletailetl in Table 27 (antl in the tables therein referred to) .  
T h e  data on L. interioris presented in Tables 1 and 27 constitute a firm 
diagnosis of the species. Though subject to sexual dimorphism (see especi- 
ally page 33) ,  the first ch;lr;ccter enteretl in Table 27 suffices alone to 
separate all indivitluals of interioris from all of pnrun, irrespective of sex; 
the ratio that gives expression both to the shorter pelvic fin and the longer 
petlorsal le~lgth of il~terioris ranges in large series of each species from 4.9 
to 6.5 in ir~terioris ant1 lrom 2.5 to 4.8 in pnrvtr. 
I n  the leature just rnentionetl antl in some other respects the two species 
are completely tlifferentiatetl morphologically. Althoi~gh no grorlntls 
whatever appear for questioning its pertinence to the genus and subgenus 
Ltrccinin, we feel that the evidence calls lor according L .  illterioris 
species rank. There seems to be no chance oS intergratlation in nature 
between this species and L. pari~a, because, as noted below, extensive collect- 
ing in the Rio Salado system has indicated that no form of Lz~ccinia occurs 
there. 
The  only other stock of L~lcrnnia that lives so Jar inland, ant1 the one that 
occurs nearest to the Cuatro Ciknegas Basin, namely t l~n t  o l  the Petos 
River (p. 43), is so little motlilietl from the coastal forms of L. pnrua ;is to 
be inseparable even on the subspecies level. Neither this Pecos race nor 
those of interior Floritla approach L .  znterzoris signilicantly. 
I n  the very weak development of cephalic sensory pores this lorrn 

approaches or resembles far-northern populations of I,. parun. This re- 
semblance suggesls the possibility that 2;. intcrioris may be a Pleistocene 
relict that originated when the entire range oS L. par-im was shifted south- 
ward. Alternative explanations, however, seem at least equally plausible. 
One hypothesis is that this loc;~l enclenlic o l  reduced size may retain juvenile 
characters (the pore pattern is completetl relatively late in tlevelol~ment) . 
In  some other respects, as in the position o l  the anus (reflected in the 
ljredorsal length and urosome length) , L. ir~terioris essenti;tlly resembles the 
southern New England stock o l  L. parva. 
Like many Sorrns oT isolaletl spring waters (Hul~bs, 194 la) , L. i77lcriori.s 
is tlistinguished by its small size (its maximum standartl length is 31 mm) , 
more posteriorly inserted clorsal and anal [ins, generally tleeper cautlal 
peduncle in proportion to the hotly depth, usually longer and typically 
wider head antl interorbital, and generally smaller and more rotlndetl 
dorsal and anal [ins (Table 25) . The  smaller size of the pelvic fins antl their 
occasional absence in L. interioris illustrates the tendency lor the pelvic 
fins to degenerate in desert-spring cyprinodonts (Hubbs, 1932b:Z; 1940:20 1 ; 
Miller, 1948). T h e  inner edges 01 the pelvics are united to the body, and 
more or less to one another, for one-Sourth to three-fourths of the length of 
these fins (probably to a greater extent than is usual in L. parva) . 
I n  most meristic and morphometric c11ar;rcters not mentionetl in Table 
27, L. intcrioris agrees with L. parun, or the counts or proportions overlap 
too widely to be of tliagnostic value. The  meristic data are presented in 
Tables 2-20, several morphometric ratios are given in Tables 21-24., antl 
prol~ortional measurements are tletailed in Table 25. Some o l  the data are 
analyzetl graphically in Figures 2 and 4-7. 
T h e  gape is strongly angulated, and the upper-anterior part of the inouth 
is subhorizontal, while the preorbital edge, in an even curve, slopes slightly 
b;lckward as well as tlownwarcl posteriorly. The  teeth, as in Lzrcania pawn, 
are Sew, large, slightly flattened, and pointed. 
I11 L. ili,terioris, :IS in L. pama (see Hublx, Walker, and Johnson, 
1943:9-14, 111s. 4-6), all scale pockets except on the breast and the midtllc 
o l  the belly are conspicrrously antl regularly orltlined with tlark streaks. 
COLORS I N  L ~ ~ ~ . - C o l o r s  were Sirst recorded in the lield, in direct sunlight, 
lor an adult male and an 2rdult female brierly hcld in a small aquarium; 
later taken lrom a ICodachrorne oS a live nuptial male kept by 14'. L. Minckley 
and Srorn notes rccortletl by him for several nuptial males in his laboratory 
in Kentucky. I n  the male, the dorsal fin is a conspicuous chalky-blue, which 
color becomes intensilictl on the anal fin, where it varies from turquoise 
to deep blue except on thc narrow dusky to black margin; the blotch on the 
lirst 2 interradial membranes of the dorsal is velvet-black; the caudal fin 
is tluskicr, with ;I tlilrker base antl margin, and with only a wash oS pale 
blltish to bluish green; the pector;tl varies lrom weak to intense orange, 
becoming reddish orange basally antl abruptly black along the distal margin; 
the pelvic is orange, wit11 black toward the dist;tl margin. The  body is 
market1 by horizontal rows ol chalky blue spots that cover the centers of 
the scales comprising at 1e;tst 7 rows on the sides; in extremely high males 
these spots become turtl~~oise. Intervening betureen these rows are borders 
:~ntl horizontal lines o l  olive to orange (clepentling on the breeding condi- 
tion; becoming a more intense orange as breeding behavior attains maximum 
exlxession) . The  general botly color is bronze to golden. The  back from the 
occilxtt to below the entire tlorsill lin is olive-green, blotchetl darker ant1 
lighter. Bllie glints are reflectetl lrom the blotch behintl the eye ant1 lrom the 
opercular region. The  lower part of the heat1 antl the preopercular region 
are orange-brown; the to11 of the head is tlusky olive. A blackish bar crosses 
the lowcr part ol the eye. The  female is generally pale brown, with no 
bright colors. 
NUI'TIAI, TUI%ERCI.ES.-On atlult males collectctl in ilpril, 1961, the 
tubercles on the scales are arranged as in 12zrcn7zicl parun-on the top antl 
sides of the head, on the sitles of the botly (chielly posterior to the dorsal 
origin), itntl on the rays o l  the dorsal and anal Sins. These structures had 
become largely resorbed in nlales taken in mid-Al~gust, 1960. On the top of 
the heat1 tltbercles line the entire margin o l  the large, nonimbricatetl scale, 
which lies between the orbits, and also line the Sree edges of the other 
sc;tles, Srom the rostrum to :tl)ove the vertical arm oS the preopercle. A few 
tltbercles are scatteretl over the sides ol the head, mostly above the level 
of the ventral etlge o l  the base oC the pectoral Sin antl behind the eye; a 
few may occur below the eye, but not anterior to it. From 1 to 9 tubercles 
line the margin o l  each scale along tllc rows on the sides of the body, 
from [he third row above the origin of the anal Sin to the secontl full row 
below the origin ol the clorsal fin; these contact organs are tlcvelol~etl 
forw:trtl to above the insertion of the pelvic lins and ~~osteriorly to the 
c;lr~tl;ll base. Similar organs are tlistributetl along the outer halves oS the 
tlorsal ant1 anal fins from ;lbout the secontl anal ancl thirtl c1ors;tl ray 
11osteriorly. 
i\s tleterminetl by Neitl li. Foster, who is contlut:ting a tletailed cotn- 
~~;m:ttive sttrtly of the brectling bch;~vior of cyprinotlontitls, I,. i~~tcr ior is  tlis- 
l)lays some tlistinc~ive brectlirrg-behavioral traits (l~ersonal communication) . 
,Just prior to the spawning cl;~sl), tlle male of this species cont;tcts the female's 
\enter wit11 the to11 of his heatl, 21s tlo tllc males of I>. pnrun antl I<. goodci, 
but, unlike those sl~ecies, I>. i7rterioris spawns against fibrous substrata at or 
near the bottom (a trait also observed by Mi. L. blinckley). I > .  goodei ant1 
L. pnrun alrnost invariably spawn close to the surface, even when fibrot~s 
substrata are absent there. All three forms court close to the bottom. Foster 
suggesls that the distinctive spawning-site preference in the new species 
m;1y be a behavioral adaptation either to the absence of suitable spawning 
sites near the surlace or to the intense solar radiation of the region (or, we 
might add, to the extremely shallow waters of the normal, native llabitat) . 
A lurther possibility suggestecl by Foster is that the sl~awning-site preference 
may be a primitive beh;lvior;~l trait. 
All known material of I d .  interioris has come lrom within the Crlatro 
Cibnegas 13;1sin, in central Coahr~il;~, Mkxico. 'I'he holotype (UMMZ 
179850) , an ;~tlult male 26.5 mm in stalldard length, M ~ ~ ? s  c.ollectet1 i l l  La 
Angostura [:anal 2.56 km by dirt road south o l  Crlatro Cii-neps (Fig. 1, Loc. 
3 on insert) on April 8, 1961, by Robert R. Miller and lamily, Cklrl L. Hi~bbs,  
;inti W. L. Minckley. Taken with the holotype were 6 male ant1 2 fenl;~lc 
lx~ratopotypes (UMMZ l7!)851; 18.0-24.0 mm) . The  lollowing l>aratyl)es 
were obtained: 3 adult males and 5 atlult females (UMMZ 179840; 23.0-31.0 
mm) , l'roln Ferriiio's Gina1 (Fig. 1, Loc. 7) , about 2.4 km by roatl south of 
S a n  Juan (at east end of basin) , collecred on April 7, 1961, by Miller, Hubbs, 
Minckley, ant1 Jose Lugo, Jr.; 114, jt~venilc to atlult (UMRIIZ 179853; 
11.0-27.4 mrn) , lrom a marshy pool (PI. 111) along the eastern edge of Kio 
C;~rabatal (near source of La Angostura [:anal) apl,roximately 8 knl west- 
northwest ol' the tip of Sari alarcos Mountaill (Fig. I ,  Loc. l ) ,  taken on 
April 8, 1% 1, by the same collectors; 5 juvenile to a t l ~ ~ l t  (U MRIIZ 17!)18!); 
17.0-25.0 mm),  lrom the small stre;un discharging lronl Los Positos, 1.8 
knl south and 8.3 kln east o l  C:uatro Cienegas (Fig. 1, Loc. 5 ) ,  collectetl on 
August 18, 1960, by NIinckley a11tl James E. Cratldock; 2, imm;ttilre (UAJIR~IZ 
179182; 14.0-15.9 mm) , J'rom La Angostr~ra Canal a t  same station (Loc. 3) 
as holotype, taken on Augllst 18, 1960, by Minckley ;untl Cr;~tltlock; 2, adult 
l'einales (UMMZ 130389-90; 23.5-26.0 mm),  lrom 2111 ~mspecii'ietl locality 
near Cuatro CiCnegas, collectetl August 28, 1939, by E. G. Marsh, Jr.; 8, 
hall-grown to atlult, 1 male antl 7 females (UMNIZ 13037!1, 15.0-25.0 mm) , 
also from an nnspecilietl place near the same village, collectctl on A u g ~ s t  15 
by Marsh; the probable locations of Marsh's collections (urhich are not 
spotted on the insert in Figure 1 )  are tliscussetl below (1'11. fillk(i5) . 
Subsequent to the collection ;111tl tlesignation of the types, 147. L. Rilinckley 
(personal commu~lication) antl associ;~tes have collectetl the lollowiilg 
series of L. irrterioris: 
R.l:~rshy pools along e;rstcrn ctlgc of Rio  Galxbatal, at  salnc locality (Fig. 1, I.oc. 1) 
l'isl~ctl April 8, 1961; collcctctl April 18, 1963, by I V .  L. ant1 Bat-bara Miucklcy atltl Ricliartl 
I<. I<ochn (KU 7433, 80 specimens, ancl INIRP, 5 specimens) . 
1.a Angos~ura  C:;ural, a l ~ o u t  H km southwest of Cuatro CiC11cgas village (Fig. 1, I.oc. 2) ; 
t ;~kcn A ~ I - i l  15, 1963, Ily same collectors (1 atlult retllovctl from series of Cyf?~-inorlolt sp.) . 
1,;1 ,211gostura Canal, 2.56 k ~ n  soutll antl 1.6 km east of the \illage (Fig. 1, I,oc. 4) ; 
t ;~ke~r  April 19, 1963, I)y salnc collectors (I<IJ 7437, 1 spccimc~l) .
1;crriAo's I . ~ I ~ L I I I ~ ,  11.2 k ~ r i  east i~trcl 3.2 k ~ r i  s o ~ t l l  of the village (Fig. 1, Loc. 6) ; taken 
J I I I I ~  9, 196-1, by I\'. I.. Mincklcy ant1 party (ASII 64-0953, 22 specimens, lar-gcly atlult, 
cs:uiiinctl I)) senior author SepLc11il)cr 13, 1964) . 
T'wo ;~dtlitioual s p c c i r n c : ~ ~ ~  (ASIJ (i4-0758) were acl~lal.iutrr rcaretl from stock collcctctl 
i t )  Ap~.il,  1961. 
"l)itclres just east of vill;~gc of Cuatro CiC~rcgas" (prcsurn;rbly so~~the;rst ,  ;is tlrcrc 
;11.c, n o  tlitcl~cs tlivcctly c;rst) ; collcctctl April 2, 1963, I)y 1)avitl A.  E t~r ie r  (UMinn; mot-c 
111;111 20 spccirnens) . Infor~nation from collector tlirougl~ W'. 1.. RQincklrv. I.ocation loo 
u l ~ c c ~ - t ; ~ i ~ r  l o  spot on the ilrsert in Figure 1 
The  features oL' the habitat where specimens were collectetl, as recortletl 
in the lieltl notes lor 1960 and especially for 1961, were as Sollows. Tlle water, 
tllo~rgli very clear, was readily mutldietl becausc the bottom was of tleep 
ml~ t l  to Sine detritus antl Sirln clay (with some santly silt and gravel) . The  
watcr at ;ill stations was at le;~st slightly saline; in places, highly alkaline. 
In the ;lrtificial canals (La Angostura and Ferriiio's) the depth was generally 
orlly 15 to 23 cm, at most 45 cm; in the marshy pool (PI. 111) the tleptll 
w;rs less than 15 cm; in the outflow from Los Positos the tleptll was about 
45 crn. Aquatic vegetation consisted chiefly of an abunt1;lnce of Cham, with 
,llr71crr.s, salt grass, and tules the margins. The  immediate shore was a 
mesq trite border ant1 desert flat at the canal stations and banks of crystallizetl 
salt ;rt Los Positos; marshy sedge meadows (Pl. 111) surrounded the most 
I';~\ior;~ble habitat. Water temperatures varietl from 17" to 27" C in early 
April, 1'361, when the air Iluctuatetl lrom 18" to 32" C at the same 
st;~tions. The  c~trrent varietl lrom moderate, with an estimated llow of 0.6 to 
0.9 ~n:'/sec, to none. The  canals varietl lrom 1.0 to 2.5 m wide, and  he 
marshy pool (PI. 111) was ; ~ b o ~ t t  4.5 x 6.0 m in major cli~nensions. All 
hitbitats were ;~lmost completely f'ree of s11;ltle. I n  the rnilrshy pool, the 
spec.ies when tlisturbetl clove into the thick, flocculent mud bottom (in 
c.;~pturing the series oS 114 intlividuals we rel>ei~tetlly antl vigorously stirred 
the bottom with feet antl brails as we advanced slowly with a well-leatletl 
4.7-111 "Common Sense" seine) . 
Changes in the habitat ol L. i~lterioris may be severe. The  marsh-pool 
ll,~bitat worked April 8, 1961, was in similar conditioll on April 18, 1963 
(IY. L. Minckley, personal comm~mciation) , with the highly saline water 
;rbolrt 20 cm deep, but somew11;tt encroached by vegetation. On June  7, 1964, 
these highly s;~liile pools were only about 5 cm cleep and very warn1 
(41.5" C) ; no IJtrcnnia remained ancl other fishes were killed by toxic 
compountls releasctl when the deep silt bottom was churned up. 
Conditions were somewhat clifferent in Ferrifio's Laguna, worked by 
W. L. Minckley on J u n e  9, 196.1. The  shallow, 4-hectare clepression of the 
marshy lagoon was crossetl by drainage ditches. T h e  soft bottorn showed 
salty tlel~osits. The  water, at most about 75 cm deep, was covered with 
Ch,nrcr and, in places, Dislichlis. T h e  margin was a salt-grass flat with some 
sedges. 
I n  the canals, I,. intrrioris was ;rssoci;rted with an ;rbnndance o l  two other 
cyprinodonts (an untlescribed form of Cypr i~zodon  and Grrnzb~lsiu nznrshi 
Minckley ant1 Cratlclock, in Minckley, 1962) ;rntl with smaller numbers of 
Astynnax /nsciat~r,s rnexicunzrs (Filippi) and Cichlasomtl cf. cy (~nog~ t l t c / t~ tn z  
(Uairtl ant1 Girarcl) . In  the marshy pool it was taken with the same forms 
ol' Cyprinodolr antl Cartzbersicl, antl with Gnmbusin 1071gi.sj1i~7is Minckley 
(1962) ; in 1963 the Cichllisonzn ;rlso occurretl here. At Los Positos it was 
seined with Gumbz~sici marshi ,  with the forms ol Astycllznx ;1nd Cichlnsonzcl 
named above, with another lorm of Cyprinmdon, and with ;I subspecies of 
Z)io,ndn episc.opn Girartl, and with fc . tnl ,~rn~s l trp~is  (Chard) antl Mirroplcr~rs  
scllmoides. At l~errifio's Laguna the associ;rte<l fishes were I>iondn epi.rc.opn 
subsp., Cypr i~ lodo , /  sp., ant1 Gambzr.sin mnrshi  ant1 I O ~ I J : ~ S ~ I ~ I I ~ S .  
The  tliscovery about 30 years ago of I.zrc.clnin inlerioris antl oS other 
endemic species in the interior basin of Cuatro CiCnegas (Fig. 1, insert, PI. 
US), in the state of Coahuila, nortl1e;rstern Mexico, is briefly recountetl in 
the Introtluction (p. 5 ) .  This basin, arid except lor the marshes antl 
irrigated l'ielcls, until recently comprisetl two major sections, one 01' which, 
i~pparently comprising the entire range or I,. inlerioris and most of the basin, 
was ol interior drainage, containing numerous springs, streams, antl pools 
on the stlrl'ace and within the limestone substrate. The  other section 
of the basin, along its sotitheastern and eastern margin, tlrainecl eastwartl 
tllrorrgll two successive water gaps into the Rio S;rlatlo de 10s Nadadores, a 
tributary of Rio Salatlo, in the drainage basin of the Rio Grande. I n  
recent years the flat sill on the east side of the enclosetl basin has been 
tleel~ly entrenchecl by a large drainage tlitch, through which the waters of 
the formerly enclosed section now discharge into the exterior drainage. 
1Sriel accounts o l  the basin have been given by Gilrnore (1947), by Taylor 
(1956), and, most pertinently, by Webb, Minckley, and Craddock (1963). 
There is evitlence, albeit indirect, that Cuatro Ciknegas Basin has long 
been isolated and has long contained surface water. An examination of the 
exposed alluvium along the sides o l  the deep trench of the artificial outlet 
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ditch, in 1961, slrggestetl to the senior author that the deep al1uvi;rl sill rep- 
resents ;I massive bajada fill attributable to pluvial erosion from the 
mountains to the north. Pleistocene dating o l  the sill is sliggestetl, along one 
line o l  evidence, by failtrre to find any signs of human occupation in the 
walls ol the deep trench, or of atljacent washes in the sill area, except in the 
~rlost superlicial 1;lyers. There is good evidence, certainly in line with 
reasonable expect;rtion, that man occ~~pied  this fa\lorable basin throughout 
Kecent time-a broad spectrum of radiocarbon dates, basetl on wootl frag- 
ments and organic artifacts lrom an excavation of Frightful Cave along the 
the eastern margin of the basin (Taylor, 1956), range from 9540 to 1770 B. P. 
(belore present). In  a report on the mammalian reniains that Taylor 
obtained in 1940-41 in the ;~rcheologic;~l sites of this ;inti other caves around 
the b;usin, Gilmore (1947) concl~ided lrom the faunal evidence that the 
basin t l ~ ~ r i n g  the time when the mammals were capt~uretl was moister than 
at present. Beca~~se the older radiocarbon dates lor the basin approximate 
what now appears to have been the close of the Pluvial period, ant1 because 
the Mexic;un P1;rteau was del'initely inclutletl in the area o l  Pluvial regime, 
it  may be conclutletl that contlitions suitable for fish lile have probably 
existed within the h;rsin lor tens o l  thousantls ol years, dllring much o l  which 
time ;I consit1er;lble j)irrt of the are;{ was probably o l  interior drainage. At 
1e;tst motlerate i ~ n t i q ~ ~ i t y  has j~lst  been indicatecl lor Ojo tle la Becerra, one 
ol' the main spring-fetl pools of the enclosed section o l  the Cnatro CiCnegas 
fi. ,rs~n. .' Peat from a tlcl~tll o l  2.25-2.35 meters in a core in the bottom of this 
11001 has yieltletl ;I ratliocarbon (late of 2,070 ? 250 R.P., regartled by Paul 
S. i\/lartin, who collectetl ant1 s~rbrnittetl the sample, as a rotlghly metlian date 
lor this spring pool (Ll-992, being reportetl by FIubbs, Bien, ant1 Suess, 
1!)65) . 
I t  seems itllnost certain that I>ZIC(LII~(L  interioris is properly interpreted as 
an isolatetl eritlemic. Intensive collecting t l i r o~~gh  northeastern i\/IPxico for 
more t11;rn 30 years has lailetl to locate it beyond the confines of Cuatro 
Ciknegas Hasin. P;rrtic~rl;lrly extensive recent collecting in the li io Sa1;utlo 
system, such as t1i;lt which leatl to the tliscovery ;it many stations of the 
endemic shiner Notropis  strlndo7zis H~ubbs ant1 Hubbs (1958), has intlicatetl 
with consit1er:tble assurance that neither this species nor any other form of 
L71cn71,io occurs in this river system below the Cuatro Ciknepis Basin. The  
circumstiunce that L. irlterioris s1l;rres some characters with the northernmost 
lorn1 of L. ~ N T U ( I  suggests that it may be a Glacial relict. The  genus may 
have been much more witlely spreatl in Rilkxico during Quaternary periods 
of greater rainfall. MThether the species illterioris is a~rtochthonous in the 
Cuatro Cikne~rs  Basin or merely relict there is untleterminable. 
Within the western part o l  the enclosed section of the Cuatro CiPnegas 
Si~sin there appear to have been, prior to the recent ditching, at  least lour 
small scream Slows, locally known as: (1) l i io G;irabat;il, in the northwest; 
(2) l i io Mesquites, the largest stream, flowing north to the west o l  Sierra tle 
San Marcos, then eastward; (3) a separate Slow at Kio Ptiente Chiyuito, 
north of Kio Mesqriites ant1 south of Cl~atro CliCnegas; ant1 (4)  another 
small llow at l i io Puente Coloratlo, on the opposite (south) side of and 
tributary through a marsh to Kio Mestluites (Webb, Minckley, antl Crad- 
dock, 1963, especially map, lig. 3 ) .  Farther east, antl probably also to the 
southeast, there appear to h;ive been ;I consitlerable number o l  more or less 
completely separate marshes ant1 limestone sljring pools. The  two m;iin 
drainages (of l i io <;arab;ttal and the li io Mesquites conlplex) appear to 
have maintained some l'aun:tl tlistinctions, inclutliug tlifferentiation within 
species. Lrrcnnin i??terioris, despite its essential integrity, seems to partake of 
s l~ch tlillerentiation, at a racial level. 
The  waters inhabitetl by I<. interioris :tpl>e;lr to include two or Inore 
origin;tlly separate subtlivisions of the Cuatro CiPnegas Hasin (see insert on 
Fig. 1 ) .  One of these defillitely is that o l  Rio Garabatal antl associated 
marsh witters, which now form the source o l  an irrigation tlitch known as 
Angostltra Can;il. It is therefore plausible to assume that the series from 
;I marsh pool adjacent to Rio Gauab;ital (Loc. 1 on the map insert) and the 
set lrom La Angostura Canal (Lot. 3) are parts of the same stock. 
The  Los Positos (1,oc. 5) ant1 Ferrifio's Ciinal (Loc. 7) series may also 
have hat1 some recent or remote connection. Los Positos are limestone-spring 
pools in close proximity to a canal that is artificially fetl by waters from 
the Rio Mesquites system and empties into the tleep ditch that now drains all 
but the southeastern and eastern margins o l  the whole basin (however, the 
outflow lrom Los Positos, wherein the L ~ ~ c n n i n  s;imple was taken, is not 
known to connect with the tlitch) ; Ferrifio's (;;rn;rl, though saml>letl about 8 
km east of Los Positos, originates in pools or marsh only about 2.4 km across 
the Slat lsasin from those pools. Los Positos ant1 the pres~rmably nearby 
original habitat in the Ferriiio's Canal tlrainage may now have, or inay 
have originally had, an ~intlergrouncl connection in limestone channels, 
or even a slirface connection in time ol flootl. 
Unlorti~nately it has not been possible to determine the precise location 
of the two collections where E. G. Marsh, Jr. lirst collected the species. His 
lieltl notes for the basin were accidentally lost in the Sieltl, his labels carry 
no tle~ailed loc;~tion, and, when recently consultetl, he coultl not recall 
tletails. I-Iowever, the collections came from the basin sorlth of the village of 
Cltatro Cienegas, ancl the locations spotted by him on ;I 1oc:illy undetailetl 
map o l  the state o l  Coahllila indicate the probability that one collection 
(XV) came from the vicinity of Rio Mesquites ant1 that the other set (XVI) 
came from near what is now known as Rio Puente Chitiuito, which issues 
from a large limestone spring (this spring terminates what may be a 
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northern sllbterranean tlistributary ol Rio Mesquites) . However, recent 
collections in those areas have failed to confirnl the presence of Lllconin, 
ant1 the specimens may have come from m;trslles or pools nearer the village, 
i n  the vicinity of La Angostura Canal. I\/l:~rsh's collections, therelore, may 
or may not represent yet another separate section of [he interior drainage ol 
the C:natro CiC~leg;~s Sasi11. 
I n  several respects the La Angostura Canal antl tlie Rio Garabatal series, 
which, ;IS exljectetl, agree with one another, tliller from the Fcrrifio's <:anal 
;11it1 Los Positos series, wllic-I1 in general are much alike. hlarsh's samples in 
several 1j11t not in all respects are like tlie La Angostura-Garaba~al grouping. 
Unfort~tn;ttely, the only atleqtlate sample stt~tlietl is from tlle pool besitle Kio 
C;ar;~batal. The  l';~ct that few specimens are incl~ttletl in the Los Positos antl 
Ferririo's (:anal series is ~~articularly tlistttrbing. A more thorough study of 
this species, as indeed ol all otlier fishes itih:~biting this unique basin, is 
rnuc.ll in ortler. 
7'herc are consitlerable cliflerences in the pattern oS v;triation. The  series 
I'rorn the two c;~ni~ls, thor~gh tlilfcrcnt in several respects, are alike in having 
most orten 10 rather than 11 tlorsal rays (Table 2, Fig. 2) ; this inay be a 
l~llcnotyl~ic cSlec.t. A similar relation is tlol~btlully true o l  the numbcr of 
an211 rays (Table 1, Fig. 2) . The  11nbr;lnchet1 rays in both fins usually 
n11m11er 1 in Ferririo's C:;~nal, but 2 in the o~l ie r  samples (Tables 3 ant1 5 ) .  
I n  the gr;~l~llical nalysis o l  the regression of anal-ray number on clorsal-ray 
ntrtnber (Fig. 3) there appear to be two tlifl'erent, though parallel ant1 
sleep regression lines: one, to the lelt in the figure, for the Ferririo's Canal, 
Los I'ositos, antl Marsh's series; the other, lor the La ilngostura Canal ant1 
Kio G;rr;~bat;~l series. Tlle cautlal rays (Table 7 ,  Fig. 4) average more in the 
Fcrriiio's (;anal antl Los Positos s:~mples than in the others. 'Yhe pectoral-ray 
coutits (rl'able 8, Fig. 4) show little tlilSerence. l'lle 1;lcer;ll scale rows 
(l'ablc I I) average low ant1 the scales aronnd the cantla1 ~,ecluncle 
(1';1ble 14) aver;rgc high in the La Angostura C;tnal ant1 Rio Garabat;tl 
series, ;IS also in Marsh's m;rtcrial; the other scale counts (Tables 12-13) 
show no tlel'inite patterns. The  vertcl>r;~l nt~nibers (Table 15) average high 
in the ITerriiio's Canal ant1 Los I'ositos series. ?'he preopercular pores ;~ntl  
the sul,r;~orbilal pores ('Tables 16-17, Fig. 7) are tyljically mucll Inore 
numerous in the 1:errillo's Canal ;tntl Los Positos series tll;tn in tlie other 
three; the tlifferencc nicely parallels that shown by Lllcouin pnwu in 
tliflcrcnt parts o l  its lnr~cll witlcr range. 'I'he Los Positos series is the only 
onc t l i ; ~ t  shows any lacllryrnal pores; no specimen o l  any series has any 
1nantlibt11:tr pores (Tables 18-19, Fig. 7) . The  gill rakers (Table 20, Iig.  5) 
~ ~ s s i b l y  average more in the Ferriiio's Canal series than in the others. The  
morphometric data (Tables 21-25) seem to show no significant patterns. 
SUMMARY AND GENERAL CONCLUSIONS 
Lztcclnic~ is interpreted as inclutling 3 species: (1) the variable L. par-nu, 
ranging along the continental coast from the southern shore of Cape Cod, 
Massachusetts, to the lower part o l  the Rio Pbnuco system, northeastern 
MCxico, with interior populations in Florida antl in the Pecos River, New 
Mexico; ( 2 )  L .  interioris, a new, closely related species confined to the 
nearly enclosecl and largely interior-drainage Cuatro Ciknegas Basin in 
Coahuila, Mexico (this species appears to be slightly dilferentiated in 
separate parts of this basin, which is notable for high incidence of endemism 
among gastropods, fishes, and other organisms) ; and (3) L. goodei, which 
has commonly been segregated in a distinct genus, Chriopeops. Other species 
previously referred to Lucania (or to its generic synonym Chriopcops) , 
notably the very distinctive I,eptolncania omrnatn, are regarcled as not 
congeneric. Chriopeops is recognized as a subgenus. 
The  meristic and morphometric variations of I,. pawn are in part clinal, 
in part irregular. This species, like some other estuarine Lishes, is partial- 
larly modified toward the north end of its range, where its cephalic pores are 
degenerate but its gill rakers are most numerous. Local differentiation is 
most intense, and has a largely ecologic relation, near the center of its range, 
in Florida, where the pale, deep-botlietl, few-rayed form o l  the Florida 
Keys, with scales in lateral series and vertebrae reclucecl in number, 
contrasts with the dark-blotched, slender, many-rayed form of interior fresh . , 
waters, with higher lateral-scale and vertebral numbers. Each extreme type 
is more divergent than any local form of I>. plrrua elsewhere, but a connectant 
series counterindicates recognition of subspecies. 
T h e  slightly dilferentiated Pecos River form approaches neither the 
interior-Florida stocks nor L .  interioris. 
Consonant with lindings for other fishes, numbers of dorsal and anal 
rays are correlated positively not only throughout the range of I>. pama, but 
also within localities. Caudal-ray number, as in other cyprinodonts, is 
unusually variable. Asymmetrical pectoral-ray counts may tend to be higher 
in the right [in. One fish has two pelvic fins on one sitle. 
Very recently Id. parva has appeared in five locations in western United 
States: San Francisco Bay, California; Yaquina Bay, Oregon; Timpie Springs 
and Blue Lake, Utah; and Irvine Lake, California. Circumstantial evidence, 
slrengthenetl by meristic and morphometric analysis (thollgh some leatiires 
seem to have been altered phenotypically), indicates thc probability that 
the original stocks in the San Francisco antl Yaquina bay regions arrived 
with live oysters or with ball;~st from the North Atlantic Coast, but that those 
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in Timpie Springs ;1nc1 Blue Lake, and Irvine Lake, were imported in ship- 




I-IUI%BS A N D  MILLER 
TABLE 2 
VARIATION I N  NURTBFR OF DORSAL RAYS I N  Lucania parva A N D  L. interioris 
Total  ray count, i ~ ~ c l u d i n g  last two elements as one ray. Data graphed in Figures 2 and .3 
9 10 11 12 1 3 1 4  Pu'o. Mean SD 2 SE 
Atlantic Coast 
Souther11 New England 




Florida Keys . ~ ~ - ~ - - ~ -  
Bird (I~rt l ia~i)  K e y .  .. ~ . .  
Bays and keys, W. coast - ~ . ~ ~ ~ - ~ ~ - ~ ~  
l'ct~sacola Ilay . - . ~ - ~ ~ ~ . ~ ~  ------- 
Coast, Wakulla Co.1 . .. ~~ -~ - 
Mill Crcek, Bradenton - - ~ ~ . ~ ~ - ~ ~ ~ ~ . .  
Slough of St. Johns R. . . ~ - ~ ~ ~ - ~ ~ ~  
Salt Springs Creek . .~ ~ -~ 
Juniper Springs Cr. - ~ ~ ~ - ~ ~ ~ - ~ .  ~ - ~ ~ - ~ ~  
Alabatna (llig Lake) . .. - ~ ~ . . ~  
Mississippi ..~ ~ ~~~ ~ - ~ ~ ~ - ~ ~ ~ - ~ . ~ - - ~ ~ - ~ ~ -  
Lakc Po~ltcliartraitr, La. -~.--~-~--~- 
Mississippi Delta ~~~~~- - ~ ~ ~ - ~ . ~ ~ ~ ~  ~ - ~ -  
7 .  1 exas Coast ... . . . ... ~-. - - ~  -~~~ 
Rio Grantle, rrcar mouth - ~ . ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ - - ~ -  
Rio Pitiuco, near mouth - ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ - ~ - - - ~  
l'ecos R., 'Texas atrcl N. M. ~~ 
Wesler~r Ulritccl Slates 
Tirnpie Springs, Utah 2 30 51 7 - - 90 10.70 0.64 0.13 
Blue I.ake, Utah - 4 6 - - - 10 10.60 0.49 0.31 
Irvine Lake, Califortria . .... - 1 2 - - - 3 10.67 - - 
Yaquina Ilay, Oregon - 18 15 - - - 33 10.45 0.51 0.18 
San Fra~~cisco  B a y .  2 117 234 23 - - 376 10.74 0.57 0.06 
1 ricc117ta zizterroiz~ 
I~LIIIKO'S Cdt~dl  - 6 2 - - -  8 1025 0 4 3  0 3 1  
Los Pos~tos  - 1 4 - - -  5 1080 0 4 0  0 3 6  
Marsh's r i latci~al  - 2 7 I - -  10 1090 0 5 4  0'18 
La Angos tu~n Canal - 1 0  - 1 - -  11 1018 0 5 8  0 3 4  
Klo Gaiabatal - 4 3  58 - - -  101 1057 0 4 9  010 
(;R.\ND TOTAI.S 
1.1ccclnia par710 .. 7 362 1,031 274 18 2 1,694 10.96 0.67 0.03 
Lucania intel-ioris . - -  - 62 71 2 - - 135 10.56 0.53 0.09 
1 C:ounts in  part  from those summarized by Hubbs,  Walker, and  john so^^ (1943, table 4) . 
2 Including five specimens from Myakka River ant1 one from near Atl ;~ntic  Ileach. 
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TABLE 3 
.- 
Utrbra~ichctl Rays Rra~rclrcd Rays 
1 2 3 4 No. Mean 7 8 9 10 11 No. Mean 
L ~ ~ c a i l i n p n r v n  11 253 4 3  2 309 2.12 6 55 174 45 7 309 8.92 
I.lrrarlirr interior-is 7 34 3 - '14 1.91 1 16 25 1 1 44 8.66 
1:erriAo's Canal (i 1 - - 7 1.14 - 1 4 1 1 7 9.29 
I,os Positos 1 4 - - 5 1.80 - - 5 - -  5 9.00 
Marsli's material - 3 1 - 4 2.25 - - 4 - -  4 9.00 
I,a Alrgostura C:anal - 8 1 - 9 2 . 1  - 8 1 - - 9 8.11 
llio Garabatal . .  . - 18 1 - 19 2.05 1 7 11 - - 19 8.53 
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TABLE 6 
CORRRI.ATION BETWEEN NCJMBER OF DORSAI. A N D  ANAI. R A Y S  I N  I . I L c ~ ~ ~ ( I  p(zr7m A N D  Id. interio~is 
(See also Figure 3) 
- 
1)orsal Nutnbcr of Rays in Anal Fin 
Rays 8 9 10 11 12 13 
I. ucc~iz in j>n run 
Lake Polltchartrain, 
Louisiatla 




I'ccos Kiver, 'Texas 
ant1 Ncw Mexico 
(several collections) 
Tirnpic Springs, 
Tooelc Cout~ty ,  Utah 
(two tollcctions) 





CYPKINODONT FISHES 'i 5 
TABLE 7 
VARIA.IION I  NIIMBI'R 01: PRINCII~AI. CAUDAL RAYS I N  L u r l ~ i ~ i n  P Q I ~ J ~  A N D  I.. i7zte~ioris 
11rclutlctl are olre urlbt-at~chctl ray on upper ant1 onc on lower mat-girl. Data graphed in  
Figurc 4 
I .  rlcnnicr I)n,-un 
A1 lalrtic Coast 
Sotrtlierrl New Et~glantl ~ - - ~ -  ~ ~ ~ -~ . - - - - 7 2 -  
I.ong lslarttl (Mill Creek) . - - 1 3 11 3 - 
C:l~cs;ipeake Bay ~~ ~ ~ ~ ~ - ~ ~ ~ - ~ ~ ~  - - - 6 1 2  2 -  
I;lori(Ia 
1:loi-itla lieys ~~~ ~~- - - ~  ~~ ~~ ~~~~-~~~~~~ - - 7 6 8 - -  
I%irtl (111tlian) Key ~ ~~ ~~~ -~~ ~~~ ~~ - - 3 5 8 2 -  
I'cnsacola Hay . ~~~~~~~~~~~ 2 - 1 1  5 3 - -  
< : ~ ; ~ s t ,  Wakitlla <:o. . . .  ~. - - 5 5 32 1 2 
Juniper Sprillgs C:I-. ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ - ~ - ~ ~ ~ ~ ~  - - - 3 1 1 -  
( ; ~ ~ l f  o f  Mkxico 
[.;)kc Po11tcl1a1-train, La. . - - 7 5 8 - - 
Trs;ls C:o;lst ~~~ ~~- ~~ ~ ~ ~~ ~~~~~~- - - 2 4 18 3 - 
Kio (;rarltle, near rnoulll - - 4 1) 18 2 - 
Ilio I 'i~luco, near rnorctll ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ - - ~ ~  - - I l l - -  
I'ecos K., Texas ;inti N. M. - - - 11 26 7 3 
Wcs1c.r-11 United States 
Tirnpie Sprillgs, Ut;lh ~~~~~- ~ - - ~   - 2 10 13 7 2 
Irvillc Lakc,Califor~lia  - - - - - - 1 
Y;lq~li l~a Bay, Orcgon . - - - - I6  1 1 
S;11i 1;rarlciscoSay . . - - 1 5 20 5 - 
1.1tr.oi1in in tei-io~is 
I;CI I-iiio's Canal ~ ~~ ~~~~~-~~~  .. ~.~ - - 1 - 2 2 2  
I .os Posi tos . ~~~~~~ ~~~ -~~ ....... ~.. - - 1 2 - 1 1  
Marsll's material ~~ ~~~ ~~~~~ ~~ - - 1 1 2 - -  
1.a AngosturaCanal  . . .  . .  - - 1 5 2 - - 
Ilio C;arabatal . . . . .  - 6 :1 8 2 - 
VAKI.A.I~ION N  S I I~ I IXK 01. I'I:C.TOKAL RAYS I N  I2r~r(~~ricr ~ X I ) V ( I  . \ N n  I . .  i~ztcriot-is 
D;rt;~ gmpllccl in Figure 4 
10 11 12 13 14 15 So. Mean S1) ZSSE 
I.rirct1r icr pcr~vc~ 
.Atlantic C:o;rst 
Southcr l~  N c ~ ~ E n g l ; r t l t l .  .. - - - 1 14 - 18 13.78 0.42 0.23 
L.ong Isla11t1 (Mill Creek) . ~... - - - 25 15 - 1 0  13.37 0.48 0.18 
C:hcs;~pcakc Bay . .  - - - 311 7 - 40 13.17 0.38 0.14 
1;loritla 
I'loritla Keys .. . ~ ~ - - 8 113 J - 50 13.02 0.58 0.15) 
I3irtl (111tli;un) Key . .. ~ -~ - - 5 22 13 - 40 13.20 0.61 0.23 
I 'c~~sacol;~ Ilay - - 8 18 I(i - 12 13.19 0.73 0.26 
Coast, W a h ~ ~ l l a  Co.' - 1 3 37 28 i 72 13.40 0.70 0.1 9 
Juniper Splings Cr. -~~~~~~~~~~ ~~ ~ - - - 5 17 - 22 13.77 0.42 0.21 
Gulf of M6xic.o 
Lake Poritchartrair~, 1.a. - - 12 24 /I - 40 12.80 O.(iO 0.22 
Texas Coast ~ ~~~ ~.~~~~~~~ ~~ - - - 18 113 3 54 13.72 0.56 0.18 
I<io Grantle, t ~ c a r  mouth - - 1 24 34 1 (i0 13.58 0.M 0.17 
Rio Pilrr~co, near rrro~itlr ~~ ~-~ - - - :i 1 - '1 13.25 - - 
Pccos I<., Tcxas ant1 N. M. - - 1 8.5 44 - 130 13.33 0.4!) 0.00 
Wester-II llnitetl Statcs 
l'impic Springs, Ut;lll ~~ ~ 1 - 5 42 19 - ii7 13.16 0.68 0.19 
Blue I.;tkc, I;tah - - - 8 - -  8 13.00 - - 
Irvinc. Lakc, C:alifortlin - - - 2 - - 2 13.0; - - 
Yac111ina Ray, Oregon - - 5 25 4 - 34 12.97 0.52 0.20 
San Francisco Bay ~ -~~ ~~~ ~~ - - 1 36 28 1 iiii 13.44 0..55 0.1 (i 
Llccni~icr i ~ r t e r i o ~ i s  
Ferrifio's <;a~ial ~~~ ~~~ ~ ~ ~ - - - 2 4 10 I6 14.50 0.71 0.41 
Los Positos ~ ~~~ ~ -~~ ~~ ~ - ~ ~ - - ~ ~ - ~ ~ ~   - - 2 8 - 10 13.80 0.40 0.29 
Marsh's material ~~ ~ ~ ~~ ~ ~- - - - - 10 5 1.5 14.33 0.47 0.28 
La AngosturaCanal  - - - - 10 8 18 14.44 0.50 0.27 
Rio (;arab;rtal ~~ ~~~~~~~ ~~~ ~~~ ~-~ - - -  5 32 3 40 13.9.5 0.44 0.16 
Counts ill part Frotn t l~osc sumtnarizctl hy H r ~ b b s ,  Walkcr, and Johusor~,  1943, tal)lr 4 .  
(:Y P R I  N0I)ONT FISHI-S '7'7 
Ni11111)cr of fisll with COIIII~S: 
Equal otl the ttvo sitlcs 289 (78y0) 36 (537*) 
Higher on  t l ~ c  left sitle . 35 ( 9%) 5 (10%) 
t1ighcr 011 the right sitlc 47 (13%) 8 (16%) 
l,cl~gtll of lowest my 011 the sitlc will1 the I1ighc1- c o u ~ ~ t  com- 
1);irflI with Icngth of  lowcst ray OII olq>osile sitlc: 
Shorter ~~ ~ - ~ ~ ~ - ~ - ~ ~ ~ - - ~ ~  . ~.. . ~. Cil (94%) 12 (1000/,) 
1 q 1 1  . - -  - -  3 ( 5Y@) - ( 0%) 
I.ongcr - ~ ~ ~ - ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ -  ~~ - ~ ~ -  - - ~ ~ - - ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ - ~ ~ -  ~  - - ~  . -~ ~. ~ .. 1 ( 2%) - ( 0%) 
VARIATION A I) ASYAIAII:.IR\. I N  N~J>II%I'R 01. P r ~ . v l c  R A ~ S  I N  I.lrccr11in pni-i,/r , \nu I.. interiot-is 
N u ~ n l ~ c r  of Rays per Fin 1;ish with Counts 
Species 0 4 5 (i 7 Syn~tnetrical Asy~llmetrical 
No.  No. (%) 
"The 11uml)ers ill pal.cnthcses I.epreselrt counts ill one fill that tliffcr from the colunt o f  
rays ill ~ l ~ e  fin 011 the opposite siclc of thc botly. T h e  fills \\7crc countetl 011 1)oth sitlcs. 
T T l  112 fins with 5 rays co1npl . i~~  ti t l ~ a t  are matchctl by a 6-I-ayctl fin otl the opposite 
siclc p l r~s  2 fills that are forrnctl, ill coutact, on the left sitlc of a fish th;it has (i rays in 
II1c otrc fin on  t l ~ c  right sitlc. 
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CYPIIINO1)ONI' I'ISHES 
VARIATION I  h T ~ h 1 ~ ~ R  01: SCALLS BIS.TWEI:N ORIGINS 01' DORSAI. AND ~ \ N A L  FINS 
I N  Lucanin f ~ n n ~ a  AND L. in te~ ior i s  
8 9 10 11 No. Mean SD 2 SE 
Lucnnin parvn 
Atlantic Coast 
Southert~ New E ~ ~ g l a r ~ d  . - 6 14 - 
Long Islantl (Mill Creek) .---..---.- ~. 7 13 - 
Chesapeake Ray .... ~. 1 12 7 - 
Florida 
Florida Keys . ~ ~ ~ .  - 8 17 - 
Bircl (Indian) Key 1 4 15 - 
Pcnsacola Bay .. . -.. . ~ ~ ~ .  2 16 3 - 
Coast, Wakulla Co. . . .  ~~ . .  - 5 16 1 
Juniper Spvirlgs Cv. . . . . . . . .  . - 4 7 - 
Gulf of Mexico 
Lake Pontchar t ra i~~,  La. . 3 16 1 - 
Texas Coast . 3 13 4 - 
Rio Grantle, near mouth 3 13 14 - 
liio l ' i ~~uco ,  near mouth - 3 - - 
Pecos R., Texas ant1 N. M. 25 22 5 - 
Wcstcrn CJnitctl States 
Timpie Springs, Utah . ......- ~~. 5 3 4 - 
Blue I.ake, Utah ......... ~~. - 3 1 - 
Yaqui~la Bay, Oregon . .  - 11 12 - 
San Francisco B a y .  ~ ~ . . ~ ~  - 14 14 - 
I,ucclnia interioris 
Ferrifio's Canal . .  ~~ . .  .. - 3 5 - 
Los Positos . ~~..~~.. ... . - 5 - - 
Marsh's material . ... ~ . .  1 6 3 - 
La Angostura C a n a l .  - 4 5 - 
Rio Garabatal . . . . - 11 9 - 
1111cl~1dirlg OIIC spcci~ncn f1.0111 Irvine Lake, California, with 9 scales. 
HUBl3S AND MILLER 
TABLE 13 
18 19 20 21 22 23 24 2.5 No. Mean SD 2 SE 
I.ilcn?licr .f)ct~-on 
A t l a ~ ~ l i c  Coast 
Soulhern New Englat~tl - - - - 2 (i 1 - 9 
1>o11g Islantl (Mill Creek) - - - - :1 15 2 - 20 
<:hcsapeakc Bay . ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ - ~ - ~ -  ~- -~  - - - 1 1 7  2 - 20 
Florida 
i:loi-itla Keys - - - ~ - - ~ ~ ~  ~ - ~ ~ - -  ~-~~~ - 3 1 2 8 2 -  25 
Bird (Ir~tlian) Key - - 1 3 1 14 - 1 20 
I'e~~sacola S a y  . ~ ~ ~ ~ - ~ ~ - ~ ~ - ~ ~  - ~ .  1 - 9 8 3  - - 2 1 
Cloast, Wakulla Co.' ~ ~ - ~ - ~  ----  - 3 4 2 4  5 - -  3 (i 
Jurlipcr Spri~~g-s CI-. - ~ ~ ~ - ~ ~  . - - - 6 2 3 - -  I I 
(;ulf of Mexico 
Lake Pontchar~~-a in ,  1,;~. - - 9 8 1 2 - - 20 20.80 
7. 
1 cxas Coast ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ - ~ -  ~~ ~. - ~ ~  - - 6 4 3 3 - -  16 21.19 
Rio Grantlc, near moutlr - 1 8 12 4 ,5 - - 30 21.13 
Rio 1'91111co, near mouth - 1 - - I - - -  2 20.50 
Pccos R., Tcxas ant1 N. RI. - - 5) I6  5 3 - - 33 21 .O(i 
Western United States 
7 .. 
I inipie Springs, I ' lall - - - 5 1 6 - -  12 22.08 
n lue  Lakc, I l t a l ~  ~- ~ ~ ~ ~ - - ~ - ~ ~ ~  -  3 - 1 - - -  4 20.50 
Y;iclui~la Ilay, O r c g o ~ ~  ~ - ~ ~ - ~ - -  - - - - 4 1 7  - -  21 22.81 
Sari Frirncisco llay ~ ~ ~ ~ - - ~ - - ~  -- - -  1 11 22 4 - 28 23.04 
L ~ i c c r i ~ i c ~  ? t / e ~  io)-ic 
I'crriAo's Canal - - ~   ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ - ~ ~ - -  - - - 1 1 4 1 - 7 22.71 0.88 0.66 
Los Posilos -~ -~ ~ - - ~ ~ - - ~ ~ - -  ~  . - - - 2 3 - - -  5 21.60 0.49 0.44 
Marsh'srn:~terial - -  . - - - - 10 - - - 10 22.00 - - 
L:I A n g o s t ~ ~ r ; ~  Canal ~~~ ~ - - - 1 4 4 - -  9 22.33 0.67 0.44 
Rio  C;arabalal -- ~ ~ - ~ - - ~ ~ -  - - - - 8 8 4 - 20 22.80 0.75 0.33 
Colunts in part from tllose s ~ ~ n n ~ n a ~ . i r c d  by I l u l ~ b s ,  Walker, ant1 Jollnson (1913, table 4) . 
V ~ ~ c l u t l i n g  olle spccimc~l from Trvinc Lakc, California, with 23 scales. 
<:YPKINOI)ONI' FISHES 
11 12 13 14 13 16 No. Mean 
1 . 1 ~ m i r i o  ~ X I I - ~ J ~  
Atlantic Coast 
Soutl~crn Ncw England ~~~- ~ ~ ~ ~ - ~ ~ - ~  ..... - - - - 2 7 
I.o~ig I s l a ~ ~ t l  (Mill C:rec.k) . .. .. - - - - - 20 
Cl~cs;~peakc Bay .. ~ . - ~ ~  - - -  1 2 17 
Floritla 
Floritl;~ Keys ~~~ - - ~  ~~ ~~-~~~~ ~~~~~~~ . . .. - 2 - 3 5 1 5  
Bird (Intliat~) Kcy . .  ~~~~~ .... ~ ~ ~ ~ - -  - - - -  - 20 
Pcnsacola Bay . .  . I 10 1 2 1 (i 
Coast, Wakulla Co. . . .  - 2 - 2 2 16 
J u n i p r  Springs Cr. -~~ . ~~-~~~ .. ~. ~~~~ - - -  1 - 10 
C;ulf of Mexico 
Lakc Pontcharil-sin, La. ~~~ ~. ~ ~ - ~ ~ ~ - ~ - ~ ~  - 7 - 4 3 6  
Tcx:is Coast -... - - -  . .  - 7 3 2 1 3 
Rio (;I-antlc, near morrlll . . - 1.1 4 4 3 5 
Rio P;inr~co, near 1noutl1 -~ ~ ~~~~~ .... - 3 - - - -  
I'ccos R., Tcxas a ~ ~ t l  N. M. - 1 4 12 12 4 
\ V c s t c ~ . ~ ~  I!~~itctl Statcs 
'I ' in~pic S p r i ~ ~ g s ,  Utali ~~ ~~~ ~ ~ ~- ~~ ~ - - - 1 3 8  
I{luc Lakc, Utah ~~- ~~-~~ ~ - ~ ~ ~ - - ~  ~ ~ . - - -  1 1 2  
Yaq11i11a Hay, Oregon ~ ~ ~~~ ~~ -~ - - - - - 22 
S a ~ i  I;I-alicisco Ray - - ~ ~ ~  ~~ ~~ ~ ~ ~ - -  - - -  1 27 
L ~ r c t r ~ r i t r  i l l  lei-iol-is 
I.'c.rriAo's C:a11;11 ~~~ ~~ ~ ~ ~ ~~ - - - 2 1 ~5 X 15.37 
1.0s l'ositos . ~~ ~~ ~ ~~ ~ -~~ -~~ ~ - - -  1 2 2  5 15.20 
Marsl i ' s~natcrial  . .  - - - - - 10 10 l(i.00 
La Angost111-a Canal ~~~ . ~~~ ~~- ~~ . - - - - - 9 9 16.00 
K i o  Ga~-al)at;il ~~~~~~~ ~~ ~~ ~ ~ ~~~ ~ ~ ~ - -  - - -  2 18 20 15.90 
' Inclutli~rg one spccirnel~ FI-om Irvilic Lakc, California with I6 scales 
VAIIIA.I-I~N N  NUI\IRLK 01: VI:KTIUKAIT I N  J . ~ r r ~ ~ ? l i u  J I O I U ~ I  .\XI) I . .  i~ltel.ioris 
Data grapllctl i n  1;igclre (i 
25 26 27 28 I SO . h1e;un 
I.  rrcct?? icr 11ctt vcc 
Atlantic Coast 
Soutlieril New Elrglantl . . ~ ~-~~ ~ 7 28.00 
1.ong Islantl (Mill Crcck) - - 2 17 1 - 20 27.95 
C h e s a p c ; r k c I 3 a y .  - - .1 15 - - 10 27.79 
Florida 
1;loritla lieys . ~. . 4 I(; .'j - - - 2 25.91i 
Birtl (Indian) Jicy . 1 8 10 1 - - 20 26.55 
Pc~rsacola ilay ~ . ~~ --~~.- ~-~ ----- ~ -  - 1 1 1  . 3 1 21 27.(iZ 
Juniper Spri~rgs Cr. ~ ~ - ~ ~ ~ ~ . ~ ~ - - ~ - - - ~ - - ~ ~  - -  7 13  20 28.( i i  
G u l f  of Mkxico 
Lakc Po~rtchartraiu~, I.;\. . - - 7 12 1 - 20 25.70 
Texas Coast ~~~ ~ . -~~ . - ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ - ~  ---- 5 12 15 - 34 28.24 - - 
Rio C;ral~dc, 11ca1- mouth . . - - ~ ~ ~ ~ - ~ - - ~ ~  -  1 2 - -  3 27.( i i  
Pccos R.,  Texas arrtl N. hl. . - - 2 2:) 1 - 21i 27.91i 
Westerlr Ulritctl States 
Tiinpic Springs, Utalr -~ - -~ .  ~~ ~ - - 1 9 : ) -  13 28.15 
Illuc Lakc, litall . ~ - ~ ~ ~ - ~ - - ~ ~ - ~ ~  ~ ~ ~ - - ~ ~ - -   - l ( i 2 -  28.1 I 
Y a q ~ i n a  I h y ,  01-egon ~ ~ . ~ - ~ ~ ~ - ~ - ~  . - - 3 26 1 - :I0 2 i .03 
Sail Francisco Iiay ~~~ ~ ~ - ~ . ~ ~ ~ - ~ ~ - - ~ - ~ ~ ~  - - 4 2 3  1 - 28 5 . 8 9  
I.rcc.trvicr ill teriol-is 
Fcrrifio's Canal ~ ~~ ~ - - ~ ~ - ~ . ~ ~ ~ - ~ - - ~ ~   - 3 3 -  6 25.30 
Los Positos - ~ ~ ~ - ~ - ~ -  .~ ~ ~ ~ - - ~ ~ - ~ . ~ ~ - ~ ~ ~  ..-  - 3 2 - -  5 27.40 
Marsh's material . . - 1 3 - - - 4 26.75 
La Angostiura C;11la1 ~~~~~ ~ ~~- - - - ~ - - ~ ~  - 1 : ) - - -  4 26.7.5 
liio (;ax-abatal . . .. - 8 1 2  - - -  20 2(i.IiO 
1 I~~clut l ing  orrc spccirncn from Irvine I.ake, <:alifornia, wit11 28 \.el-te1)~-;re. 
l'erccn tagc 
0 I 2 1 4 5  7 8 9 10 So. Mean 0-4 .5-(i 7 8-10 
!\I la~rt ic  Coast 
So11tI1cl.n h'cru 
Englantl . ~ ~ - ~ .  5 - 1 ii 5 1 31 23 7 3 82 8 I5 7 38 40 
1.ong Isla~rtl (Mill 
Crcck) ~~ ~ . ~ ~ ~. - - l - 2 - 4 11 16 (i - 40 7.33 7.5 10 27.5 55 
C:hcsnpcakc Ray . -~ - - -  - - -  1 3 4  5 - -  40 7.10 0 2.5 85 12.5 
I;lo~.itla 
Floritla Keys . - - - - - - - 50 - - - 50 7.00 0 0 100 0 
13irtl (1ntli;rtr) Key - - - - - - - 40 - - -  40 5.00 0 0 100 0 
Pc~rsac:ol;t 15;ry . - - - - - - 1 39 2 - -  42 7.02 0 2 93 5 
Coast, W;rkulla Co. - - - - - - - 40 4 - - 44 7 0 0 91 9 
,Junipcl- Sprirrgs C:r. - - - - - - - I9  3 - 22 7.14 0 0 86 14 
moulll - ~ ~ ~ - ~ ~ ~ ~  ~ 
Rio 1';inrlc.o. Iic;rr 
lnolllll ~ ~ ~ - ~ ~ ~ -  ~ 
I'ecos I<., Tcsns  
;III(I  N .  b1. 
I.rircriiici iir / ( ,I  iori.5 
1:crriAo's C:a~r;rl - - - - - 1 1 1 G I Iii 8.00 O 12..5 1 9  69 
1.0s I'osilos - - - - - - - 2 1 3 4 10 8.90 0 0 20 80 
Marsh's material - - - - - - - 2 5 7 2 I6  8..56 0 0 12.5 87 . j  
l,a Alrgoslura C:;~n;rl 3 - :1 5 1 2 2 1 - - - I7 3.18 71 24 fi O 
I< io  G a r a l ~ ; r ~ a l  . 8 - :l 10 I 3 2 2  2 2 - 10 4.27 5.5 12.i 5 25.5 
' I~rclutlirrg o ~ r c  spcci~ncn from Irvinc Lakc, Californi;~, wit11 7 porcs olr each side. 
HUBBS AND MII.LER 
TABLE 17 
VARIATION I  NUMIIICR OF SUI~RAORBI.I.AI. PORES IN L ~ ~ c n n i a  j~ai-oo ANI) L. intei-ioi-is 




Englalld . .  . 8 1 4 1 3 1 11 5 14 11) 2 13 82 7.04 
1.ong Islantl (Mill 
Crcck) - - - - ~ - ~ ~ - ~ ~ ~  ~ - - - - 6 -  8 4 3 1 1  2 2 36 7.36 
Chesapeake Bay - - - - - - 1 13 11 12 2 1 40 8.10 
Floritla 
Florida Keys . - - - - 1 - 49 - - - - 50 6.96 
Bird (Indian) Key - - - - - - - 40 - - - - 40 7.00 
Pe~rsacola I3ay - - - - - - 1 39 2 - - - 42 7.02 
Coast, Wakt~lla Co. - - - - - - - 44 - - - - 44 7.00 
Jtunipcr Springs C:r. - - - - - - - 22 - - - - 22 7.00 
?‘WI.AI, FOR l~1.0~11)~ - - - - - 1 1 184 2 - - - 188 6.90 
Gulf of MCxico 
Lakc l'ontchartuai~t, 
1,a. . - -  - -  - - 40 - - - - 40 7.00 
? .  lexasCo;~st  - - - -  - 51 - - - - 54 7.00 
Rio Crautle, near 
moutlr . . . .  - - - - - - 2 54 4 - - - ($0 7.03 
Rio Pitruco, near 
lnoutll - - - - - - 1 2 1 - - - 4 7.00 
Pccos R., Tcxas 
a l 1 d N . M . .  - - -  - -  - 5 8 2 5 1 0  3 2 98 7.63 
Westert~ llllitctl States 
7 -. 1 lmpic Springs, 
Utah . . - -  - -  - -  1 55 11 1 - - 68 7.18 
I$luc Lake, Utah' - - - - - 1 3 6 - - - - 10 6.50 
Yaqui~ra Bay, Ore- 
gonl . . . . .  5 - 5 1  5 1  6 8 5 3 1 2  42 5.45 
Sa11 Francisco Bay - - - - 2 1  1 1 1 1 4 1 4  8 5 56 8.37 
1.1~cniiin iiztei-ioris 
Fcrriiio's Canal . 2 - 10 - 3 - 1 - - - - - 16 2.37 94 6 0 0 
Los l'ositos ~.~~ . . 1 - 3 - 3 - 2 - 1 - - - 10 3.80 70 20 0 10 
Marsh's material . 4 - 7 - 2 - - - - - - - 13 1.69 100 0 0 0 
I.aAngosturaCa11al 14 - 3 - 1 - - - - - - - 18 0.56 100 0 0 0 
Rio Garabatal 32 - 6 - 2 - - - - - - - 40 0.50 100 0 0 0 
1 Sm;rll size oE these spccimer~s may cxplairr the low counts. 
2 Incl~rtling one spccirnen from Irviue Lake, California, with 9 pores on oue side and 10 
otr thc other side. 
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TABLE 18 
VARIA'I.ION I  NIJR.IJ%ER OF I,ACHR\ NAI. PORES I N  Izt(c(l~lio @run A N D  L. interioris 
Data graphed in Figure 7. 130th sidcs were counted 
Percentage 
Lz~cccniu pan~n  
Atlantic Coast 
Southcrtr New Et~gland -~~~ 
Long Island (Mill Creek) -- 
Chesapeake Say . ~ ~ ~ . . ~ - ~ ~ ~ ~ . .  . 
Vloritla 
Floritla Kcys ..--.. ~~ . . .~  ... .. ~... 
Bird (Indian) Kcy .~~~~~~ ~~- -... 
Pens;~cola Bay - - -~ - -~~ -~~~-~ - -~~ - -~ .  
Coast, Wakulla Co. ..... ... . 
Juuipcr Springs Cr. - ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ - ~ ~ - - .  
TOTAL 'OR I?I.ORIDA ..~~.. . 
(;ulf of Mkxico 
Lake Poutchartrain, La. .. . 
Tcxas Coast - - ~ ~ . - ~ - - ~ ~ ~ - ~  ----- ~--~~.. 
Rio Grandc, near mouth 
Rio Pinuco, near moutlll 
Pecos it., Texas and N. M. 
Wcstel-11 Unitetl States 
Timpic Sp r i~~gs ,  Utah2 - ~ ~ ~ - .  -  11 f i  38 13 
13l~1c Lake, Utah1 . .~.. 8 - 1 1 - - 
Yaquitla Bay, Oregon1 . 32 3 5 - 2 - 
SanFranciscoBay - .  .. . .~.  15 - 17 - 18 G  
I . U C ( I I I ~ ( L  ill terioris 
Ferrifio's Canal . 1 G  
1,os i'ositos . . . .  8 - 2 - - - 
Marslr's material 1 G  - - - - - 
La Angostura C a n a l .  18 - - - - - 
Rio Garal)atal . ~ ~ .  ..  .. 40 - - - - - 
No. Mean 
1,ow count may 1,c tluc largely or wholly to stnall size of specimens countetl. 
Wig11 count may bc attributed in part at  least to large size ant1 high tlevelopinetlt of 
tnost of the spccimcns countctl. 
Vtncluding one  specimen from lrvirlc Lakc, California, with no pores on either side. 
V A R I A I I ~ N  I N  ~ \ ' I ~ W I R E K  01: MZNI)IK~II.,\I< PO1 1 S I N  /.rlc(llli(l j)(11.71(1 IKI) I.. i? l / f~l . iol is  
1)ata grapllctl ill Figlrrc 7. Rotll sitlcs ~ v e r c  oulltetl 
I.r~c.tril n J ) ( I I . ~ J ( I  
Atlantic Coast 
Sor~tllcrn New E ~ ~ g l ; ~ n i l  H I  - I - - - - 82 0.02 ,)$I I 0 0 
L o ~ ~ g I s l a ~ i t L  (TvIiII(:reek) 33 -- 5 1 1 - - 40 0.43 82.5 15 2.5 0 
(:ilc.sapcake Bay ~~~ ~ -- 3 2 - 2 4 2 . .  40 0 0  80 15 5 0 
lloritla 
Floritla I<cys . - ~ ~ ~  ~~ ~ 23 - 5 4 1 i 3 50 2.12 46 18 18 18 
I<ir(l (11>(li;t11) Key .~~ ~~ - - 3 Iii 7 14 - 40 3.80 0 47.5 17.5 35 
" I'c~tsacola l lay  . 32 - 2 7 I - - 42 O.(iO 76 2 l  2 0 
Coast, \~\';~kulla Co. - 3 1 0  3 2 8  --- 41 4.27 0 30 7 64 
Jrlllipcr Sprillgs C:r. ~ ~-~~~~ - - .  - 1 I - 22 1.31) 0 5 32 64 
C;ulf of MCsico 
I.ake Po~~tclt;tt.tl-ain. 1,a. 5 - 1 4 - - - 0 0 . 5  7 .  I .  0 0 
Texas C:o;~st 51 - 1 2 - - - 54 0.11 94 (i 0 0 
liio (;ra~itlc, trcar nro~ttll SI) 2 8 8 - 3 - (iO 0.95 65 30 0 5 
llio I ' ~ I ~ I I ( . ~ ,  IIC;II. 1110111117 f j  - - - - - - (i 0.00 100' 0 0 0 
i'ecos R., Tcs;rs a l ~ t l  N .  M .  67 2 13 I5 - 1 - 98 0.80 68 31 0 1 
Weslcrll llrlitctl States 
Tirnpic Spriligs, Utali' I - 5 I 5 - - 68 1.8.5 24 GO 7:* 0 
Illue Lake, U ~ a l l l  ~~~~~~~ - ~~ l o - - -  10 0.00 100' 0 0 0 
"'j I - - - - -  Y;lquilla Ihy ,  Orego11 ~ -. 24 0.04 06 1 0 0 
Sill1 I ~ r i ~ t ~ c i s ~ o  Bay -11 - <I - .'V+ - - 5 0 5  79 I(i 5:l 0 
I . r~c i~rr i~~  i?zIt!rior~i,s 
I'cr-uifio'sC:a~ral . 16 - - - - - - I6 0.00 100 0 0 0 
Los Positos ~~-~~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ - -  I ( ) - - -  10 0.00 100 0 0 0 
Marsll's matcrial ~ ~~ ~. I ( ; - - - - - -  I (i 0.00 100 0 0 0 
La Angostu1.a Canal 18 - - - - - - 18 0.00 100 0 0 0 
Rio C;;u.abatal - ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ .  ~ , 1 0 - - - - - -  40 0.00 100 0 0 0 
C;I<AND 'I'O'l A1 S 
1.1~rctnicc p r r 1 7 ~ 1 1 ~  ~~ ~~~ ~~ 494 5 88 84 38 (i(i 3 778 I .20 63 23 5 9 
l.~cc.c~~ricr ?ller-ior is I00 - - - - - - 100 0.00 100 0 0 0 
-- . - .- -- -- ~ 
I Small sire o l  these specimens IIO cloubi csl~lai lrs  (Ire al)scncc of pores. 
"Tl liigh p1-opol-tiolr of spccilne~ls with porcs ill tlrc Titnpic Splings popr~latioll is 
apparently attril)utal)lc to their large sizr ant1 "ex~rl)ei-ancc." 
"Cornpletc c o u ~ ~ t s  o f  4 porcs were iu lat-gc spc.ci1ncns otrly. 
'i I~lclutling otic3 spctirncn from lrvillc Lakc, C:alifornia, wit11 n o  pores on eilllcr siclc. I ts  
snrall s i ~ e  (20 mln) trlay explain itr pa l l  tlrc poor tlc\clopnlclrt o f  its 1)ol.c.s. 
~:YI 'KINOl)ON'I '  FISHES 
\ J . \ R I A . ~ I ~ N  I N  X L I > I I ~ I  I< 01: <;II.I.-~<,\KFI<s I N  1 2 ~ ~ c ( ~ ~ 1 i ( ~  I { I I ~ I ( I  .\SI) I.. i 1 1 t e 1 i 0 1 . i . ~  
IIolh sitles ~\>cl-c  ~lsllally c~~urncl.atctl.  1)ata glxphetl in Figlu-c 5 
Ilori(1i1 
I:lo~.itl;~ Keys ~ ~ - 2 I7 10 14 2 2 2 - 1 7.22 1.3!) 0.43 
I % i ~ t l  ( In t l i ;~~ i )  I<ey - 1 :I $1 13 5) 4 1 - 40 8.05 1.27 0.44 
l'c~is;~col;l R;iy ~ ~ - - 1 1 5  3 2 -  21 7.29 0.70 0.33 
(:o;lst, \\';tkulla Co. - 2 i 1 I T 1 - - ,14 7.50 1.12 0.37 
Junipc.1- Sl)~. i~igs (:r. ~ ~~ ~ - - 7 1 3  I I - - -  22 6.82 0.72 0.33 
(;ulf of Rltxico 
I.i~k(. I'olltc.lia1-I rain. I.;{. - - (i 7 4 : I - - -  20 7.20 1 .03 0.50 
1'cs;ls <:east - - 3 I I I - - - 30 7.40 0.71 0.28 
I t io ( ; r ;~n t lc ,  n c ; i r ~ ~ ~ o ~ ~ l I i  1 8 07 I!) 7 2 1 1 - (i(j 6.58 1.21 0.33 
I l i o  I';~IIIICO, near m o r l t l l  - 1 :I 2 - - - - - (i 6.17 0.43 0.33 
I'ccos R., Tex;ls ;~n t l  N .  M. - 2 1 1 2!) 32 11 - - - 88 7.41 0.97 0.23 
1\'cstcr11 1'11itctl Sl;~tcs 
'I'ilr~pic.Springs, Utah 1 2 -1 13 2 1 1 - - 24 6.83 1.21 0.5'1 
I 1 . 1  I - - (i 2 - - - - - 8 (i.25 0.43 0.31 
\ ' ;~ql~i l i ;~ Hay. 01-cgoll - - 1 3 11) 14 8 1 - 48 8.34 1.03 0.30 
S;III I r ;~ncisco 1Liy - -  - 1 IS 27 12 1 1 53 !).01 0.87 0 . X  
l . ~ l ( / l l l i / l  ; l l / ~ ~ l i ~ ~ l ; s  
Pel-I-itio's C:;~nal ~ ~~ ~ ~ -~ - -  - 5 2 l - - -  8 7.50 0.71 0.5.5 
1.0s I'ositos ~ ~~~~~ - 1  - 1 3  - - - -  5 7.20 1.17 1.14 
hl;rrsh's lrlalcrial ~~ ~~ ~ - - ti (i 3 - - - -  12 7.00 0.41 0.26 
1.a ; \ ~ ~ g o s [ u r ; ~  (:itllal ~~ -~~ ~ - - I (i 1 - - - -  8 7.00 0.30 0.39 
l<io (p ;~~- :~ l )~ i t i i l  ~ ~ ~ ~ - -  2 1 2  ( j  - - - -  20 7.20 O.(iO 0.25 
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m m  - a  -1 -I\ MI- mu,  e m  r-% n w  r-CA 10% 
99 41: ?o-, c?? 0 5  c?? M1: Y ?  c?? Y 9  ? %  
COW cow Mn, mn, CO-, Mn, Mn, Mn, Mc? con, COT 
(Dm 0 0  0 0  b i C y  0 0  - 0  O m  m'D 0 0  2 2  1.2 
1 - 3 1  er, c s  3.- m  
I I  I 1  I I  I I  I I  I 1  I I  I I  I I  I  I 1  
I I  I /  I I  I I  I I  I I  I 1  I /  I I  I I  I I  
I I  I I  I I  I I  I I  I I  I I  I I  I I  I I  I I  
I I  I I  I 1  I  I I  I I  I I  I I  I /  I I  I 1  
I I  I I  I  I /  I I  I I  I I  I 1  I I  I I  I I  
I I  I I  I 1  I 1  I I  I 1  I I  I 1  I I  I I  I I  
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I I  I I  I 1  I I  I 1  I I  I I  I I  I /  I I  I I  
I I  I I  I I  I I  I I  I I  I I  I I  I I  I 1  I I  
I I  In, I I  I I  I I  I I  I l  I I  I I  I I  I I  
I 1  I - ,  I I  I I  I I  I I  I 1  I  I I  I I  I I  
I 1  1 - 1  I I I I  I I I -  I  I I  I I n1  I - -  l ' n  
I l l - 1  I - -  I I  I I  I  I 1  I I  I 1  1 - 1  - V  
N C y  - 1  Nn, I - -  I  I I n ,  I  I I I I V  I  'q or -1 
i l 1 10) I I  I  I  I 1 -  e n 1  MY) 
1 
I I M  l N h l  3 -  I ' D  3 -  M U  M  I t.'D I I s  
1 
3 1 M  l 3 I bin, 3 - 1  C- l h O " 1  c.(- 2% M I  N ?  
M I  N I  I  I I b i  I N I  I 1 I I  I 
I l - 1  I I N I  M I  N I  - 1  I I m l  I 1  I /  
I I  I I  I I  I I N I  I 1  I 1  I I  M I  I 1  I I  
I I  I I  I I  I 1  I  I I  I I  I I  I /  I I  I I  
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100 om w w  0 3  0 3  m v ,  mar\ ~ O Q  mv ,  mlr\ m-t- 
mc: -0,  q q  q r r ,  .?% 00, q q  = I - ,  y 4  qo) y q  
M-t- COW N 3 C O - t -  COT 10% 10"\ LOU 10- 1 0 q  COn\mlr\ 
I I I I  I I I I  I I  I ?  I I  I 1  I I  I I  I I  I - -  
I I I I  I I I I I I  1 ' -  1 ' -  I 3  I I I I I  I I ' O  
I I I I  I I I I I I  I I  I I  I I  I I  I I  I I  I I  
I I I I  I I I I I I  I -- 1 -  1% I I I I I I ?  
I I I I  I I I I I I  I I I I I  I I I 1  1 4  
I I I I  I I I I I I  1 ' -  I - -  --- - 1  M I  I I 10- 
I I  I I  I I  I I  I I  " ? N I  1 1 - 1 N l  I I W?  
1 1 1 1  I I  1 1 1 1  I I  I I  I I C O I ~ I  I 1 - 1  
I I  I !  I I  I I  I l  N I  I I  I I N I - l  I I 101 
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0 4 -  I Y -  I n \  1 1  I ?  I  I I I I  I I I I I N- 
F.I I i  
- 9  110 I  - -  I  I  I I I I 1  I I I 1  -03 1 I  
h( 
N-t- 004 I ' O  N 1  *e l  I  I 1  I 1  I 1  I 1  2% I 1  
- " \ . o n \  I Y -  I I  I I  I I  I I  I I  r - p - I  I I  
N-t- 
- r a ~  I I N I  m w  1 1  I I  I I  I I  I I  m r ~  I I  
N W  
- 1 - 4  - -  1 1 6 4  1 1  I I  1 1  I 1  I I  (3- I I  
CO '-, 
I I  I I  I l l - I  I I '  I '  I '  I '  ; t ; " ' l l  
I I  I I  m i  I I  I I  I  ' I  I '  I l l '  I  I '  
I I  I I  C O I  I I  I 1  I 1  I l  I I  I I  I I  101 I I  
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4 4 V , . 
.- - . - 
= = * _ x ,  - = 2~ z z  
""2 - - 
+ " ^  ,z 51 :o e L? 
3 'II 
- ~ -
- - - - -- -~ -
~ - -  
- - -  -- 
4 I 4 5 I 52 3 5 5 56 5 38 3 0 I So.  Mean 
~- - - - ~ 
I I \ . lc :~s~~l-crnc~~ls  ;ire cx~)i.cssctl i l l  I~r~nt lrct l t l is  o f  the st;~~itl;tl-tl length, scgrcg;itctl 1)y sex. 
All loc;llitics (s in~i lar  to thosc. r ~ t i l i ~ c t l  fol- mcristics-see T;iI)Ics 2-20) coml)inctl fol- cacli 
spccics. 
. - - - - - - -- -~ - - - - ~ - ~  
:51-:52 33-34 35-36 :57-38 39-.I0 41-42 43-44 ,15-.t(i N o .  M ~ ; I I I  
- - -- -- - ---- - -  -- - -- 
I M C ~ S I I ' ~ I I ~ ~ : I I ~ S  arc cxp~.cssc~l  i l Iir~ntlretlths o f  tlic stiurtlal-tl length, 
(fig~rrcs for m;rlcs arc  ill I)oldl'ace ty lx ;  those fol- fcm;rles in i / o l ~ c . \ ) .  
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TABLE 26 
MORE SIGNIFICANT <:HARACI.I:,KS A N D KIII.ATIONS OF .TIIF. PECOS RIVER RACE 01: Llccnnia f~atvn 
Disregartling the tliverse races of Floritla 
Character Table Figure Mode Mean Kcmarks 
Dorsal rays - -  2 2 
Scales 
1)orsal to ;uial 12 - 
A r o u ~ ~ t l  body 13 5 
Arouutl pcclu~lcle 14 - 
Yrcopcrcular porcs l(i 7 
Sulxaorl)ital porcs 17 7 
Mandibular pores 1 9  7 
Gill rakers . 20 5 
Anal-to-cautlal distance 24 
(% stantlartl length) 1 
l%ocly tlcpth - -  -- . -  22 













Averaging sliglrtly lower than along 
Gulf of Mexico Coast and over most 
of range of species. 
As in far n o ~ t h  ant1 in coastal Yloritla, 
but averaging even lower; about 
sdrrrr as in Cllcsapcake llay. 
1.orvest for the spccics; rnode 9 or 10 
in all other locations, wit11 lowest 
other mean 8.90. 
I.ow, as also along Gulf of Mexico 
Coast, ~nucli  lowcr than in far north. 
Much lowcr tl\;nl in far ~Iortlx; retluc- 
tion to 12 much less cornmoll t l ~ a ~ r  
;dong Gulf of MC-xico Coast. 
Al~out  as ill far north and it1 Lake 
Pontchartl.ain; averaging fewer than 
in coast;~l Texas (mean, 28.24). 
Resembles only the far-nortl~crn raccs 
ill frequency of counts higher than 7. 
Often increased beyontl 7, as in the 
far north, instead of Ixing rarely 
increasetl ant1 not I)eyontl 8 (other 
localities) ; but unlike far-northcrn 
stocks in riot lravir~g number rc- 
tlucetl helow tllc motlc at 7. 
Higlrer indicated pcrccntagc (43) 
with no porcs than it1 Gulf coastal 
samples; similar in this respect to 
far-northcrtl types, but differing 
from them in thc unique high inti- 
tlencc of 5 porcs. 
R i ~ t l ~ c r  likc tnost other races; tliffcr- 
i r ~ g  from the sou t l~c r~ i  New En- 
gland racc in frequently having 
some mantlibular porcs. 
Esscutially likc Gulf Coast form, much 
lowcr than in far nor t l~ .  
Not very clistinctive; sexual tlimorph- 
is111 sliglrt (probably clue to envi- 
ronmctit) . 
I;ernalcs, shorter than along Gulf of 
Mkxico Coast, but lo~iger than i ~ r  
far north; males less tlistinctivc. 
Much as ill Gulf Coast ant1 Mitltllc 
Atlantic Coast forms; less than in 
far nor t l~ .  
Data for ~nalcs  and females given separatcly, in that order. 
TABLE 2'7 
C o n r ~ p ~ ~ ~ s o ~  01: I . I L C O I Z ~ ~  ii~te~io).i.s M'I.I.H Lztmnin pnf-on 
Thcsc species arc furtlicr co~nparccl ~ \ ~ i t l l  one a~iotl ier  and wit11 two otlier species in  Table  1 
Character L.ziccrnin in terioris Lucania l1a171n 
I , e~~gt l i  of pelvic fill stcppetl Males: 4.9-5.6 (ave., 5.25) Males: 2.54.4 (avc., 3.46) 
illto ~xc(lorsal  l e ~ i g t l ~  (Tit- 1;cmales: 5.4-6.5 (avc., 5.94) Females: 3.2-4.8 (ave., 3.91) 
I,lc 21) 
GI-catest ~vit l th of Iicatl in re- Sonlcn~l~a t  gl-c;~tcl- 
lati011 to length of s~rout  
pl11s cyc 
I)efinitcly less 
Depth of  caudal pctlunclc Al)out 2.0 in greatest botly About 3.0 in  greatest body 
(Tal)lc 23) tlcptli; al)out half to two- tlcptll; about  one-third tlis- 
fifths d i s t a ~ ~ c e  fl-om anal  tance fro111 anal  origin to 
origin to c a ~ ~ t l a l  base c a ~ ~ t l a l  bascl 
P o s i t i o ~ ~  of tlors;~l fin a t ~ t l  of More postel-ior (cacl~ with 1'rcdors;~l length greater; uro-  
allrls (T;lblcs 23 and 24) slight overlap) some longer" 
1)ors:tl fill of malt, in life Chalky blue, without yellow I)usky, tinged with yellow on  
or  orange mcml)ranes; orarige-red o r  
brick-red on  posterior cor- 
ner  
Allill i l ~ l c l  ~ x l v i c  fills ill live I)c.cI) I ) I I I C  to turq~loisc Orange or  brick-red, at  least 
: ~ t l ~ ~ l t  males in ;I subtnargil~al I~ailtl on  
anal  
Pigmentation of dorsal fin it1 (;cncr;~l sr~rface more tlark- I.css tlarkcnctl 
matlrrc' rn;~lcs enctl 
I ' igrne~ltat io~~ of anal  fin in Ill;~ckisli bortler l a c k i ~ ~ g ;  Illackisli I)ortler developed; 
mature mirlcs mclnl)rancs blackcnetl mernhranes paler 
I;i~lc I)lac k streak along mitl- IJ~rtlcvclopetl Weakly to strotigly de\elopcd 
ventral cdgc of caudal pc- 
tlunclc 
l'air of tlark stre;~ks on  top S h o r ~ ,  typically pal-c~itlicsis- Longer, straighter, typically 
of  muzzle (on citlicr sitlc like, not continuetl I~ack- s~ t l~para l le l  and more or  less 
of ~ni t l l i~ lc )  w;~~.t l  tlcfinitely exteiitlecl back- 
ward betwccn cycs 
1ll;lck p igme~i t  on  clicck I.;~rgely confi~ied to border More exte~lsively dcvelopctl, 
of eye; not forming a snll- forming a more o r  lcss tlefi- 
ocular I ~ a r  ~ i i t c  subocular bar extend- 
ing clo~vnward ant1 forrvartl 
Ca~ctl:~l fill of 111alc 1)arker to\\rartl margill I ~ u t  1)efinitcly ~riai-gi~ietl by a 
witllout a definite black- 1)lackislr I)ai~tl 
is11 I);tntl 
13lackislr outer 1)ortler of pel- Ilro;~tlcv ;~ntl  niorc diffuse 7Sarl.o~vc.r ant1 shal-per 
\.ic fin 
Ihi-li I)ortlc1-i1lg of sc;~le pock- Ixss boltlly set off FI-om Iloltler ant1 sharper; tlark hor- 
ets p;llc centers; less sh;lrply tlcrs conspic~~ous  ant1 rcgu- 
markctl lar; melanophores often in  
single file 
-- - ~ - -~~ -
l111 t l ~ c  tlccpcr-botlictl form of wcstci-II Floritla, bccomi~lg most cstl.crnc in the Floi-itla 
licys, tlic taucl;~l pec l~u~cle  may be almost half as long as tlic anal-ca~~tlal  tlista~ice, but  
remains much lcss than o~ic-l lal l  tllc I~otly t lept l~.  
Wxccpt  i n  nort l~crnmosl  race. 
TAI11,E 27 (Coiltii~iterl) 
.--- -- ~ - 
Character Lz~caizia iillerioris I. U(.(III in (,(I, 
S q ~ a i i s l ~  atcml dusky 
I,lotchcs 
Supraorbital pores (Table 
17; Fig. 7) 
Lachrymal pores (Table 18; 
Fig. 7) 
Mantlibular pores (Table 19; 
Fig. 7) 
Pectoral-ray counts (Table 
8; Fig. 4) 
Lc r~g t l~  of heat1 (Table 25) 
1Gns 
Dorsal and anal rays (Tables 
2 ant1 4; Fig. 2) 
Not discernible 
Almost always fewer than 5 
Almost invariably absent 
Invariably absent 
Avcraging more 
Decidedly mole oblong, less 
rhombic, with subpalallel 
dorsal and ventral con- 
touis bctwccn isthmus and  
anus 
Dorsal rays averaging few- 
er; regression of anal-ray 
counts 011 dorsal-ray co1111ts 
very steep (Fig. 3) 
Oftcn morc or lcss conspicu- 
ous, especially in freshwater 
forms 
Almost always mole tlralr 5 
(except in far north) 
Oftcn to always 1-4 
Oftcrr developed (except rare- 
ly in far north) 
Averaging fcwcr 
Ixss oblong, more rllombic 
Usually lcss 
Generally larger and lcss 
rounded 
Ilorsal rays averaging morc; 
regressiolr line o f  moderate 
slope (Fig. 3) 
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1)ivcrsc form a~i t l  coloration of 1.1~rct11in II~IT?J(I  in  tliffcrenl parts of Floritla 
All to t l ~ c  same scale. Males in upper half, fernales below. I.eft column: ~ n a l c s  from 
mangrovc c : l ~ a ~ ~ n c l  i  Sllell Key (UMML B6l-64) ; females fro111 bay in  CI-awl Kcy (UMMZ 
B61-46). Center column: Junipel. Springs Creek (IJMML 110672). Right  column: Pen- 
sacola Bay (UMMZ 136550). Photo by Scripps Institution of Occai~ography. 

Cor~lpai-ison brtwccn samplrs of I .~ tco~t icr  j ~ o ~ v c i  from Pccos River, l'cxas (left), a~ i t l  
ant1 from T i n ~ p i c  Spr i~~gs ,  Ut;il~ (light) , to s l ~ o ~ v  cxul)cl.;~~~cc ;~ f t c~ .  i1rtrotlr1ctioi1 of I'ccos 
stock into Utah. 
Lrl'L: top, UMh/I% 170118, ~ n ; ~ l r  23.2 mnl l o ~ ~ g ,  from below U. S. 90 I~iglr\v;~y I,ritlge, 
V;t1 Vcrtle C:ounty, Tesas; mitltlle, fenrale 31.6 111111, fi-on1 s;IInc locality; I)ottom, lJPIM% 
179914, fernalc 40.5 111111, fl.om below U. S. 67 Iiighway I)ritlge, I'ecos alitl Crockctt c o l ~ ~ ~ t i c ~ s ,  
'l'exas. Right: top, m;ilc 27.4 mm; middle, rnale 29.0 111111; aritl Imttom, female 40.5 nun-all 




Elal>itat of L~rcn?~i tr  intrt-io?-is, ancl general view o f  the Cltatro C:ii.negas Basin, to which 
it is restricted. 
Marslry pool in mcatlo~v along the eastern sitlc of Rio Gal-abatal, near source o f  I,a 
A~igostura Canal (location 1 on insert in Fig. 1) ; about 8 km west-northwest from tip 
of San Marcos NIountain. The  view is eastward, across most of the interior-tlrainagc part 
of t l ~ c  floor of the basin, towartl the outlet gap at the northcast cortier. T h e  villagc o f  
Cui~tro Cikncgas lies near ~ l r e  base of the mo~ultains (it1 left-tlistancc) . T h e  largest series 
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